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ABSTRACT
Translated Subjects: Visions of Haiti in 19th-Century Literature
Mary Grace Albanese
Haiti’s public image has long vacillated between extremes: from democratic beacon to
shadow of insurrection; from space of racial uplift to pit of economic exploitation; from bearer of
Enlightenment ideals to dark land of “voodoo.” Indeed the two taglines most commonly
associated with Haiti are: “first black republic” and “poorest country in the Western
hemisphere.” These opposing taglines fit within a critical paradigm that has long viewed Haiti in
terms of example (as a site of universal emancipation and racial equality) and exception (or, in
Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s memorable words, the notion that Haiti is “unnatural, erratic, and
therefore unexplainable.”)1 This dissertation engages these two competing figures of Haitian
exemplarity and Haitian exceptionalism in early 19th-century literatures of the black Americas. In
doing so, I examine Haiti both as an imagined space and as a site of literary production whose
products circulated in various and sometimes misleading translations. This network of what I call
“translations of Haiti’ re-navigate, and mark with difference, traditional narratives of race and
nation.
My project reveals how the idea of Haiti flickered through many complex forms in the
early 19th-century. Some of these forms fall into the rubric of exception/example but others do
not: from sister in democracy, to vanguard of black internationalism, to potential site of
exploitation, to occasion for domestic reflection. By nuancing the binary between example and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
Michel-Rolph Trouillot. Haiti: State Against Nation: Origins and Legacy of Duvalierism. (New
York: Monthly Review Press, 1990). 6.

exception, I question critical accounts that depict early representations of the first black republic
as either symptomatic of white anxieties or an ideal site for the realization of black nationalist
projects. These accounts, I argue, often overlook how national and racial categories failed to
overlap; they occlude Haitian (and especially Kreyòl) literary production; and, most importantly,
they ignore the complex transnational movements occasioned by this production. I argue that
when we consider translation as a metaphor (for example, the notion of translation as an
analogical model or heuristic) we must also consider translation as a practice with material
consequences. I negotiate between Haiti’s powerful abstraction(s) and a material network of
constantly circulating, translated and re-translated texts. These texts, I argue, provoked fears and
anxieties, but also speculations, hopes, and visions amongst constantly changing constituents of
groups that may or may not be usefully labeled (for example, free U.S. blacks; mulâtres; noirs;
U.S. northerners; etc.) Using this shifting international stage as a point of departure, “Translated
Subjects” takes Haitian cultural production seriously – that is to say, as more than a convenient
metaphor – to reveal new channels of literary exchange.
!
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Albanese
Ouanga nouveau: Jean-Pierre Ibo and the Shifting Face of Revolution
Toussaint Louverture, Jean-Jacques Dessalines, Henri-Christophe, Vincent Ogé: every
amateur student of Haitian Revolutionary history is familiar with this pantheon of national
heroes. If this revolution was “unthinkable” and hence interstitially recorded, unevenly
remembered, and effectively silenced, to use Michel Rolph Trouillot’s influential framework,
part of that silencing was paradoxically undertaken by the forces of myth making which created
many of these figures.1 From the noble “black Spartacus” of Toussaint Louverture to the blood
thirsty ferociousness of Jean-Jacques Dessalines to the mulâtre martyr Ogé, Haiti has been
affected as much by archival invisibility as it has from an excess of visibility, as much from
exemplarity as it has from exceptionalism – by which I mean, the exaggerated and often
racialized caricatures, pious hagiographies, and conflicting ideological decoys generated by
romantic historicism. Indeed, certain contemporary commentators have been unexpectedly alive
to Haiti’s origins: from the evangelical Pat Robertson’s bizarre claim that Haitian poverty was
engendered by a revolutionary pact made with the devil to New York Times columnist David
Brooks’ slovenly pontifications on “voodoo” and “progress resistance” in wake of the 2010
earthquake.2 Haiti’s past, one might venture, is only too visible to some.
I would like to open this project under the aegis of another character in this canon of
mythic men (and they are often, but not always, men), half-fictive and half-real: Jean-Pierre Ibo.
Yet unlike Dessalines or Toussaint, Jean-Pierre Ibo’s influence on Haitian culture cannot be
unearthed in official correspondences, governmental acts, communiqués, deeds, or newspaper
reports. Insofar as an archive is aggregate of institutional forces that select, mediate, and give
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
Michel Rolph Trouillot. Silencing the Past: Power and Production in History (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1995).
2
David Brooks. “The Underlying Tragedy.” The New York Times 15 January 2010. Retrieved
from: http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/15/opinion/15brooks.html
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shape to social and historical processes, he has left but one official trace: his name appears
fleetingly in a 19 September 1789 issue of the Le Cap based colonial newspaper Affiches
américaines as one of four escaped slaves: “Jean-Pierre Ibo, âgé d’environ 45 ans, fort laid.”3
Almost exactly two years before the first stirrings of the events that would come to be
historicized as the Haitian Revolution, Ibo’s fleeting appearance in the Affiches américaines
points to a much deeper history.

Affiches américaines de Saint-Domingue. 19 September 1789. 1020. Digital Library of the Caribbean
http://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00000449/00022/1019j

To official histories of the archive, Jean-Pierre Ibo is identified and measured by three metrics:
his ugliness; the slave-holding time which both fixes his age and renders it impersonal; and
perhaps most disturbingly the proprietary name which scars him: B. Villard. These descriptive
terms collude to dehumanize Ibo: they render him a “laid” physicality, temporally insignificant
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
For colonial accounts of Ibo, see B.H.C., p. 69. – Cabon A., «Un siècle et demi de journalisme
en Haïti», Proceedings of the American antiquarian society, n° XLIX (1939), p. 121-205 (p.
125-138); Menier M. A. et Debien G., «Journaux de Saint-Domingue», Revue d'histoire des
colonies, n° XXXVI, 127-128 (1949), p. 424-475 (p. 427-435); Moreau de Saint Méry
M., Description topographique, physique, civile, politique et historique de la partie française de
l'isle Saint-Domingue, Philadelphie, 1797, rééd. Paris, 1958, p. 493-496.
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‘âgé environ; italics mine), and mostly strongly identifiable by the violent markings of
possession. Yet Jean-Pierre Ibo exist in other, less concrete archives, which push against and
beyond these critical narratives, turning from the violent regulatory power of slavery and toward
other nebulous formations of subjecthood. The archival trace cited above is merely one of many
material remainders in a wider network of oral traditions, vodou songs, folk tales, rumors,
beliefs, and visions. Limning the contours of official histories, Ibo is uncataloguable,
undocumented, and almost entirely outside the French language: but he exists in and around
materials that most archival formations do not select for.
In the early twentieth-century, ethnographers and oral historians, began to register the
presence of this figure “Jean-Pierre Ibo” in oral traditions, narratives which, some speculate,
have persisted from the time of the Revolution. Whether or not the escaped slave “Jean-Pierre
Ibo” of the 19 September 1789 Affiches américaines is related to the nearly mythic figure of
these folk songs is unverifiable: however, the former’s proximity to the Bwa Kayiman uprising,
in conjunction with his easily allegorized name (Igbo) would certainly lend him fictive
suppleness, a kind of representative status that merges African cultural practices with Haitian
Revolutionary historiography. For example, in a version of a vodou song sung by Max Beauvoir
to Laurent Dubois, Ibo is presented as an ally to Dessalines, eager to chase whites out of Haiti:
“Dousouman, Gangan o dousouman…/Jan Pyè Ibo, Lampère Desalin o…/Péyi sa a pa pou blan”
(Gently, ougan, o gently…/Jean-Pierre Ibo, Emperor Dessalines, o…/This land is not for the
whites”).4 Yet in the 1950s, Odette Mennesson-Rigaud heard and transcribed a different version
of this song, now housed in the Bibliothèque Haïtienne des Pères du Saint-Esprit in Port-au!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
Cited in Laurent Dubois “Thinking Haitian Independence in Haitian Vodou.’’The Haitian
Declaration of Independence : Creation, Context, and Legacy. Ed. Julia Gaffield. (University of
Virginia Press :Charlottesville and London, 2015) : 208.
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Prince: this song, far from highlighting the alliance between New World independence and the
African everyman, reveals the former to be a powerful enemy of the latter: hardly a surprising
revision in the 1950s, when the 1957 election of Duvalier would lead to widespread peasant
dispossession, pitting “state against nation” to again use a framework borrowed from Trouillot.
Here, the “ouanga nouveau” or to loosely translate, “new magic” or “new talisman” is hardly the
conciliatory ougan of the first song, but rather a genocidal tool: “Dessalines came from
France/carrying a ouanga nouveau” the purpose of which is “To kill Jean-Pierre Ibo” and “to kill
the Ibo nation/to kill my mother’s nation/to kill my father’s nation”5
Look elsewhere, however, and Ibo appears not as an independent actor, a representative
of the people, or a reminder of Haiti’s African origins, but is rather enmeshed in the iconography
of Dessalines: in a song recorded in 1951: “Nou rive, Jan Pyè Desalin,/nou rive, onon Loko
Atisou” (“We have arrived, Jean Pierre Dessalines,/we have arrived, in the name of Loko
Atisou).” 6 As Dubois compellingly argues, Ibo serves represents “a broader swatch of the
population at the time of the war of independence” (“Thinking Haitian Independence” 207).
Emerging at the interstices between fictive and human life, Ibo not only embodies many different
Haitis but many different ways of conceiving of the individual’s relation to the nation. Ibo asks
us, then, to think of the human as, not a self-enclosed individual that persists in space and time
but instead a form that enmeshes itself with other forms, emerging at times as metonymy,
fragment, prosthetic, possessed body, or transformed material.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
Odette Mennesson-Rigaud papers. Bibliothèque Haïtienne des Pères du Saint-Esprit, Port-auPrince. Cited in Laurent Dubois. “Thinking Haitian Independence in Haitian Vodou’’ 207. For
an alternative version of this song, see Dayan, Haiti 39-40.
6
Loko Atisou is a vodou lwa (roughly equivalent to a saint or god) associated with leaves,
healing, and priesthood, and often portrayed in the clothes of a Revolutionary general. Despite
his suppression of vodou practices, Dessalines would become a lwa himself – Ogou Desalin –
the only head of Haiti’s state to have entered the vodou pantheon. See Dayan. Haiti, History and
the Gods, esp 30-31 ; see also Hebblethwaite, Vodou Songs 259 ; 65 ; 79-80.
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I open this project with Ibo for several reasons. One is primarily methodological: Ibo is a
reminder that the archive with which I work has been produced by absences, ruptures, fictions,
and fantasies. To return to Trouillot, “something is always left out while something else is
recorded” (Silencing 49). The amount that has been “left out” of Haiti’s history is devastating.
Even the very important work of 19th-century Haitian canon revision – such as recent efforts by
Chris Bongie, Marlene Daut, Anna Brickhouse, Christopher Miller, and Daniel Desormeaux –
has focused on elite, usually mulâtre, francophone Haitian literary production.7 My project is
indebted to these scholars in many ways and follows their paths in studying francophone works
by writers like Joseph Saint-Rémy, Pierre Faubert, Victor Séjour, and Hérard Dumesle – to say
nothing of undoubtedly canonical U.S. writers such as Frederick Douglass, Martin Delany, Edgar
Allan Poe, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and William Wells Brown. I hope, however, to avoid
reproducing the structures of power these hierarchies would suggest, by considering each of
these figures not as monuments to presence, historical plenitude and aesthetic value, but rather as
indications of absences which point towards names, figures, and voices that exists outside the
archive, stories that might, under different conditions, have become history.
The greatest but not sole limit to a study of 18th and 19th century Haitian literary
production is the paucity of recorded Kreyòl literature, which lacking a standard orthography, is
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
Chris Bongie, “1835, or ‘Le troisième siècle’” in Islands and Exiles: The Creole Identities of
Post/Colonial Literature (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1998), 262-247; Anna Brickhouse,
Transamerican Literary Relations and the Nineteenth-Century Public Sphere. (London:
Cambridge UP, 2004); Marlene Daut, Tropics of Haiti: Race and the Literary History of the
Haitian Revolution in the Atlantic World, 1789-1865 (Liverpool: Liverpool UP, 2015); Daniel
Désormeaux, “The First of the (Black) Memorialists.” Yale French Studies 107 (2005), 131-145;
Christopher Miller “Forget Haiti: Baron Roger and the New Africa” in The French Atlantic
Triangle: Literature and Cultures of the Slave Trade (Durham: Duke UP, 2008), 246-273.
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virtually nonexistent before the 20th-century. With the exception of a few anomalies, many
written by whites or elite gens de couleur (such as Sonthonax’s proclamations; a one-off Kreyòl
poem penned by the 18th-century planter Duvivier de la Mahautière; a few poems or proverbs
interspersed in the otherwise francophone narratives of Haitian elites such as Dumesle) Kreyòl –
although the language of more than 90 percent of the Haitian population – lacks any substantive
19th-century archival presence. To do justice to pre-20th-century Kreyòl literature requires lines of
inquiry and methodological training (in anthropology, ethnography, oral history, or musicology,
for example) that go beyond the confines of this project.
However, when possible, I attempt to find a place for this culture in and around dominant
modes of 19th-century literary production: in vodou songs, such as those cited above, in oral
histories transcribed by Haitian histories, in the translation of Kreyòl proverbs into francophone
literary works, as well as in visual cultural products (such as paintings, architecture, and urban
planning). I incorporate these forms into my project, knowing that they occupy a different,
though not necessarily inferior or less reliable, epistemic status than “official” narratives or
artifacts and that they are often uprooted from the complex spiritual, cultural and familial
contexts which give them meaning. I also employ them knowing that the forms they inhabit are
often stilted, artificial, easily manipulated, or asymmetric (for example the incommensurability
between the transcribed and the performed vodou song; the flattened street map and the
experience of walking down the Avenue John Brown in Port-au-Prince; the isolation of an oral
history from its affiliative networks and genealogies).
Therefore, the folk songs, oral histories, visual and urban markers I include in this project
do not establish a counter-archive, with all the claims of symmetry that terms suggests, but rather
serve as a reminder of the limitations of our archives, as well as our obligations to those
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historical actors who have been lost, silenced, or whose voices have been eroded. “Archive” in
this project means a number of things: it is, first, a site of research (the Bibliothèque nationale de
France, the British National Archives, the Archives nationales d’Haïti, etc.). It is also an act of
selecting, processing and preserving facts within an institutional context. And it is also, of
course, personal (my archive of Haitian and U.S. literature, which I select to make a certain set of
arguments necessary to write this dissertation). In this respect, I see my work in dialogue with
Ann Laura Stoler’s influential notion of “archival forms” which emphasize “archiving as process
rather than archives as things” understanding that the forms which govern institutional archives
(“prose style, repetitive refrain, the arts of persuasion, affective strains that shape ‘rational’
response, categories of confidentiality and classification, and not the least, genres of
documentation” (Stoler 20)), come to shape, make possible, and also foreclose critical arguments
and evidentiary claims.8
These formal limitations open up what I consider to be a methodological investment in
conjecture: in my third chapter, for example, I discuss evidence that Soulouque had a French
translation of Uncle Tom’s Cabin read aloud to him. Based on this incident (itself, perhaps
apocryphal) we might tentatively speculate on other audiences for Stowe’s prose: Were public
readings organized? Were portions of the novel translated into Kreyòl ? Were dramatizations of
the novel staged? Similarly, in my fourth chapter, I ask if William Wells Brown could have read
and been influenced by a Haitian Kreyòl folk song. This methodology vacillates between
empirical approaches to archival ‘proof” and a healthy skepticism about the archive’s ability to
answer the kinds questions we ask. Therefore, I use the word conjectural in a very modest sense:
as a scholar who allows for certain claims, assumptions or questions, to emerge from a certain
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
Ann Laura Stoler. Along the Archival Grain : Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Common Sense
(Princeton and Oxford : Princeton University Press, 2009) : 20.
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threshold of adequately convincing evidence. These conjectural moves open up future avenues of
research, different archival paths, or indeed paths that venture well outside of the archive. In this
respect, my conjectural reading is informed by David Kazanjian’s notion of the speculative
archive, which recuperates the framework of speculation from Ian Baucom - for whom the
repository of the archive generates “truths” which reproduce the logic of finance capital - and
instead, reads in archival material an excess that cannot be speculated upon and whose value
cannot accumulate. For Kazanjian, speculative archival work entails a “recursive mode of
thought” in which the scholar contemplates not only what the archive has been and but also what
it might become.9
Kazanjian’s investment in the spectacle brings me to the second reason I begin with Ibo:
for he raises questions about fiction, both its limitations and potentialities. The chapters which
follow are concerned with Haiti both as a site of literary production and as a fictive space whose
tropological power exceeded its material conditions. Jean-Pierre Ibo’s semi-fictional status thus
provides insight into the forms through which the people and events associated with the Haitian
Revolution were historicized, demonized or mythologized in the early 19th-century - both from
within and without Haiti. Reading against the grain of the “slumbering volcano” or “Haytien
fear,” I question the fruitfulness of narratives that depict the republic as a cautionary tale, a mere
symptom of U.S. anxieties, or an isolated and neglected Caribbean backwater.10 This is not to say
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
David Kazanjian The Brink of Freedom: Improvising Life in the Nineteenth-Century Atlantic
World (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2016); Ian Baucom. Specters of the Atlantic:
Finance Capital, Slavery, and the Philosophy of History. (Raleigh: Duke UP 2005).
10
See Teresa Goddu. Gothic America: Narrative, History, and Nation (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1997); Alfred Hunt. Haiti’s Influence on Antebellum America: Slumbering
Volcano in the Caribbean (Baton Rouge: LSU Press, 1988); Colleen O’Brien. Race, Romance,
and Rebellion: Literatures of the Americans In the Nineteenth Century (Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 2013); Mimi Sheller.“‘The Haytian Fear’: Racial Projects and
Competing Reactions to the First Black Republic.” Politics and Society 6 (1999): 285–303;
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that international and especially U.S. press concerning Haiti was not often extremely negative
but that critical tendencies to focus on this narrative retrench, rather than uproot, the fantasy of
Haitian exceptionalism, occlude Haitian literary production, and ignore the multiple and
contradictory transnational valences engendered by this production.
While I do not intend to refute these strands, I do want to turn away from the kind of
ideology critique which fuels them and which often reduces Haiti to mere symptom, flattening
very palpable differences amongst competing narratives. Similarly, I want to nuance recent
celebrations of Haitian exemplarity, or what Nick Nesbitt has called the “idea of 1804” which,
although extremely important to a number of fields, employs Haiti as an abstract vehicle that, in
its worst critical instantiations, can seem like all things to all critics.11 This turn away from
ideology critique is driven less out of any particular theoretical investment in, for example,
“surface reading” or an empiricist idealization of what the archives may or may not produce, but
rather from my experience confronting many Haitis in many different kinds of texts; texts which,
I argue, emerge not from a homogenous political unconscious but rather complex networks of
transnational exchange marked by difference.12 While the forms in which these many different
Haitis are extremely constrained by various institutional formations, they also, I will show, do
not necessarily conform to the archive’s or indeed the researcher’s expectations or prior political
commitments.13

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11
Nick Nesbitt. “The Idea of 1804.” Yale French Studies 107. 2005: 6-38.
12
Stephen Best and Sharon Marcus, “Surface Reading: An Introduction,” Representations 108,
no. 1 (2009); Heather Love “Close Reading and Thin Description,” Public Culture 25.3 (2013):
401-34.
13
On the sometimes uncomfortable relationship between our political commitments and archival
practices, see Stoler, especially 51-52. See also Rodrigo Lazo "Confederates in the Hispanic
Attic: The Archive Against Itself” in Unsettled States: Nineteenth Century American Literary
Studies. Eds. Dana Luciano and Ivy G. Wilson (New York: NYU Press, 2016); see also Kinohi
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Therefore, we see Haiti flicker through many forms in this project, be it gothic horror,
brother in democracy, vanguard of black internationalism, potential site of colonization, or
indeed, an agent of expansion and exploitation itself. The “idea of Haiti,” I argue, provoked fears
but also speculations, hopes, and visions amongst multiple and constantly changing constituents
of groups that may or may not be usefully labeled (for example, African American print culture;
mulâtres; noirs; U.S. northerners; Southern planters; Parisiens, etc.) If anything, these networks
show there was no single Haiti. As a brief case study, one can even take this assertion literally:
literary critics and philosophers who work on the period, rarely mention that between 1807 and
1818 Haiti was divided between Henry Christophe’s northern monarchy and Alexandre Pétion’s
southern republic. What did these competing Haitis mean to the international community? How
did the frictions produced by this divided and nascent state allow for different internationalist
formations both within Haiti and abroad? How might have these respective Haitis have
positioned themselves to the international community in relation to their own division? 14
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Nishikawa. “Race, Thick and Thin” in Arcade: Literature, Humanities, and the World. March 16
2015.
14
While literary critics often neglect the complexities in this period, historians have undertaken
significant work on Haiti’s early politics : see Ada Ferrer. “Haiti, Free Soil, and Antislavery in
the Revolutionary Atlantic.’’ American Historical Review 117 :1 (2012) : 40-66 ; Julia Gaffield,
“Complexities of Imagining Haiti: A Study of National Constitutions, 1801-1807.” !Journal of
Social History 41:1 (2007), 81-103; Doris Garraway, “Empire of Freedom, Kingdom of
Civilization: Henry Christophe, Baron de !Vastey, and the Paradoxes of Universalism in
Postrevolutionary Haiti.” Small Axe 39(Nov. !2012), 1-21; Kate Hodgson, “‘Internal Harmony,
Peace to the Outside World’: Imagining Community in !Nineteenth-Century Haiti.” Paragraph
37:2(2014), 178-192; Robert K. Lacerte, “The Evolution of Land and Labour in the Haitian
Revolution, 1791-1820” in !Hilary Beckles, Verene Shepherd, eds,. Caribbean Freedom: Society
and Economy From Emancipation to the Present (Princeton: Markus Wiener, 1996), 42-47;
Lorelle Semley, “To Live and Die, Free and French: Toussaint Louverture’s 1801 Constitution
and the Original Challenge of Black Citizenship.” Radical History Review 115 (Winter 2013),
65- 90; Miche-Rolph Trouillot. “The Inconvenience of Freedom: Free People of Color and the
Political Aftermath of Slavery in Dominica and Saint-Domingue/Haiti.” In Frank McGlynn and
Seymour Drescher, ed., The Meaning of Freedom: Economics, Politics, and Culture After
Slavery (Pittsburgh: U. Pittsburgh, 1992), 147-187; Charles Venator-Santiago, “Race, Nation!
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Symptomatic readings of Haiti are quick to overlook these kind of inconvenient ruptures in
narrative, just as they fail to take into account the complex kinds of material networks such
ruptures engendered. Like Jean-Pierre Ibo, contemporary critical figurations of Haiti can often
seem, in Colin Dayan’s terms “textualized and cursedly mimetic.”15
I am hesitant, then, to suggest that Haiti was or is any one thing to any particular group of
people – especially Haitians themselves. Instead, I will attempt to draw out particular stories,
showing how they confound national categories as well as their own formal, generic, and
ideological commitments. I would like to ask: What would it mean to give Haiti a full role in
transnational literary production of the early 19th-century? What would it mean to read Haitian
novels, plays but also songs, urban maps, oral accounts not only alongside but also within and in
response to canonical works of the “West”? And when we take Haitian literary production
seriously – that is to say, as more than a convenient metaphor for U.S or European-centric
anxieties, – what new literary configurations emerge?
For example, a reading of slave dance in the Caribbean and, later, Congo Square, allows
me to compare Afro-Caribbean dance (calenda) with a nautical hallucination made famous by
the British Romantics (calenture); my treatment of the first African American short story, the
anonymous “Theresa, A Haytien Tale” opens up onto medieval Europe, early modern Spain,
revolutionary Haiti, 1820s black New York, and the Nat Turner rebellion; an analysis of Pierre
Faubert’s 1856 Ogé ou le préjugé de couleur allows me to compare two utterly odd bedfellows:
Harriet Beecher Stowe and Charles Baudelaire; William Wells Brown’s Clotel; or the
President’s Daughter reveals the first African American novel to be underwritten by Haitian
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Building and Legal Transculturation During the Haitian Unification Period (1822-1844):
Towards a Haitian Perspective.” Florida Journal of International Law 667 (Sep 2004).
15
Joan (Colin) Dayan. Haiti, History and the Gods. (Berkeley, California: University of
California Press 1998): 5.
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political folk songs (ones which, as we shall see, target another President altogether). Attention
to Haiti is not simply an additive critical move but reconfigures comparative units and critical
histories.
In many ways, then, this work is a response to calls by scholars such as Anna
Brickhouse, Susan Gillman, Ralph Bauer, and Rodrigo Lazo, for hemispheric approaches to U.S.
literature, a critical investment which emphasizes tracing transnational networks, redefining the
evidentiary standards of our archives, and attending to non-anglophone literary production in
ways that unsettle our political and aesthetic assumptions, rather than simply expand what
constitutes the American canon.16 Contributing to this spatial and linguistic unsettlement, are the
temporal ways in which the idea of a past Haitian revolutionary moment ruptures and renews
19th-century cultural production, thus allowing us to consider Haiti within recent critical
reappraisals of temporality and periodization in the 19th-century Americas. 17 In the case of Haiti,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16
See Hemispheric American Studies, eds. Caroline F. Levander and Robert S. Levine. (New
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2008). See also: Ralph Bauer. “Hemispheric Studies.”
PMLA 124.1 (2009): 234-250; and The Cultural Geography of Colonial American Literatures:
Empire, Travel, Modernity. (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2003); Anna Brickhouse.
Transamerican Literary Relations and the Nineteenth-Century Public Sphere. London:
Cambridge UP, 2004); Sean X. Goudie. Creole America: The West Indies and the
Formation of Literature and Culture in the New Republic. (Philadelphia: Unniversity of
Pennsylvania Press, 2006);
Susan Gillman. “Otra Vez Caliban/Encore Caliban: Adaptation, Translation, American Studies”
in American Literary History (20:1/3: 187-201) and “Networking Uncle Tom’s Cabin or, Hyper
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the historicization of the Revolution across a vast global network required a different way about
thinking about the status of the past. The revolutionary rupture of 1804 continued to punctuate
future-oriented visions of emancipation throughout the nineteenth-century: writers such as
Martin Delany, William Wells Brown, Samuel Cornish, and John Russwurm turned to the past to
not only make sense of their present moment, but give form to their still unrealized futures. This
project ultimately shows how engagements with Haiti may help revise temporal, linguistic, and
spatial assumptions of what constitutes a transatlantic archive.
As a practice that traverses precisely these spatial, temporal and linguistic assumptions,
translation is a governing metaphor in this dissertation. I center my inquiries on and around
questions of “translation” first, because these questions allow for an extremely expansive sense
of, as the word’s etymology suggests, what it means to “carry over” (not only from different
languages, but differences spaces, times, and media.18 A translation, in this project, assumes
many different forms: sometimes, a translation is a text which is rendered, with more or less
faithfulness, from one scriptive language to another. But sometimes a translation is the
conversion of a practice embodied in persons (for example, a dance or song) into a French or
English text. Translation is sometimes an editorial practice: for example, in the astute ways the
Haitian press re-framed Uncle Tom’s Cabin. At other times, translation is used as a metaphor: for
example, the ways Haiti is “translated” or imagined as a heuristic within early African American
print culture.
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Now, the danger here is not only – to riff on Emily Apter - that “everything is
translatable” but rather “everything is translation.”19 Yet this capacious sense of translation, one
which roams from colonial Saint Domingue to Parisian boulevards to the churches of New York
to Haitian independence is sustained by a more fine-grained set of material practices. Following
Brent Edwards’ reconsideration of Paul Gilroy’s notion of the black Atlantic as the “changing
same,” this project imagines individual articulations across cultures as a “changing core of
difference.”20 If the idea of Haiti – much like the idea of translation – has been metonymized
with any number of phenomena (modernity, universalism, unconditional emancipation) this
project seeks to address the disparities and what Edwards calls “décalages” within these
presumed continuities. I read translation, then, as a material practice that both creates gaps and
allows for new meanings to form: far from producing what Nick Nesbitt, by way of Spinoza,
calls a “single universal substance” (Nesbitt 54), these interstices leave instead traces of
inassimilable material both within and without Haiti’s borders. For these traces to be legible, we
must examine Haitian literary and political culture, as well as its circuitous and surprising
transmissions outside its borders. How, ultimately, I ask did the practice of translation, print
culture, circulating texts and bodies – in short, the material traces of a constantly changing 19thcentury world - make possible the dissemination of the “idea of Haiti” on a global stage?
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Chapter I: “A Vehement Cotillion”: Archival Dance Through the Black South

In her 1992 Playing In The Dark, Toni Morrison writes:
The imaginative and historical terrain upon which early American
writers journeyed is in large measure shaped by the presence of the
racial other. Statements to the contrary, insisting on the
meaninglessness of race to the American identity, are themselves
full of meaning. The world does not become raceless or will not
become unracialized by assertion. The act of enforcing
racelessness in literary discourse is itself a racial act. Pouring
rhetorical acid on the fingers of a black hand may indeed destroy
the prints, but not the hand. Besides, what happens in that violent,
self-serving act of erasure to the hands, the fingers, the fingerprints
of the one who does the pouring? Do they remain acid-free? The
literature itself suggests otherwise.21
Morrison deftly pivots her excavation of cultural violence away from the African American
literary producer and instead on its agent of destruction: white ideologies. This pivot is
important: it is from this move that Morrison constructs her extremely influential paradigm of the
Africanist presence in U.S. literature, which shows how the discursive framework of race
structures ostensibly white narratives of U.S. identity. But we might dwell on the moment just
before this pivot: “Pouring rhetorical acid on the fingers of a black hand may indeed destroy the
prints, but not the hand.” Before questioning the effects of this act on the white literary producer,
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we might consider the black hand itself: What is this appendage that does not leave prints, but
which caresses the pages of American literature like some restless ghost? To what kind of body
is this hand attached? Where has it been, how does it move, if hands could talk, what language
would it speak? Is it one hand or is it made of many? What traces might this hand leave beneath
the ravages of “rhetorical acid”? Most importantly, could we recognize them?
Perhaps not. African American intellectual and expressive culture – and I mean this in its
broadest sense, one that encompasses the Americas, not only the United States – is one shaped
by particularly uneven processes of historical production, those regulatory mechanisms that first
determine which artifacts become events or sources; and then which sources become collected,
archived or monumentalized (Silencing 31). These processes cannot be reversed or fully
countered. Given the inevitability of this uneven historical production, is “the archive” simply
our foe to contend with? An ideological beast that inexorably ingests the world around it, spitting
out only a few meager remains, a collection of privileged bones?22 Those who practice archival
work might disagree. Many of us have been taken by surprise by the contingency of archival
research: a misplaced letter, an unexpected note in the margins, some form of evidence that
points us in an unlikely direction: perhaps towards, not text, but song, painting, or embodied
cultural practices, like dance or religious ceremony. 23 This does not diminish the violence of
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historical production: if anything, these contingencies attest to the vast scale of what has been
destroyed.24 But they do leave a space for a particular kind of archival practice, to borrow from
Morrison, perhaps even play. Limning the contours of official histories, many of these
contingencies are uncataloguable. If these traces they do not quite “speak” to us, they do leave
contours of what might have been.
In what follows, I will take up some of these methodological questions moving from 17thcentury Martinique and Guadeloupe to 18th-century Saint-Domingue, which will become Haiti,
up into 19th-century New Orleans, spreading through the U.S. South and ending lost in the South
Seas. This chapter will begin with a dance, end with a vision, and in between will attempt to
follow some of the practices - circuitous and barely graspable as they may be – that give shape
to Morrison’s “Africanist presence.” I will show how attention to Haitian and, more broadly,
African and Afro-Caribbean material culture, reveals this presence to be, not a homogenous, flat,
and wildly imagined fear but uneven, various, rough around the edges. When we take black
cultural productions seriously new channels emerge, channels which push African “American”
literary history beyond the passivity of overdetermined metaphors, instead pointing to forms of
cultural practice, which are heterogeneous, migratory, and active.
I. “Cette danse est opposée à la pudeur”: Tracing the Calenda
It was the end of the 17th-century and something was spreading in the Antilles – at least,
according to the alarmist reports of white colonists. This was not yellow fever, not revolution,
not the pestilential currents of emancipation – that would come a century later. This was a dance.
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Known as calenda or calinda, its etymology has been disputed: some ethnographers trace the
word to the Congo; others to Guinea; some believe it is a remnant of the Roman New Year
winter festival (“calends” from which we get the word calendar); a 19th-century theory that seems
particularly silly contends it simply means “que linda”; many ethnographers now believe the
word is a creolization of the Spanish “la calentura”– meaning, simply “fever.”25 Its confused
etymology, however, reflects its widespread practice across the Caribbean (See Figure 1). Most
Latin American music genres derive from the calenda, forming what Samuel A. Floyd calls a
“calenda complex” or an “array of music-and-dance forms that are related to one another through
similar textual, rhythmic, and melodic tendencies.”26 According to Floyd, these “tendencies”
include such diverse practices as the the chica (bamboula), the goombay and bongo dances of
Jamaica, and the Big Drum dance of Carriacou, as well as the modern day calypso. Moreover,
with its potential to interrupt social hierarchies, with “personal, topical, and political satire,
crtiqiue, derision, and double entendre” (“Black Music” 20), we also see calenda manifest in
such practices as Trinidadaian and Jamaican boasting and Puerto Rican bomba song.
Writing of his 1698 of his voyage Martinique, the French priest Père Labat offers one of
the earliest observations of the disruptive dance:
The dancers are drawn up in two lines, one before the other, the
men on the one side and the women on the other. Those who are
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tired of dancing and the spectators make a circle around the
dancers and the drums. The more adept chants a song which he
composes on the spur of the moment, on some subject which he
deems appropriate, the refrain of which, chanted by all the
spectators, is accompanied by a great clapping of hands. As
regards the dancers, they hold their arms a little after the manner
of those dance while playing the castanets. They leap, pirouette
(virevolte) come within two or three feet of each other, that is to
say the man against the women. To all appearances it seems that
the stomachs are sitting, while as a matter of fact it is the thighs
that carries the blows. They retire at once in a pirouette to begin
again the same movement with altogether lascivious gestures, as
often as the drum gives the signal, as it often does several times in
succession. From time to time they interlock arms and make two
or three turns always striking the things and kissing. One easily
sees from this brief description how the dance is opposed to
decency.

Les danseurs sont disposez sur deux lignes, les uns devant les
autres, les hommes d'un côté, et les femmes de l'autre. Ceux qui
sont las de danser, et les spectateurs font un cercle autour des
danseurs et des tambours. Le plus habile chante une chanson qu'il
compose sur le champ, sur tel sujet qu'il juge à propos, dont le
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refrain qui est chanté par tous les spectateurs, est accompagné de
grands battemens de mains. A l'égard des danseurs, ils tiennent les
bras à peu près comme ceux qui dansent en joüant des castagnettes.
Ils sautent, font des virevoltes, s'approchent à deux ou trois pieds
les uns des autres, se reculent en cadence jusqu'à ce que le son
du tambour les avertisse de se joindre en se frappant les cuisses les
uns contre les autres, c'est-à-dire, les hommes contre les femmes.
A les voir, il semble que ce soient des coups de ventre qu'ils se
donnent, quoiqu'il n'y ait cependant que les cuisses qui supportent
ces coups. Ils se retirent dans le moment en pirouettant, pour
recommencer le même mouvement avec des gestes tout-à-fait
lascifs, autant de fois que le tambour en donne le signal, ce qu'il
fait souvent plusieurs fois de suite. De tems en tems ils
s'entrelassent les bras, et font deux ou trois tours en se frappant
toujours les cuisses, et se baisant. On voit assez par cette
description abregée combien cette danse est opposée à la pudeur.27
Beneath Labat’s voyeuristic prose is another cultural practice, I would like to suggest, that does
an entirely different kind of work. This performance of a collective identity, although
constrained within the regulatory lines of Labat’s prejudice, offers a social arena and a historical
practice that connects dancers not only to one another (through modes of kinship otherwise
denied to them) but enjoins their practice to both past and future. Past, in its repetition of
practices from a severed African nation (or several nations) and future through the forms of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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kinship it produces. Through the eyes of Labat, this future can only be reproductive: his evident
discomfort with the dance’s sexuality (he at one point frets that it even contaminates slave
children) is dismissed as “postures indécentes, et tout-à-fait lascives” (indecent and utterly
lascivious postures) (Labat 457).
But I would like to suggest that something escapes Labat: how queer this sexual practice
is. The men and women may begin in two cleanly demarcated lines: “les hommes d'un côté, et
les femmes de l'autre.” But remark how undifferentiated men and women are in its actual
practice. The dancers leap and skip and make “virevoltes” – a kind of pirouette, but more
specifically, an about turn, a reversal. The notable body parts in this hypersexualized dance are
not in fact sexed: they are stomachs, arms and thighs; moreover, these bodies are entrelacés in
such a way that suggests confusion rather than copulation. Unsutured from the reproductive
logics of slavery (that is to say, the notion of the female body as mere storehouse for future
labor) this practice instead allows for a cultural practice of black futurity untethered from the
exploitative demands of propagation.28
Moreover, this practice upsets not only gender divisions but also racial lines. Labat later
notes that: “Les Espagnols l'ont apprise des Nègres, et la dansent dans toute l'Amerique de la
même maniere que les Nègres.” (The Spanish learned it from the Nègres, and dance it
throughout America in the same manner as the Nègres) (Labat 456). It is unclear, from Labat’s
description, whether or not these dances are practiced separately, or if the Spanish dance
alongside their slaves. However, he discloses a clear anxiety around cultural miscegenation,
perhaps most strikingly in his account of that pinnacle of white cleanliness: the nun. He observes
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that: “les religieuses ne manquent guère de la danser la Nuit de Noël, sur un théâtre élévé dans
leur Choeur, vis-à-vis de leur grille, qui est ouverte, afin que le Peuple ait sa part dans la joye que
ces bonnes âmes témoignent pour la naissance du Sauveur.” (Even nuns do not stop dancing it,
on Christmas night, on an elevated theatre in their Choir, facing their railings, which are open so
that the People can share in the joy that these good souls have in celebrating their Savior’s
birth”) (Labat 457).
What troubles here is not only that calenda embodies a form of slave sociality, but that it
reveals the porousness of categories around which the colonial project organized itself. Virginal
avatars of whiteness become sexualized creatures, quite happy to rub their thighs and bellies
together, without the help of any man. Similarly, Spaniards mimic their slaves; and gender
distinctions dissolve from two straight lines to the seductive “entrelacé” contours of dance.
Upending distinctions of race, gender, and sexuality, the calenda cannot quite be contained by
Labat’s regulatory prose. Even the spectacular dimensions of both accounts – the ring in the first
dance, the stage in the second – serve less, I would argue, as functions of Labat’s censorious and
titillated gaze, placing the nuns and slaves under the regime of penal optics, but instead allows
for a performative structure of identity, in which an independent community emerges through the
very act of its articulation.
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Figure 1. “Calinda.”François Aimé Louis Dumoulin (1783). Watercolor, Musée
de Vevey.
.
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A century later, calenda continued to trouble French colonists. Moreau de Saint-Méry –
the white Creole lawyer so preoccupied with white purity that he took the trouble of creating a
taxonomy of 128 different racial mixtures – also describes the dance through an optic of exotic
thrills and covert dangers. While Labat reveals the migratory paths of calenda, focusing on its
ability to traverse conceptual borders, Saint-Méry, writing in Philadelphia in 1796, in the shadow
of the Haitian Revolution, instead insists on its essentializing quality: he claims the slaves “la
pratiquent presque en naissant” (“they dance it nearly upon their birth”) and, in describing the
dance, remarks “les nègres possèdent le talent d’improviser & c’est lui surtout qui sert à montrer
tout leur penchant pour la raillerie” (“les nègres possess the talent of improvising & it is that
which, above all, reveals their penchant for mockery.”)29 Saint-Méry’s emphasis on the intrinsic,
even biological, predisposition of the dance must be contextualized within the rise of scientific
racism, that Enlightenment impulse to control blackness through the regulatory schema of
“nature.”
Yet beneath this familiar narrative of Enlightmenment misuses of racial pseudoscience,
emerges, again, a linkage between black collectivity and dance, which (as we saw a century
earlier in Labat’s Martinique) cannot be explained by biological essentialism. This emphasis on
collectivity gains further weight in the context of Saint Domingue’s insurrection against which
Saint-Méry wrote. Like Labat, Saint-Méry describes a structure of two lines divided by sex and
surrounded by a circle of spectators:
to dance the Calenda, the blacks make two drums from, when
possible, whole pieces of hollow wood. One of the ends is covered,
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and over the other end they stretch a sheepskin or gatskin. The
shorter of these drums, which is sometimes made from a very wide
bamboo trunk, is called the bamboula. A back straddles each drum
and hits it with his wrist and his fingers, but slowly on one drum
and rapidly on the other.

Pour danser le Calenda, les nègres ont deux tambours faits, quands
ils le peuvent, avec des morceaux de bois creux d’une seule pièce.
L’un des bouts est couvert, et l’on étend sur l’autre une peau de
mouton ou de chèvre. Le plus court de ces tambours est nommé
Bamboula, attend qu’il est formé quelquefois d’un très gros
bamboo. Sur chaque tambour est un nègre à califourchon qui le
frappe du poignet det des doigts, mais avec lenteur sur l’un et
rapidement sur l’autre (Déscription de Saint-Domingue 1:44)
But unlike Labat, this form of slave sociality is intimately tied to black political agency: SaintMéry, in fact, forms a genealogy of slave insurrection structured around the emancipatory
potential of the calenda. In the same volume, Saint-Méry describes the 1758 Makandal plot – a
much celebrated uprising in Haitian historiography in which the maroon and hougan or vodou
prieet Makandal attempted to poison and then attack plantations before being apprehended and
burned at stake.30 Saint-Méry writes: “One day, the nègres of the plantation Dufresne, in Limbé,
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formed a numbrous calenda. Macandal who was accustomed to a long impunity, came to mix
himself in the dance.” (“Un jour les nègres de l’habitation Dufresne, du Limbé y avaient formé
un calenda nombreaux. Macandal qui était accoutumé à une longue impunité, vint se mêler à la
danse)” (Saint-Méry 347). This verb – to mix or “se mêler” - evokes at once the poisons
Makandal composed and distributed to planters, the miscegenation Saint-Méry so clearly feared,
and the messy contours of rebellious dance: calenda emerges as not just a vehicle for slave
sociality but a very metonym for rebellion, with its confused but dangerous stirrings of political
agency.
II. The Living Monument of Congo Square
It was in the exact same year of Makandal’s purportedly dance-fueled rebellion that we
encounter the first mention of calenda in the present day United States: the Louisiana planter Le
Page du Pratz observed in 1758: “Nothing is more to be dreaded than to see the Negroes
assemble together on Sundays, since, under the pretense of Calinda, or the dance, they
sometimes get together to the number of three or four hundred, and make it a kind of Sabbath,
which it is always prudent to avoid; for it is in those tumultuous meetings that they…plot their
rebellions.”31 Unlike Saint-Méry, du Pratz’s calinda is not a vehicle of insurrection but rather a
pretense. Both notions, however, are structured around ambivalence toward and suspicion of
black agency, particularly the capacity of the enslaved to masquerade or deceive: more strongly,
du Pratz’s commentary is linked to a fear of rebellion one perhaps fanned by news of Makandal’s
revolt.
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The site that hosted “this kind of Sabbath” would become consecrated in the next
hundred years, its grounds converged upon by various African and Native American groups,
where dance, trade, and song made of it a sort of living monument, as much terrifying myth as it
was site of practice. This was Place Congo: located just outside the city on what had once been a
sacred ground for the Houma Indian corn feasts. For decades, the space hosted rhythmic dances
and music traditions of various Spanish, French, African and Native American traditions, which
creolized to create performances such as the bamboula, coujaille, and the pile chactas.32 Its
creolized contours were further entrenched with the exodus from the Haitian Revolution:
between 1791 and 1803, at least thirteen hundred refugees arrived in New Orleans. In 1806, the
territorial legislature of Louisiana, fearing that black republicanism might "propagate dangerous
doctrines among our Negroes" barred the entry of free black males from the French Caribbean.33
U.S. efforts to prevent the entry of Haitian immigrants proved, however, unsuccessful: the
number of immigrants skyrocketed between May 1809 and June 1810, when Spanish authorities
expelled thousands of Haitians from Cuba, where they had taken refuge several years earlier. The
1809 migration doubled the population of New Orleans, bringing 2,731 whites, 3,102 free
persons of African descent, and 3,226 enslaved refugees to the city.34
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This influx further “Haitian-ized” the already Creole culture of Congo Square. We see
this evidenced, in part, by the rise in reported Louisiana “voodoo” performances, which
harnessed the dance we see in Labat and Saint-Méry to Afro-Caribbean spiritual practices: in one
particularly exotic account, a young white boy reports brought to the Vodou queen Sanité Dédé’s
house where he witnessed a scene of possession in which a “lithe, tall black woman, with a body
waving and undulating” while the lead drummer canted “Houm! Dance Calind!”35 This example,
alongside those by other white observers such as Benjamin Latrobe, Timothy Flint, James
Thomas and perhaps most famously George Washington Cable, reveals how white authorities
attempted to contain the proceedings at Congo Square not only through group laws and curfews
but also the romanticizing gaze of the white witness.
As Cable writes in his well known 1886 article for Century Magazine: “The calinda was
a dance of multitudes, a sort of vehement cotillion. The contortions of the encircling crowd were
strange and terrible, the din was hideous.”36 There are a number of inconsistencies in Cable’s
account, which conflates calenda and bamboula – not surprising, given that Cable, writing well
after dance had been prohibited in Congo Square, had never himself witnessed the calenda.37 Yet
Cable’s analogy, which amalgamates the courtly Western dance with Caribbean exoticism, is
useful precisely because it is representative of voyeuristic interest (as well as, like du Pratz a
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century earlier, a desire to discursively recolonize black cultural practices within the rhetoric of
western forms – be it the cotillion or Sabbath).
These exotic reports place us in a position to consider other forms of Southern black
cultural production. I turn my attention to the famous folk song “Michié Préval,” which
ethnomusicologists date to the early 19th-century. This song, one of the most famous affiliated
with Congo Square, satirizes the white gaze we see in George Washington Cable, with the
following:
Michié Préval li donnain grand bal
Li fé nég payé pou sauté in pé
Dansez Calinda, boudjoum, boudjoum!

Monsieur Préval gave a big dance,
He made the blacks pay to stomp their feet
Dance the Calinda, boudjoum, boudjoum38

Folklorists Shane Bernard and Julia Girouard have traced the figure of Michié Préval to the
prominent New Orleans magistrate Gallien Préval, who – in keeping with illicit Louisiana
fashions – frequently held illegal slave dances for his personal entertainment.39 Later in the song,
the singers rejoice as Préval is imprisoned for hosting a slave dance without official permission
from the city, effectively turning laws of containment against those who promulgated them. This
satiric interplay of performance both invites and punishes white voyeurism in ways reminiscent
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of but - in important ways - different from minstrel practices we see later in the century: in this
song, the regulative ideals of white ideologies (both through the degrading performance it
narrates and its status as an “ethnographic” sample) are subverted and misdirected through an
articulation of an independent black aesthetics (and it is important to recall that the song was not,
until it was recorded, performed for white spectators but instead privately performed in black
communities).40
Tourism at Congo Square was not, however, solely the province of white observers. In
his 1880 My Southern Home William Wells Brown describes Congo Square in the following
terms:
Congo Square takes its name, as is well known, from the Congo
Negroes who used to perform their dance on its ward every
Sunday. They were a curious people, and brought over with them
this remnant of their African jungles. In Louisiana there were six
different tribes of negroes, named after the section of the country
from which they came, and their representatives could be seen on
the square, their teeth filed and their cheek still bearing tattoo
marks.41
Earlier Brown explicitly links what he calls those “remnants of the old time Africans” to
a circle dance he observed in St. Louis:
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The noise was hushed, and the assembled group assumed an attitude
of respect. They made way for their queen and a short, black, old
negress came upon the scene…and the crowd formed a ring around
her…after

a

certain

amount

of

gibberish

and

wild

gesticulation…followed more gibberish and gesticulation, when the
congregation joined hands, and began the wildest dance imaginable,
keeping it up until the men and women sank to the ground from
mere exhaustion (“My Southern Home” 69).
Although it is unclear whether or not the circle dance is related to New Orleans calenda, the
dance’s performative and circular structure creolized with other forms of slave dance in the
south, traveling from New Orleans to Charleston, Richmond, and Baltimore.42 This may allow us
to expand on Sterling Stuckey’s extremely influential illumination of the centrality of African
spiritual practices in Frederick Douglass’s Narrative and subsequent biographies.43 Stuckey has
convincingly shown how the representation of music, as well as its attendant dances such as the
counterclockwise and sacred Ring Shout, structure Douglass’s poetics of spiritual resistance. For
example, Stuckey cites Douglass in My Bondage: “Sometimes you may hear a wild, hoarse laugh
arise from a circle and often a song. Soon, however, the overseer comes dashing through the
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field. ‘Tumble up! Tumble and to work, work’ is the cry.”44 While Stuckey admits Douglass’s
frequent references to circularity may not be enough to convince us of the presence of the Ring
Shout, his later Life and Times – written from the perspective of, not the United States, but
Douglass’s travels in Egypt in 1886-87, offer through his internationalized optic, what Stuckey
considers incontrovertible evidence of the importance of the Ring Shout in Douglass’s spiritual
practices: Stuckey, again cites Douglass: “If Rome has its unwashed monks, Cairo has its
howling and dancing dervishes, and both seem deaf to the dictates of reason. The dancing and
howling dervishes often spin around in their religious transports till their lose control and they
fall to the floor sighing, groaning…reminding one of scenes that sometimes occur at our own
camp-meetings.”45
The internationalized framework of Douglass’s account offers not, as Paul Gilroy has
suggested a horizon of alterity in Rome and Egypt but instead situates the locality of “our own
camp-meetings” within a transhistorical and transnational genealogy of spiritual practice, one
which although may “seem deaf to the dictates of reason” performs crucial political work.46
Indeed, Douglass may perhaps have even had this spiritual circle in mind when in his 1893
Lecture on Haiti, he defended the nation against charges of barbarism with his own genteel
superstition: “I would rather sit at a table with twelve persons than at one with thirteen.”47
Throughout his life writings, Douglass attests to the efficacy of political organization around
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black spiritual practices. It is precisely because of this efficacy that these practices were so
feared: from the overseer who “comes dashing through the field” that we see in My Bondage to
the 1851 New Orleans city council’s decree which banned dances from Congo Square. An iron
fence was placed around the site, and lest this symbolism of containment be overlooked, the
council placed the gun which sounded the 9 P.M. slave curfew in the center of square.48
III. “This Calenture of the National Brain”: Poe’s Nostalgic Fever
If the New Orleans City Council was worried about contamination, they were not entirely
misguided. However, I am concerned with contamination of another sort, one Louisiana
lawmakers surely did not recognize: not miscegenation or revolution but a subtle, linguistic and
conceptual creolization that slipped itself into the heart of genteel white literary production.
Turning from this brief genealogy of Afro-Caribbean dance, I now want to raise another,
seemingly unrelated, phenomenon: calenture, a nautical hallucination (specifically, a
hallucination of fields onto a seascape, or as it is described in Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary: "a
distemper in hot climates wherein [sailors] imagine the sea to be green fields")49 most closely
associated with the British Romantic movement. In what remains, I will argue that the seductive
fantasy of calenture intersects with, and is perhaps even structured by, the calenda, in a manner
not dissimilar to what Simon Gikandi has termed a “culture of taste.”50 Taking as a case study, an
under appreciated scene from Edgar Allan Poe’s Narrative of the Life of Arthur Gordon Pym of
Nantucket, I will show how exploitative Atlantic economies came to shape the beautiful – but
dangerous – vacillations of Romantic calenture.
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Both calenda and calenture emerge in the Atlantic world (the OED places the first use of
calenture as 1593, but it doesn’t begin to gain rhetorical traction until the early 18th-century: that
is to say, concurrent to the use of calenda).51 Calenture was, one could even say, born from
Atlantic mobility and, specifically, slavery. One of the term’s earliest uses in English-language
literature occurs in Robinson Crusoe (1719), when Crusoe recounts "being thrown into a violent
Calenture by the excessive Heat of the Climte"52 whilst slave trading on the Guinea Coast. Given
the context of Defoe’s usage, we are given to understand that he uses calenture in its simplest
sense: as calentura, or fever. Yet this sense was complicated in 1794, when Erasmus Darwin,
working from Johnson's definition, yoked calenture to another contemporary pathology:
nostalgia. In his two-volume medical treatise, Zoonomia; or the Laws of Organic Life, Darwin
offers the following definition of nostalgia:
Nostalgia. Maladie du Pais. Calenture. An unconquerable desire of
returning to one's native country, frequent in long voyages, in which the
patients become so insane as to throw themselves into the sea, mistaking it
for green fields or meadows. The Swiss are said to be particularly liable to
the disease, and when taken into foreign service frequently desert from
this cause, and especially after hearing or singing a particular tune, which
was used in their villages dances, in their native country, on which account
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the playing or singing this tune was forbid by punishment of death.
Zwingerus.
Dear is that shed, to which his soul conforms,
And dear that hill, which lifts him from the storms.
Goldsmith.53
In contrast to 20th and 21st century understandings of nostalgia, Zoonomia locates the
illness's particularity not in longing for a stable temporal point, but in the spatial. I'm hardly the
first commentator to note that nostalgia responds to a nascent transatlantic modernity, a quality
that has allowed many critics to read literary representations of calenture as symptomatic of
colonial expansion. Alan Bewell, for example, argues that the medical phenomenon constitutes
"a mistaken superimposition of a 'native' landscape onto a 'foreign' one."54 Kevis Goodman takes
this superimposition further, to show how the vacillating contours of calenture are constitutive of
exploitative Atlantic economies.55 In an age when men can be turned into objects, the poor into
the wealthy, the local into the global, why, after all, couldn't one imagine water becoming land?
Bewell’s and Goodman’s work is situated in a British context which is unsurprising for
calenture enjoys an especially privileged position as a trope in British Romantic poetry. More
surprising, given calenture’s clearly transnational conceptual structure, little to no critical work
has considered the pathology outside of a British framework. Calenture, a disease of oceanic
mobility, remains ironically married to one nation. But we see calenture manifest in
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hispanophone (in Lope de Vega, Calderón de la Barca, and Cervantes) francophone (in
Baudelaire and Sue), and U.S. literary traditions including the letters of Thomas Jefferson, the
poetry of Philip Freneau, and the prose of Cotton Mather, James Russell Lowell, William Henry
Channing, Washington Irving, Henry David Thoreau, Edgar Allan Poe and Herman Melville.
Moreover, calenture was a flourishing trope in U.S antebellum print culture, and appeared in
religious tracts, accounts of empire and naval exploration, and many political commentaries
especially debates concerning slavery, states rights and expansionism.
One of the earliest U.S literary references to the illness can be found in Philip Freneau,
who from late autumn 1775 to June 1779 was based in Saint-Croix, and made extensive trips to
Jamaica and Saint Domingue. Freneau's colonial experience perhaps inflected his description of
fever in his long poem "The House of Night" (1779; revised 1786):
There wakes my fears, the guileful Calenture
Tempting the wanderer on the deep-sea main
That paints gay groves upon the ocean floor,
Beckoning her victim to the faithless scene!56
It should not surprise that Freneau, with his interest in submerged terrors, unstable perceptions,
and eroticized delirium, has been recognized as an influence on Poe. Read within the context of
imperialism, it is also worth noting that Freneau genders calenture as a siren, adding an
Orientalist, feminized current to what is otherwise a stridently masculine poem. One might read
this lyric invocation of calenture as the underside of the virile narratives of Defoe and Swift; if,
indeed, calenture was a male disease of the sea, it manifested through other kinds of bodies.
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In 1786, Freneau felt obliged to define Calenture in a footnote,57 yet a survey of U.S.
literature contemporary to Poe reveals that calenture was used freely - its meanings, by this point
fraying to encompass a number of conditions, from simple fever, to the specific hallucination as
defined by Freneau and Johnson, to an analogical device for political concerns. Although less
common a figure in U.S nautical accounts than it was in Britain, calenture’s stature in British
literature clearly translated to a U.S. audience: calenture appears in manifold forms and genres
including historical chronicles, religious tracts, medical literature, and popular Gothic and
sensational fiction (including Philip Pendleton Cooke’s “The Chevalier Merlin” printed in 1849
in the Southern Literary Messenger which although no longer under the stewardship of Poe was
read by the author who commented approvingly that the work was “less a novel than a poem”).58
Revealing its transatlantic origins, many U.S. mentions of calenture are direct reprints from
British periodicals. This provenance, however, should not invite us to dismiss the role of
calenture in antebellum print culture as a mere echo. As Meredith McGill argues, reprinting is a
discursive act in itself in which “repeated acts of articulation” become constitutive of the
appropriating culture and its audience.59
For example, in 1821, the British journal The Quarterly Review ran, within a
review of Washington Irving’s Sketchbook, the following condemnation of the U.S. political
temperament:
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At present, too, America is rioting in the first delicious intoxication
of national vanity, and reveling in extravagant speculations of
future greatness. The creation of a navy is now the darling object
of her care…Time and the hour may, perhaps, sober this calenture
of the national brain.60
Though its author Henry Matthews largely approved of Irving’s Sketchbook, his evaluation
constitutes faint praise within his broader assessment of the moral and literary immaturity of the
United States. Deluded with military ambition and embroiled in the degrading business of
slavery (what Mathews later in the review calls the “abominable trade in human flesh” (QR 54)),
the review condemns America as a nation too bellicose, immature, and prone to “intoxication” to
stake out its own intellectual grounds.
Moreover this influx of calenture from British texts ensured that U.S antislavery journals
– many of which had close ties to the British abolitionist movement – made significant use of the
term both in reprints and original U.S.-authored texts. Therefore, a reference to calenture
manifests in an 1834 issue of the Liberator in which the 17th-century Anglican churchman
Jeremy Taylor’s “Time and Eternity” appears (“Impatience makes an ague to be a fever, and
every fever to be a calenture and that calenture may expire in madness”).61 The National AntiSlavery Standard in 1848 reprinted Charles Lamb’s memoirs from the Quarterly Review
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(“Among one’s books, at one’s fire, by candle, one is soothed into an oblivion that one is not in
the country; but with the light the green fields return, till I gaze, and in a calenture can plunge
myself into St. Giles”) and in 1853 excerpts de Quincey’s Autobiography of an Opium Eater
(“doubtless shapes of fear, or shapes of beauty not less awful, are at times seen upon the waves
by the diseased eye of the sailor, in other cases besides the somewhat rare one of calenture”).62 In
1864 the Christian Recorder ran an article on Walter Scott entitled “Mystic Memory” which
cites the author’s description of ill health as a “mirage in the desert, or a calenture on board a
ship.”63 Though none of these reprints are explicitly political, it is, I would argue, significant that
calenture is found in such high numbers in U.S. anti-slavery venues. The striking recurrence of
calenture in such publication adumbrates the more forcefully political uses of the illness
elsewhere.
In effect, a number of antebellum journals harness calenture for explicitly politicized
ends, nearly all of which are related to issues of citizenship, slavery, personhood and
expansionism. Taking full advantage, perhaps, of the ship of state metaphor, the United States in
these readings, becomes the vessel from whose perspective the sailor/political subject is
confronted with feverishly indeterminate visions of the national landscape. One of the earliest of
such uses can be found in the American Colonization Society’s organ the African Repository
which in 1831 dismissed immediate abolition in the following terms:
It is the misfortune of such men, that like those afflicted with a
calenture, what is, in fact, the ocean, deep and dangerous and liable to
storms, which make not ribs only, but hearts of oak to shake appears to
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them green fields. To pluck some flower of their own imagining, they
would plunge themselves and others into the yawning gulf. To such
men repentance generally comes too late. They are too seldom brought
to their senses except by the tragic horrors which they have contributed
to produce.64
A year later, in the heated debates leading to the 1832 Ordinance of Nullification, the
Washington D.C.-based Daily National Intelligencer ran the following opinion, an apparent
reprint from the Raleigh Register, penned by an anonymous journalist: “[Nullifiers] mistake
surrounding circumstances, as much as the sick landsman at sea, who, under a vertical sun, in the
delirium of a calenture, fancying himself amidst green fields and shady groves, plunges into the
fathomless abyss, in a transport of delight, which is death the next moment. Nullification is a
political calenture,”65 a position that effectively equated nullification (and with it the affirmation
of Southern states’ rights to own slaves) with madness. In 1839, the New Yorker offered a report
of the Florida War – or the U.S. attempt of “driving the Indian from his fastness” – as an
endeavor comparable to the British and Spanish struggle over the Falkland Islands, marked “by
the fames of calenture and blasts of pestilence.” 66 From the Southern press, The Georgia
Telegraph offered a pro-slavery take on calenture in its condemnation of Zachary Taylor in the
months leading up to his election in 1848 : “the Hero of Buena Vista, who was to bring about a
political millennium, in which the democratic lion and the whig lamb were to lie down together,
and southern infants were to play upon the cocktrice hole of abolition; It was a fond delusion – a
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sweet calenture of the immagination (sic).”67 Though employed for a number of ends from
colonizationist to abolitionist to pro-slavery movements, calenture as a political trope flickers
with greatest strength around questions that affect U.S. personhood and slavery. This feverish
slaveholding of the white imagination and the slave dance intersect linguistically. The New
Orleans Register, for example, describing dance practices at Congo Square occasionally refer to
them as “calenture” –whether or not it is an unintentional slip in terminology or a refusal to name
African practices is unclear.68
More generally, I would suggest that the ontological instability of the calenda dance: a
performance where blacks and white, men and women, became interchangeable is reflected in
the instability of calenture, which confuses the land and sea, colonized homeland and the blank
unknown. Calenture shows precisely the madness behind these measured arguments: in Poe, I
argue, the trope of calenture fully matures to elucidate a number of representational and political
anxieties regarding the illness’s potential for reversibility, its suggestions of insanity, and its
destabilization of spatial categories.
I will conclude these maps of dance and fever with a return to Toni Morrison’s Africanist
presence, engaging, as Morrison does, with Edgar Allan Poe’s The Narrative of the Life of
Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket (1838). Unlike Morrison, however, I turn my attention away
from the Tsalal and to an earlier, under-explored part of the book: take as my point of departure
the scene in which Pym and his comrades (the sole survivors of a ship mutiny led by a “black
cook” – which may be a deliberate reference to the Haitian Revolution) find themselves adrift
their leaking vessel without sufficient food or water. Starved and weary, Pym becomes the victim
of a hallucination that is described in the following terms:
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Shortly after this period I fell into a state of partial insensibility,
during which the most pleasing images floated in my imagination;
such as green trees, waving meadows of ripe grain, processions of
dancing girls, troops of cavalry, and other phantasies. I now
remember that, in all which passed before my mind's eye, motion,
was a predominant idea. Thus, I never fancied any stationary object,
such as a house, a mountain, or anything of that kind; but
windmills, ships, large birds, balloons, people on horseback,
carriages driving furiously, and similar moving objects, presented
themselves in endless succession. When I recovered from this state,
the sun was, as near as I could guess, an hour high. I had the
greatest difficulty in bringing to recollection the various
circumstances connected with my situation, and for some time
remained firmly convinced that I was still in the hold of the brig,
near the box, and that the body of Parker was that of Tiger.69
Whether we read Poe’s account of calenture as Wordsworthian Georgic, raucous
carnivalesque, or Gothic horror, the pathology offers a nexus in which to consider Pym's politics
of personhood. Pym's first set of calenturist images ("green trees, waving meadows of ripe grain,
processions of dancing girls, troops of cavalry") clearly participates in both a literary and
medical tradition of nostalgia. Nearly every object in this set links up with an commensurate
image in Darwin's Zoonomia entry: Poe's "green trees, waving meadows of ripe grain"
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correspond to Darwin's "green fields or meadows"; the "processions of dancing girls" echo the
evocative "village dances"; Darwin's framing of calenture as a military disease is evoked in Poe's
"troops of cavalry." But I would like to suggest that Poe subtly modifies Darwin's entry. Despite
its pastoral allure, calenture crucially unsettles social order by allowing the sufferer to remove
himself via suicide from prescribed modes of being (i.e. naval or military conscription or,
conversely, enslavement). But in Poe's new calenture, these regimented forms are restored: the
deserting soldiers become orderly troops; the dancing girls (particularly important in the context
of calenture) are constrained in Pym to the sharp lines of a "procession." Pym's calenturist
nostalgia contains the symptoms of a socially disruptive illness within the contours of pastoral
regulation, and, in doing so, effectively conflates the disruptive symptom with its orderly cure.
The restorative nostalgia of Pym's hallucination promises a return to that which has been
lost; in this respect, Pym's pastoral is consonant with the British Romantic tradition that places
value in the return, and, more specifically in the restorative powers of the imagination. In fact,
we might compare Pym's pastoral images to that key-text of Romantic nostalgia, "Tintern
Abbey" in which, famously, "The power of the mind revives again" the previously lost
landscape. Of course, in Poe's Gothic register, this revivification will take grotesque and
incomplete forms (consider, for example, tales like "Ligeia" and "The Fall of the House of
Usher"). But even this rather less sensationalist mode of the locodescriptive imaginative
identification is, I would like to suggest, imperfect. Like in "Tintern Abbey," where the eye and
the ear both "half create/And half perceive," the "partial insensibility" of Pym proves that a reimposition of order, a simple return to home (what would, after all, be the commonsensical cure
for nostalgia) is inadequate.
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For Pym does not suffer from a retrograde pull - he does not simply go backward or
forward in time and space. His movements are instead circular and functionally static (quite
literally: Pym will later discover that in the weeks that followed the mutiny, the Grampus,
though constantly mobile, had in fact been moving in circles. In this respect, Pym’s calenture
could be said to be as stuck as his confinement beneath the ship’s decks that occurs in the early
chapters of the novel). That said, this stasis is contingent on the illusion of movement: as Pym
tells us "I now remember that, in all which passed before my mind's eye, motion, was a
predominant idea." While in the first set of pastoral images, the cure and its symptoms are
conflated, in the second set the cause and its symptoms intermingle. The first set constitutes a
conservative attempt to smooth over disruption; the second reveals the origins and manifestations
of the disease to be inextricably bound up.
What causes calenture, according to Pym, is movement and, moreover, movement of a
particularly modern flavor. Let us consider the second catalogue of apparitions: "windmills,
ships, large birds, balloons, people on horseback, carriages driving furiously, and similar moving
objects, presented themselves in endless succession." Of the listed objects, only the windmill fits
comfortably in the category of the pastoral; the rest are not only evocative of movement but are
themselves vehicles of migration: the ship, the large birds, the balloon (a favorite image in Poe,
of course), the people on horseback and the carriages are all instruments of transport. Unlike
traditional nostalgia – that of circular parades and village dances - Poe instead likens nostalgia to
progress, travel and dynamism. This seems to be an intentional departure from the literary
tradition of calenture, particularly when read in conjunction with Wordsworth's key account of
the illness in "The Brothers, a Pastoral Poem":
And while the broad green wave and sparkling foam
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Flash'd round him images and hues, that wrought
In union with the employment of his heart,
He, thus by feverish passion overcome,
Even with the organs of his bodily eye,
Below him, in the bosom of the deep
Saw mountains, saw the forms of sheep that graz'd
On verdant hills, with dwellings among trees,
And Shepherds clad in the same country grey
Which he himself had worn.70
Unlike Wordsworth's Romantic subsuming of the calentured landscape into the speaker's
interiority, Pym's desire for land is remarkably impersonal. Few of the images evoked are
particular to the narrator's home: after all, would Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket be
particularly attached to "fields of grain"? Rather than look back to an individual's origin in space
or time, Poe instead conceives of nostalgia as a cultural romance unattached to Pym's experience.
Pym's nostalgia for a pasture that he perhaps never knew recalls Ishmael's question: "Are all the
green fields gone?" suggesting, perhaps, that in a moment of nascent industrial development,
such fields can only exist in the fantasy of calenture.
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William Wordsworth. "The Brothers, A Pastoral Poem" (50-62); this description of Leonard's
illness concludes with the footnote: "This description of the Calenture is sketched from an
imperfect recollection of an admirable one in prose by Mr. Gilbert, Author of the Hurricane." It
is of note that Gilbert, originally a lawyer from Antigua, anticipates that the European
colonization of America will lead to England's historical supersession; "The European
subjugation of AMERICA, the AMERICAN MIND OF LIFE only suffereda powerful affusion
of the European; and, that as the solution proceeds it acquires a stronger and stronger tincture of
the Subject, till at length that, which was first subdued, assumes an absolute, inexpungable
predominancey and a FINAL." We might read Poe's eclipse of earlier, British models of
nostalgia with modern, technological vehicles, as evidence of this supersession.
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This romance however is sustained by the labor of certain bodies. It is not, then,
surprising that the collapse of temporal and spatial boundaries symptomatic of nostalgic
calenture is contiguous with Poe's collapse of bodily materials – not only is land confused with
sea, but if one revisits last lines of the hallucination, humans with non-humans: Tiger, the dog –
often noted as a stand in for the slave: at once, a locus of affection and material resource to be
exploited – is confused with Parker (the unlucky fellow who will soon be cannibalized by the
rest of the castaways). In looking backward, Pym's nostalgia thus moves forward, into a postpastoral world, where Afro-Caribbean spiritual practices of dance, fever, and categorical
instability are entwined with the violence of Western modernity.
In Pym's hallucination, Parker exchanges places with Tiger - as is so common in Poe,
the distinction between the human and the non-human is blurred. 71 Although Pym's
hallucination might initially imply the preservation of clean boundaries between colonial
subjects, Poe violently refuses to establish moments of clear, enchanted transformations.
Rather, he shows us the inconsistencies within these transformations. For example, in his
representation of Tiger, Poe messily conflates the animal with the human, drawing from a
catalogue of contradictory tropes that equate rebellious slaves to dogs. Tiger, like many literary
representations of the U.S. antebellum slave, is at once docile, servile, and ultimately selfsacrificing. Yet, also like the slave of the U.S. literary imagination, his person is adumbrated
by the potential for violence. Consider, for example, how Tiger is introduced into the narrative.
The paws of some huge and real monster were pressing heavily
upon my bosom--his hot breath was in my ear--and his white and
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A blurring that is not, perhaps, without logic, for both Tiger and Parker will ultimately function
as providers in Poe's bodily economies: just as Tiger has "saved" the life of Pym on several
occasions; Parker will - by being cannibalized - save the life of Pym.
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ghastly fangs were gleaming upon me through the gloom...I felt
that my powers of body and mind were fast leaving me--in a
word, that I was perishing and perishing of sheer fright. My brain
swam--I grew deadly sick--my vision failed--even the glaring
eyeballs above me grew dim. Making a last strong effort, I at
length breathed a faint ejaculation to God and resigned myself to
die. The sound of my voice seemed to arouse all the latent fury of
the animal. He precipitated himself at full length upon my body.
(Pym 18)
The "huge and real monster" with its "latent fury" proves, of course, to be a "faithful follower
and friend," an "inseparable companion" whom the narrator discovered "with a rope around his
neck" (Pym 19) and subsequently rescued. It is not, I believe, unreasonable to relate this close
proximity of servility and rebellion to contemporary anxieties around slave revolt, particularly as
the linking of domestic animals to slaves was a common strategy of pro-slavery propagandists.
George Fitzhugh offers an example of this dehumanizing rhetoric in Cannibals All!: "Our
faithful dog shares our affections," a sentiment shortly followed by the claim "Besides wife and
children, brothers and sister[s], dogs, horses, birds, and flowers - slaves, also, belong to the
family circle."72 What’s more, like so many materials in Pym - be they human or inhuman- Tiger
has use-value: he thrice saves the life of Pym (like the slave of patronizing proslavery discourses,
he is both the locus of affection and resource to be exploited); once exploited, moreover, he is
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Although Pym antedates Cannibals All! there are curious continuities between Pym's
cannibalistic economy and the system of metaphorical cannibalism advocated by Fitzhugh, in
which power relations are comparable to cannibalism and in which slavery is presented as the
benevolent form of that process.
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easily discarded - and indeed, after Chapter VIII, Tiger disappears, without explanation, from the
narrative.
In this respect, we might compare Tiger to the Tsalal: both the dog and the people are
regarded as material for the value-maximizing use of the crew. The Jane's crewmembers are
primarily interested in the Tsalal for enrichment, or goods that "might be turned to profit” (Pym
113). Furthermore, the Tsalal, like Tiger, collapse the boundary between animal and human:
their physical aspect is described as not unlike that of the Newfoundland: "jet black, with thick
and long woolly hair. They were clothed in skins of an unknown black animal, shaggy and silky"
(Pym 113). Perhaps most strikingly, the Tsalal, Tiger, and stereotypes of the antebellum slave
possess a double nature that vacillates between servility and violent rebellion. Seemingly
affectionate - the leader, Too-Wit claims "there was no need of arms where all were brothers"
(Pym 125) and it is implied that the men of the Jane engage in sexual relations with the Tsalal
women (Pym 125) – the Tsalal carry a threat of violence that emerges from, rather than
contradicts, sentiment. The narrative reveals that "this apparent kindness was only the result of a
deeply-laid plan for our destruction...the islanders for whom we entertained such inordinate
feelings of esteem were among the most barbarous, subtle and blood-thirsty wretches that ever
contaminated the face of the globe" (Pym 125). It is not just "apparent kindness" but rather
intimacy - both sexual and fraternal - that leads to the revolt. 73 In Pym, what troubles is not
simply the Tsalal's latent capacity for violence but the uncanny source of this violence: that is to
say, the romance of intimacy.74 This uncomfortable intimacy perhaps contributes to the messy
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In this respect, the word "contamination" is particularly significant, suggesting another familiar
racist trope of contagion to refer to of interracial (and even, as the Tsalal are represented,
interspecial) sexual relations.
74
See Saidiya Hartman. ‘’The Burdened Individuality of Freedom.’’ Scenes of Subjection:
Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America. (New York: Oxford
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logic of Poe's Gothic conversions. The transformations endemic in his corpus do not establish
nice boundaries between such categories as rationalism and madness, mastery or enslavement,
life or death, but rather reveal the instability of any assumptions on which would be grounded the
fantasy of the self-identical individual.
As Colin Dayan has argued, Poe's moments of dematerialization, be they idealization or
degradation, far from constructing a cleanly delineated taxonomy, reveal the "slippage between
degrees of color, gradations of personhood and the bounds of civility and savagery."75 More
recently, Maurice Lee has examined this flux within the context of metempsychosis and political
philosophy arguing that "Poe's loose treatment of spiritualist law blurs the lines between matter
and spirit, body and mind, black and white. Such transgressions also cross the line between
citizen and slave, for political subjectivity in America required the abstraction - that is, the
disembodiment - of the rational citizen self."76 Both Lee and Dayan make clear that Poe's
movements between human categories are effected in moments of romantic instantaneity but
they are seldom perfect transformations: rather, something is always left after the process of
conversion or translation.
This residue - the uncanny body, the state of madness-in-reason, the refusal to conclude a
tale, or the hazy contours of hallucinatory mirage - cannot be assimilated into a coherent political
or aesthetic program. Instead, Poe's contradictions remain unresolved in the form of Gothic
remainder. In Poe's cannibalistic economy, where people are ceaselessly converted into products,
the logics of mercantile exchange are shown to be no more than disembodied fantasy. These
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University Press, 1997). See also ‘’Amorous Bondage : Poe, Ladies, and Slaves.’’ American
Literature 66 :2 (June 1994) : 239-273.
75
Colin Dayan. ‘’Poe Persons and Property.’’ American Literature. 11 :3 (Autumn 1999) : 407.
76
Maurice Lee. Slavery, Philosophy and American Literature, 1830-1860. (Cambridge, U.K.:
Cambridge University Press, 2005): 25.
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asymmetrical conversions, the distortions and contradictions of slave-holding practices erode the
very distinctions U.S. plantation society sought to uphold: black and white, human and inhuman,
affection and violence, past and present. As Poe's Gothic conversions show, natural materials can
be effaced, persons can fray, and horrors can creep out of the fiction of containment.
For Morrison, Pym’s “Africanism” is contained in the white and black dialectic of the
novel’s mysterious end. The relationship between calenture and calenda not only highlights an
understudied part of Pym but, much more significantly, reveals the cultural uses, performances,
and work within Morrison’s “dark and abiding presence.” This has two consequences for African
American literature, I would argue: first, it points us to black material practices embedded in
metaphorical thinking. This is not, as I stated in my introduction, to claim that we can “recover”
or re-establish an African American archive: we cannot trace from the confused prose of SaintMéry and George Washington Cable, anything that would resemble a complete and agentive
counter-archive. However we can begin to imagine what that archive might have looked like,
speculate on the form and traces of the corroded “black hand.”
This emphasis on material practices brings us to my second claim: Morrison establishes
the Africanist presence as a counterpoise to U.S. constructions of identity as something
“decidedly not American, decidedly other.” I suggest we take this “decidedly not American”
character at face value: not just as an “other” but as a set of transnational, multilingual, cultural
practices that crossed borders –territorial, linguistic, and medial – and in doing so, became
inscribed with difference. To the best of our ability, we should attend to those differences for it
gives us a more nuanced view of the “not American”, unsuturing it from spectral horror and
instead revealing the complex creolizations that shape U.S. identity in material ways. This dance,
as it were, needs to be a careful one if we are to resist centuries of “rhetorical acid.”
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Chapter II: Alternative African American Genealogies in “Theresa, A Haytien Tale” and “Le
Mulâtre”

Haiti achieved independence on three different dates. To a good part of the world, and to
subsequent official histories, this date was January 1st 1804. But the young nation’s former
colonizers, still following the French Revolutionary calendar, would have situated their loss on
the 10 Nivôse, an XII. And the Haitian Declaration of Independence itself furnishes us with yet a
third date: “ce 1er Janvier 1804, an 1er de l’indépendance.”77 Haiti’s foundational document
established an alternative calendrical tradition that, although never systematized, would continue
from the first Haitian Constitution (1805), to the writings of the 1843 revolutionaries, to the
empire of Faustin Soulouque, to the U.S. occupation, throughout the Duvalier regimes, and well
into the present day (Figure 2). Haitian institutions have long validated their authority through
this unique temporal model, one that marks, in Erin Zavitz’s words “the beginning not just of a
new year but a new era.”78
Yet such historiographical manipulations offer more than a means of self legitimation.
The Haitian Revolutionary calendar establishes a logic by which the present is always subject to
the tabula rasa of the past revolutionary moment; and, conversely, the so-called tabula rasa of
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“Haitian Declaration of Independence.” British National Archives, Kew. London, United
Kingdom. CO 137/111/1. Note that, while I use the phrase “Declaration of Independence,” the
words never appear in the document which is, in fact, an acte de l’indépendance. However,
scholars have come to refer to the document as a “Declaration”; it is archived under that name
and the most thorough book to treat the document is titled such. For the generic dimensions of
independence acts versus declarations, see Julia Gaffield and David Armitage, “The Haitian
Declaration of Independence in an Atlantic Context.” The Haitian Declaration of Independence:
Creation, Context, and Legacies, in ed. Julia Gaffield (Charlottesville: The University of
Virginia Press, 2016), 1-22.
78
See Erin Zavitz. “Revolutionary Commemorations: Jean-Jacques Dessalines and Haitian
Independence Day, 1804–1904” in The Haitian Declaration of Independence, 221.
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revolution is always indexed to historical process. This doubling movement both upsets
rectilinear trajectories while refusing to collapse past and present into perfect synchronicity. In
this respect, the calendar’s temporal structure operates in similar, although not identical, ways to
20th-century Caribbean theories of history, from Derek Walcott’s claim the “sea is history” to the
playfully wry palimpsests of Maryse Condé to the heady narratives of the Haitian Spiralists.79
Much like these later timekeepers, revolutionary chronologies in early Haitian print culture
demonstrate how ostensibly simple trajectories of national time are confounded by the
persistence of history, establishing a temporal mode that both looks to the past and anticipates
the future. This system of parallel dating strongly inflects not just our readings of foundational
fictions, to use Doris Sommer’s memorable terminology, but calls attention to the heterogeneous
temporalities through which the events that came to be known as the Haitian Revolution were
historicized.80
In what follows, I analyze this historicization within the first two known works of
African American short fiction: the first is “Theresa; a Haytien Tale” (1828), a fictionalization of
the Haitian Revolution, written by an author known only by the signature “S” and printed in four
installments in the New York-based, predominantly African-American Freedom’s Journal.81 The
second is the 1837 “Le Mulâtre” by Victor Séjour, a Louisiana-born homme de couleur who
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Derek Walcott, “The Sea Is History,” in Collected Poems, 1948- 1984 (New York: Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, 1984), 364. Exemplary of these temporal commitments are works by Maryse
Condé such as Moi, Tituba Sorcière (Paris: Collection Folio, Gallimard, 1988) and Traversée de
la mangrove (Paris: Collection Folio, Gallimard, 1992); Jean-Claude Fignolé Aube tranquille
(Paris: Seuil, 1990); and Frankétienne Ultravocal (Paris: Editions Hoëbeke, 2004). For an
account of the Spiralist movement, see Kaiama L. Glover, Haiti Unbound: A Spiralist Challenge
to the Postcolonial Canon (Liverpool: Liverpool UP, 2010).
80
Doris Sommer, Foundational Fictions: The National Romances of Latin America. (Berkeley:
U of California Press, 1991).
81
Frances Smith Foster, “Forgotten Manuscripts: How Do You Solve a Problem Like Theresa?”
African American Review 40:4 (Winter 2006), 631-645.
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emigrated to France as a teenager. In Paris, he published “Le Mulâtre,” a melodramatic revenge
tale set in a temporally ambiguous Saint-Domingue in Cyrille Bisette’s abolitionist journal La
Revue des Colonies.82 In this chapter, I suggest that we read these two tales through a similar
temporal emplotment to that of the revolutionary calendar: that is to say, as complex counterhistories in which Haitian emancipation runs alongside the U.S. and French serialized time of
each tale’s publication.
In some ways both “Theresa” and “Le Mulâtre” are exceptional: the former dramatizes
specifically feminine revolutionary action in an age when the “black Spartacus” hagiography of
Toussaint Louverture was de rigueur;83 the latter was written in French and published in a
Parisian review; both are very recent additions to the African American canon. With the
exception of a single article published in 1929 by Lorenzo Dow Turner, “Theresa” was virtually
unknown to critics until Dickson Bruce’s mention of the tale in The Origins of African-American
Literature (2001); similarly, although Séjour was well known on both sides of the Atlantic in the
nineteenth-century (he was anthologized by the Goncourt brothers and Théophile Gautier;
received the Legion of Honor in 1860; was buried in Père Lachaise; and upon his death in 1874
earned a New York Times memorialization - about five times as long as Herman Melville’s brief
obituary in the same venue in 1891) he fell out of critical favor until Philip Barnard’s translation
of the tale appeared in the 1997 Norton Anthology of African American Literature. Moreover,
through their representations of radical resistance to slave holding economies both “Theresa” and
“Le Mulâtre” stand as astonishingly subversive counterpoints to the non-violent moral suasion
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For background on the publication history of the Revue, see Anna Brickhouse. “A
Francophone View of comparative American literature: Revue des Colonies and the translations
of abolition” in Transamerican Literary Relations and the Nineteenth Century Public Sphere.
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004).
83
Matthew Clavin. “American Toussaints: Symbol, Subversion, and the Black Atlantic Tradition
in the Civil War.” Slavery & Abolition 28:1 (87-113).
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that characterized abolitionism in the 1820s and 1830s. Indeed, a conjoined catalogue of the tales
includes instances of cross-dressing, forgeries, fits of physical ecstasy, and a beheading.
Yet of equal interest are the ways in which even these unorthodox stories are very much
representative of early African American cultural formations. For, like many early black writers,
both Séjour and the anonymous “S” looked to the first black republic as a possible space for the
realization of Enlightenment promises of universal rights – promises of which their own
governments had so appallingly failed them. Though critical narratives have often portrayed U.S
black culture as reluctant to sympathize with Haiti, recent work by Robert S. Levine, Sara
Fanning and Ada Ferrer has demonstrated how Haiti provided an imaginative fulcrum for free
blacks of the U.S.84 Freedom’s Journal was a major venue for these imaginings: as Jacqueline
Bacon notes, editors Samuel Cornish and John Russwurm reprinted articles about Haiti’s past
and present, including a biography of L’Ouverture; they regularly editorialized about the bravery
of the Haitian people and published writing sympathetic to Haiti, including reprintings of David
Walker’s speeches. 85 Similarly, Bissette’s La Revue des Colonies was a self-consciously
international abolitionist journal that regularly invoked Haiti as a space of universal rights
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See Robert S. Levine. Dislocating Race and Nation: Episodes in Nineteenth-Century American
Literary Nationalism. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008); “Haiti, Free Soil,
and Antislavery in the Revolutionary Atlantic.’’ American Historical Review:1 (2012) : 40-66 ;
“The Roots of Early Black Nationalism : Northern African Americans’ Invocation of Haiti in the
Early Nineteenth Century,’’ Slavery and Abolition 28 :1 (April 2007). See also: Bruce Dain,
“Haiti and Egypt in Early Black Radical Discourse in the United States,” Slavery and Abolition
14 (Dec. 1993); Mitch Kachun, Festivals of Freedom: Memory and Meaning in African
American Emancipation Celebrations, 1808–1915 (Amherst: Univ. of Massachusetts Press,
2003); Kachun, “Antebellum African Americans, Public Commemoration, and the Haitian
Revolution: A Problem of Historical Mythmaking,” Journal of the Early Republic 26 2006):
249–73.
85
Jacqueline Bacon Freedom’s Journal: The First African-American Newspaper. (Lanham, MD:
Lexington Books, 2007), 166.
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opposed to the slave-holding economies of the U.S. or the French empire.86 We might therefore
situate these tales in an international climate that increasingly turned to Haiti not as a
“slumbering volcano” to use Alfred N. Hunt’s influential turn of phrase, but an appealing model
of universal rights. 87 This climate includes the 1828 publication of Walker’s Appeal, the
circulation of the political writings of the Baron de Vastey, Prince Saunders, and Jonathas
Granville in Northern U.S. newspapers, as well as President Boyer’s print campaign to entice
U.S. free blacks to Haiti. Far from a mere symptom of U.S. anxieties, the Haitian Revolution
here emerges as a crucial actor in historiographies of early black internationalist cultural
formations.
What, I would like to ask, are the political and formal consequences of this
spatiotemporal displacement, one that looks to Haiti’s past as a model for contemporary black
rights? To continue the analogy with the Haitian Revolutionary calendar, if the serialized time of
“Theresa” and “Le Mulâtre” register 1828 and 1837 as nodes in black experience, then the
Haitian Revolution runs parallel to this reading time in the form of a counter-history: the twentyfourth and thirty-third years years of independence, as it were. Scholarship by Wai Chee
Dimock, Lloyd Pratt, Thomas M. Allen and Dana Luciano has turned critical attention to
heterogeneous formations of time consciousness which, in the words of Dimock establish an
“extended tangle of relations” that require dilated spatial and temporal scales of analysis.88 I
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See Anna Brickhouse, 84-131; Lawrence C. Jennings French Anti-Slavery: The Movement for
Abolition of Slavery in France, 1802-1848 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000);
Chris Bongie. Islands and Exiles. The Creole Identities of PostlColonial Lit- erature. (Stanford:
Stanford UP, 1998).
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Alfred N. Hunt. Haiti’s Influence on Antebellum America: Slumbering Volcano in the
Caribbean. (Baton Rouge, LA: LSU Press, 1988).
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Wai Chee Dimock. Through Other Continents: American Literature Across Deep Time.
(Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2006); Thomas M. Allen. A Republic in
Time: Temporality and Social Imagination in Nineteenth-Century America (Chapel Hill:
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would like to suggest that “Theresa” and “Le Mulâtre” can contribute to these debates for we can
read their temporal pluralizations not just thematically (i.e through the tale’s implicit use of the
Haitian Revolution as a corollary to international black political interests) but also formally,
particularly at the level of narrative.
I here turn my attention from the historical, public framework of these tales to their
private, bodily, and most intimate moments. In “Theresa” these moments manifest through spirit
possession, dream visions and prophecies, which reverberate along colonial pasts, revolutionary
presents, tragic counter-presents, and liberated futures. Similarly, Séjour’s extremely physical
dramatizations of slave sociality call attention to multiple temporal scenes: from pre-enslavement
innocence to colonial violence to an ambiguous, and not entirely emancipatory, postrevolutionary independence. I will argue that the heterogeneous time consciousness of the
Haitian counter-chronology crystallizes in these key narrative moments, moments which
manifest through, not the calendar, public documents, or newspapers, but the prophetic or
melodramatic body. These temporally disjunctive experiences forge a sense of internationalist
black identity predicated on, not genealogical narratives of futurity, but rather alternative modes
of black affiliation.
In both tales, then, Haiti stands as an alternative African American genealogical point in
two senses. First, Haiti occupies a crucial and long-neglected place in the African American
canon (it is no coincidence that the two earliest instances of African American short fiction take
place in Haiti) thus asking scholars to reconsider traditional nation-bound literary histories.
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University of North Carolina Press, 2007); Lloyd Pratt. Archives of American Time: Literature
and Modernity in the Nineteenth Century. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2010); Dana Luciano Arranging Grief: Sacred Time and the Body in Nineteenth-Century
America. (New York and London: New York University Press, 2007).
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However, I also mean genealogy in a more specific sense. “Theresa” and “Le Mulâtre” also
offered black communities alternative forms of kinship through the figuration of Haiti: far from
representing black community through romances of biological reproduction, linear stability, and
romantic racialism, they imagine nonlinear, extra-reproductive, internationalist forms of black
futurity.
I. The Locus Amoenus of Haiti
Though the very title of “Theresa” announces itself a “Haytien tale,” it opens nonetheless
with the line: “During the long and bloody contest in St. Domingo.” 89 As such,“Theresa”
vacillates between intra-diegetic colonial conflict and extra-diegetic independence, the “long and
bloody contest” and nationalist narrativizing of the “Haytien tale.” Yet this temporal confusion is
not simply a contest between past and future, a question of traversing a stable threshold that
separates colonization from independence. Instead the proleptic appellation is contingent on an
act of extra-textual analeptic prolepsis, which requires that the reader imaginatively identify with
the past in order to recognize not simply the fact, but the futurity of Haiti. This is a particularly
apposite narrative strategy, given that for the U.S. readership of Freedom’s Journal, Haiti was
legally still a futuristic construct: it would not be recognized by the U.S. until 1862 and was
often referred to on maps and in textbooks as “Saint Domingue.” Similarly, the author designates
the Haitian people by a number of names, which resonate along a vast temporal spectrum: from
the “Islanders” – recalling the Taíno civilization from which the post-revolutionary Haiti took its
name; to the “sons of Africa”; to the “Revolutionaries” and “patriotic brethren” and – although
still fighting in a space the narrative terms “St. Domingo” – the “Haytiens.”
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“Theresa, A Haytien Tale.’’ Freedom’s Journal. 28 January 1828, hereafter cited
parenthetically with the serialization date.
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This spatiotemporal ambiguity has vexed its share of critics: Daut argues “it is painfully
obvious that the writer of this brief tale had little or no first-hand knowledge or experience of
either Haiti or Saint Domingue.”90 As evidence of the author’s ignorance, Daut cites historical
anachronisms such as the presence of Toussaint Louverture on the island and the appellation of
“Hayti” in a pre-1804 context. I would add that, although the author dedicates lengthy portions
of “Theresa” to descriptions of the natural world, most of these descriptions remain vague set
pieces of tropical “local color” rather than anything specific to Haiti: plaintains, orange trees,
green lizards, fireflies, mangos, and hummingbirds abound, and the enclosed Pimento grove that
furnishes the stage for the women’s spiritual experiences, had much stronger associations with
Jamaica than Haiti in the 19th-century.91 As well as flora and fauna, geographical coordinates are
only hazily adumbrated: we merely know the family escapes somewhere “west of Saint
Nicholas,” even though Theresa’s family plan to seek shelter in the eastern Vega Real; the spatial
relations between the Môle, the village of Saint Nicolas, the French camp, Tousaint’s camp, and
the women’s grove, are never explicated; and, as Daut has pointed out, certain places, like SaintMarie, are most likely fictional (Tropics 301-309).
Yet while romantic misrepresentations of colonial spaces have rightly troubled scholars,
the vagueness of “Theresa,” may serve a productive function. I’m inclined to agree with Jean
Lee Cole who, in her analysis of the tale’s ambiguity, locates its potential to “imagine
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Daut, Tropics 309.
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B.W. Higman, Jamaica Surveyed: Plantation Maps and Plans of the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries (University of West Indies Press: Kingston, 2001). In fact, a 12 October
1827 natural history of Haiti in Freedom’s Journal mentions “fustick, lignup, capa, dwarf pine,
cotton tree, palm tree, palmetto” but not Pimento. It may also be worth noting that Russwurm
was born in Jamaica.
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possibilities – what could happen? What might be possible?”92 Monique Allewaert has recently
offered a brilliant response to these speculations, arguing that the tale’s vagueness, and
specifically its catachreses, produce an “alternate noncolonial past.”93 For Allewaert this generic
past effaces colonial history in order to produce the geopolitical conditions of modern
revolutionary nationalisms which manifest through a failed synthesis of Deleuzian “alternate
modernities, that are in relay with, yet also exceed, existing totalities.”94
I would suggest, however, that the vagueness of “Theresa” does not entirely eradicate
colonial history (in fact, the tale bristles with images of famine, massacres, heads on pikes, and
gleaming plantations) but instead encodes that history in temporally disjunctive spiritual modes,
which include prophecy, possession, dream visions, and contemplation. The tale’s seemingly
vague geographic and temporal emplotments become precisely what create the conditions for
Theresa and her family’s spiritual-political experiences. Hazily sketched fauna, catachrestic
colonial formations, and historical anachronisms thus produce an Edenic space, not dissimilar to
the locus amoenus of the dream vision: an enclosed, private, fantastically lush “grove of peace”
(5 January 1828). Put another way, perhaps Dante is as useful as Deleuze here.
The topos of “Theresa” allows not just for a confusion of space and time, but a
dissolution of personal identity. This dissolution most clearly imbricates with the environmental
locus amoenus in moments when the natural world intermingles with the characters’ bodies: of
the family, we are told “the cool breeze…gave to their whole bodies a calm sensation” (18
January 1828). Moreover, this collusion of personal body and environment is particularly
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concentrated in Theresa, whose physical sensations are often analogized to nature: her “noble
soul reanimated, recovered its wonted calm, as the ocean its quiet motion when the gentle breeze,
and the returned sunshine, succeed a tempestuous sky and boisterous winds” (8 February 1828);
upon discovering her mother and sister are no longer in the grove, she feels “as an earthquake
rends the bosom of the earth, so the intelligence her gentle soul” (15 February 1828). By
dissolving human agents into the natural world, “S” adumbrates a structure of identity that – far
from the classical Lockean subject that persists in time – is revealed to be porous, synchronic,
and amalgamated with nonhuman materials. This banalized form of mystic identity is,
furthermore, consonant with Freedom’s Journal’s popular writings: for, while its editors wrote
within a Protestant framework, the Catholic imaginary of popular fiction regularly enlivened the
venue with such lurid titles as “The Abbé’s Revenge”, “Fratelli de la Misericordia”, and “The
Ghost’s Conjugal Affection.” Re-printings of these tales would suggest that “S” had access to a
popular form of mysticism, one in which bodies were pluralized, disaggregated, or amalgamated
through spiritual or supernatural experiences.95
This mystical absorption of personal identity into the natural world is compounded by the
narrative’s frequent classical, romantic, and Biblical similes, which place the women’s heroism
outside the realm of history: Madame Paulina is said to be “like the pious Aeneas” and “Lot
departing out of Sodom” (18 January 1828); while Theresa is “like a heroine of the age of
chivalry” (8 February 1828). In this harmonious world, nature and time even seem to fall in step
with reading practices: the second installment opens with a sunrise “Morning had just begun to
peep forth,” implying synchronicity amongst the reader’s experience, the natural world, and the
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On Romantic medievalisms, see Clare A. Simmons. Popular Medievalism in Romantic-Era
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tale itself: a perfect fusion of contemporary U.S. reading practices, Haiti’s revolutionary past,
and the reliable rhythms of the natural world (25 January 1828). Yet I would argue that the tale
needs these reliable rhythms precisely in order to show history’s violent movements. The tale’s
grove of peace is interrupted by social and political forces – even the mystical Gourde bark upon
which Theresa writes to her family bears the name of Haiti’s currency.96
Therefore, if Theresa has absorbed nature, she has also absorbed the way that nature is
marked, punctuated or disrupted by history: in this respect, the earthquake that upends her soul
should warn us against surrendering too hastily to the seductions of premodern fantasy.97 Much
like the abolitionist rhetoric of William Lloyd Garrison, which favored tropes of natural disaster
and particularly earthquakes, to signal the ineluctability of slave emancipation, the author of
“Theresa” both has recourse to natural rhetoric to justify political action, while showing that
nature is hardly a stable metric.
This instability is perhaps most apparent in two explicitly political lines that bookend the
tale, shattering “Theresa”’s mystical vagueness. In the third paragraph of the first installment, we
are told that the patriots fighting for Haitian independence were “determined to live free men, or
expire in their attempts for liberty and independence” (18 January 1828); in the last installment’s
penultimate paragraph, the call “Freedom or Death” rallies revolutionary troops against the
French army (15 February 1828). This symmetrically arranged cry not only echoes Patrick
Henry’s famous rally but also invokes a specifically Haitian history: the famous words of JeanJacques Dessalines who, upon declaring independence from the French on 1 January 1804,
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The gourde first entered circulation in 1813 and has remained Haiti’s currency.
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The tale’s deployment of naturalist rhetoric also resonates with the politicized use of
indigeneity in Haitian Revolutionary material; that is to say, even “Theresa”’s myth-making may
correspond to its contemporary political moment. See Deborah Jenson, Beyond the Slave
Narrative: Politics, Sex, and Manuscripts in the Haitian Revolution (Liverpool: Liverpool UP,
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reportedly tore the white section (representing France) from the tricolor, replacing it with the
lines “Vivre ou mourir.” 98 Moreover, his performance was formally codified in the Haitian
Declaration of Independence, which is titled with the line “Liberté ou mort” (See Figure 2). “S”
could have easily accessed these lines: translated portions of the document were disseminated
worldwide, and experienced a particularly long afterlife in the Northern U.S. press. In fact, a
June 15 1827 edition of Freedom’s Journal contains an editorial on Dessalines’ proclamation.99
Viewed in this light, “Theresa” structurally functions as Dessalines’ radically interrupted
tricolor: the tale needs the white topos, one might say, of premodern fantasy to allow for the
violent rupture of revolutionary history. As such, the so-called anachronisms within the story
may say less about the author’s lack of interest in Haiti and more about his or her formal
experimentations with historical narrative. The tale not only shadows “Theresa”’s figuration of
Toussaint with the significantly more radical future of Dessalines – who, unlike Toussaint called
for total independence and the complete eradication of the French - but, through this
displacement, harnesses premodern atemporality in order to engage in collective, future-oriented
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This episode came to historians through Thomas Madiou’s 1847-48 Histoire d’Haïti, a
valorizing account of Haiti’s revolutionary past, written in what Michel-Rolph Trouillot has
called the epic tradition of Haitian historiography. As such, its veracity is tenuous. Yet in some
ways this is precisely the point : the memorialization of Dessalines’ ceremonies of independence
were powerful instruments in Haitian nation-making. See Thomas Madiou, Histoire d’Haïti
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State Against Nation: The Origins and Legacy of Duvalierism. (New York: Monthly Review,
1990). For contemporary critical accounts of Dessalines’ Independence ceremonies, see Zavitz
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Haiti and the Cultures of Slavery in the Age of Revolution (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2004);
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located the document’s call for Freedom or Death (as it is frequently translated) in nearly twenty
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Figure 2. Detail from the “Haitian Declaration of Independence.” CO 137/111/1. British
National Archives, Kew. United Kingdom.
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political action.100 The loomings of speculative liberation thus figure as a kind of intra-narrative
prophecy within the tale’s pre-independence framework: in “Theresa,” the ghosts of colonial
subjection and the unspoken futurity of Dessalines co-exist on an uneven narrative plane.
II. Mapping God
The spatial and temporal coordinates of “Theresa,” at once maddeningly vague and
historically rich, lead us to the tale’s otherworldly possessions, dream visions, and prophecies.
While most readers of “Theresa” concur that the eponymous character is remarkably heroic, the
vehicle of her heroism has been overlooked. Upon a first reading, in fact, it would seem our
heroine does very little: her sole concrete political act – delivering information to Toussaint – is
remarkably ambiguous (we do not know what that information is, what purpose it might serve, or
what Toussaint does with it) and is, moreover, dispensed with in a single perfunctory line:
“Theresa, favoured by fortune, had safely arrived at the military quarters of the great Toussaint:
had communicated to the chieftain the object of her visit to his camp” (28 February 1828).
Toussaint may be “great” and Theresa, brave but their actions are pathetically meager. Instead,
Theresa and her family’s heroism is foregrounded through, not public history, but a set of private
mystical encounters which are achieved through contemplation, ostensible possession and direct
appeals to God.
Daut has rightly called attention to the use of Theresa’s religious rhetoric to justify
violence, claiming that “it is ‘through God’ that Theresa possesses the ‘agency’ and knowledge
required to help the slaves defeat the French” (Tropics 309). Yet I would like to ask a
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Celebratory iconography of Toussaint – “the black Spartacus” of the 19th-century, or for that
matter, the “black Jacobin” of the 20th – often obscures the fact that Toussaint was in fact a canny
politician who, anxious to appease Napoleon, refused to declare Haiti an independent state. On
the political straits which limited Toussaint’s Constitution of 1801, see Fischer, Modernity
Disavowed, 229-232.
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deceptively simple question: What, exactly, is Theresa’s relationship with God? Is he simply a
moral construct, deployed– as Daut suggests – to temper the violence of the Haitian Revolution
with Protestant piety? Or is he an active agent? If so, does he politely receive entreaties from
young political women, does he determine the course of global history, or does he possess his
creatures: after all, Theresa receives her vocation to save Haiti as if “aroused by some internal
agent” (8 February 1828).
What is to say God is even a “he” – rather than any number of the female or non-binary
lwa of the vodou pantheon, such as the (often said to be lesbian) water god Ezili, the male and
female rainbow serpent Danbala, or the androgynous moon-sun Nana Buruku?101 Is the physical
body a passive vehicle for divine experience; is the self absorbed into God? ventriloquized by
God? or does its subjectivity mingle with God? What hierarchies do these appeals to God imply:
can agency be attained through possession and if so, what curious deformation of agency would
that be? We might also ask what kind of humanism can be adumbrated from these mystical
experiences. “Theresa” clearly has a stake in Enlightenment-era projects of universal rights,
boldly re-appropriating French Revolutionary rhetoric to Haitian ends: the information Theresa
imparts to Toussaint “would not fail to give success to Haytien independence, disappoint the
arch-enemy, and aid the cause of humanity” (8 February 1828). But if, through rhetorical
parallelism, Haitian independence is implied to be the “cause of humanity,” this humanity also
requires an overwhelming annihilation of the self.
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On vodou epistemologies of queerness, see Omiske’eke Natasha Tinsley. “Ezili Danto: A
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I do not believe that “S” is working within a strict theological framework; as such, it may
be difficult to answer the questions I have just posed. An inquiry into the tale’s religiosity might
begin, however, with the title: it would be too great a coincidence should the writer of “Theresa”
have had no knowledge of the life of the sixteenth-century Spanish mystic Santa Teresa de Jesús
(de Ávila). Indeed, while Daut criticizes the anglicization of the characters’ names, one might
suggest that “S” had other reasons to attribute the name Theresa to his/her heroine (to say
nothing of Theresa’s mother, whose name evokes the Pauline mystical tradition).102 To make an
even stronger point, we might heed the famous words of the Haitian Declaration of
Independence: “le nom français lugubre encore nos contrées” (“the French name still haunts our
lands”).103 In this respect, Theresa (rather than Thérèse) and Paulina (rather than Pauline) quite
literally displace the “nom français” with transculturally valenced names that derive not from
hexagonal France but a Christian mystical tradition.104 This is all the more significant, given that
“S” seems to consciously refrain from drawing parallels between Theresa and Jeanne d’Arc –
perhaps the ur-model of divinely sanctioned female resistance - thus eliding French nationalism
from the tale’s construction of Haitian independence.
According to Jill L. Matus, Santa Teresa’s story enjoyed a particularly strong vogue in
the nineteenth-century; her biography was increasingly included in religious encyclopedias and
popular lives of the saints, and was frequently referenced in theological tracts. Different venues
highlighted different aspects of her hagiography, many of which could have appealed to the
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Dailey, Promised Bodies, 9-15.
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For a discussion of the neologism “lugubrer,” see Jenson, Beyond the Slave Narrative, 83.
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See Laurent Dubois, Avengers of the New Word: The Story of the Haitian Revolution.
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author of “Theresa”: whether that be her female exemplarity; her reform of the Carmelite order;
her intimate relationship with natural world; her canny evasion of the Spanish Inquisition; or her
eroticized spirituality, perhaps most famously celebrated in Bernini’s L’Estasi di Santa Teresa
(Figure 3).105 Teresa’s accounts of ecstatic visions, corporeal possessions, self-annihilation, and
mystical union with God find a clear correspondence in many of Haitian Theresa’s spiritual
experiences. Perhaps most notable, in a Haitian Revolutionary context, is their shared call for
divine justice within the structure of ostensibly private mystical experiences. Following her
vocational call, Theresa cries: “O, my God! – my God! Be propitious to the cause of justice – Be
near to the Haytiens in their righteous struggle, to obtain those rights which thou hast graciously
bestowed on all thy children. Raise up some few of those who have been long degraded – give to
them dominion, and enable them to govern a state of their own – so that the proud and cruel
master may know that thou art alike the Father of the native of the burning desert, and of the
more temperate, region” (25 January 1828).
The exhortation “O, my God,” so similar to Santa Teresa’s constant appeals to divine
authority (“¡Oh gran Dios! parece que tiembla una criatura tan miserable como yo de tratar en
cosa tan ajena de lo que merezco entender”; “Oh great God! Surely a creature as miserable as
myself must tremble to treat of anything so far beyond what I deserve to understand”)106 may
appear to privately mediate the individual’s relationship to God. Yet note that Theresa’s petitions
directly bypass the single person, arguing for God’s intervention not into the personal body but
the collective polity: what Theresa calls “the cause of justice” and the “righteous struggle of the
Haytians.” By using the individual body as an instrument for collective righteousness, Theresa’s
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Jill L. Matus, “Saint Teresa, Hysteria, and Middlemarch.’’ Journal of the History of Sexuality
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Figure 3. “The Ecstasy of Saint Theresa.” Gian Lorenzo Bernini. Church of Santa Maria della
Vittoria. Rome, Italy. Courtesy of Joaquim Alves Gaspar, Wikimedia Commons.
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pleas are not dissimilar to Santa Teresa’s evocation of the “Sol de Justicia,” which “está en ella
dándole ser” (“dwells within [the soul] and gives it being”) creating a network of persons
connected by the force of divine justice.107 Theresa exhorts God to intervene in this network
through concrete political means: invoking Matthew 5:5, she pleads not for the poor to inherit the
earth, but rather “govern a state of their own.” Calling for the equal rights of the north and what
we might anachronistically call the global South (the “burning desert” and “more temperate
region”) Theresa supplicates God to consistently apply Enlightenment imperatives of selfgovernance across the globe while imbuing her contemporary political demands with Biblical
imagery that conflates the “burning desert” of Haiti (which of course has a tropical climate) with
a Mosaic desert of liberation.108
This liberatory call for collective justice risks – as both T(h)eresas acknowledge –
annihilating the instrument of divine will: the individual female body. Haitian Theresa calls upon
God: “Let Theresa be the unworthy sacrifice offered to that God, who shall raise his mighty arm
in defence of thy injured children” (8 February 1828) while Spanish Teresa pleads in her Libro
de la Vida: “Levántense contra mí todos los letrados; persíganme todas las cosas criadas,
atorméntenme los demonios” (Let all the learned men rise up against me; let every created thing
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Santa Teresa de Jesús, Las moradas, 211. On the juridical and political dimensions of Santa
Teresa’s mysticism, see Gillian T. W. Ahlgren, Teresa of Avila and the Politics of Sanctity
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persecute me; let the demons torment me.”)109 In doing so, both women suture the mystical to the
political, the individual to the collective, martyrdom to social progress: indeed, “S” foregrounds
this sacrificial ethos with the line: “Theresa herself must be the bearer…The salvation of her
oppressed country was to her” (8 February 1828). Like so much of the text, the narrative voice
here vacillates indistinguishably between third person narration and free indirect discourse; the
injunction may come from Theresa, from God, from the narrator, or from some mystical
collusion thererof. Regardless, it is an effective call, and upon accepting her vocation, Theresa
“forsook the grove of Pimento and hastened on her way to the camp of L’Ouverture” (8 February
1828).
But bodily vulnerability, spirit possession, and acquiescence to service are not only the
domain of Spanish mystics. They are part of another history, one that widely circulated in the
Atlantic world: the Bwa Kayiman ceremony, which some historians have claimed – not without
controversy – launched the Haitian Revolution.110 A hesitant reconstruction of that story might
look something like this: in mid-August 1791, a group of slaves secretly gathered in the woods
by Le Cap. Led by Dutty Boukman (a houngan or vodou priest) the group reportedly engaged in
spiritual practices (including sacred dance, mounting, and animal sacrifice, depending on the
version of the story) and planned a revolt of the Northern Plain. I do not intend here to engage in
the contentious historiographical debates around Bwa Kayiman: what matters for the purposes of
this essay is that the afterlives of the ceremony caught the public imagination.111 One such
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Antoine Dalmas's Histoire de la revolution de Saint-Domingue (Paris, 1814) is generally
acknowledged to be the first account of the ceremony. A reference to Bwa Kayiman appears in a
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afterlife is an account of the night written by the Haitian historian Hérard Dumesle in his 1824
Voyage dans le nord d’Hayti, ou Révélations des lieux et des monuments historiques.
Significantly, in the context of “Theresa,” Dumesle calls attention to the presence of a female
mambo, a “jeune vierge” who reportedly killed a pig and divined messages from its palpitating
entrails.112 In the same account, Dumesle claims to reproduce the conspirators’ pledge, which
“electrisa les coeurs par un transport nouveau” (“electrified their hearts with renewed transport”),
breaking from French verse to offer a footnoted Kreyòl “translation” (“un sens de l’oracle dans
l’idiome qu’il a été prononcé” (“the meaning of the oracle in the idiom in which it was
uttered”)). Since historicized as “Boukman’s prayer,” what Dumesle calls an “oracle” – more
precisely, an oracular pledge – retains, even through its historical orientation, the futurity of the
revolutionary compact:
Bondié qui fait soleil, qui clairé nous en haut
Qui soulévé la mer, qui fait grondé l’orange,
Bon dié la, zot tandé Caché dans youn nuage
Et la li gadé nous, li vouai tout ça blancs faits!
Bon dié blancs mandé crime, et part nous vlé bienfets
Mais dié là qui si bon, ordonnin nous vengeance;
Li va conduit bras nous, la ba nous assistance,
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Jetté portrait dié blancs qui soif dlo dans gié nous
Couté la liberté li pale coeurs nous tous.

This God who made the sun, who brings light from above
Who raises the sea, and who makes the storm rumble
That God is there, do you understand, Hiding in a cloud,
He watches us, he sees all that the whites do!
The God of the whites pushes them to crime but ours wants good deeds,
This great God demands vengeance
He will conduct our arms, strengthened by his aid
Topple the portrait of the god of the whites who is thirsty for the tears in our eyes,
Listen to the liberty which lives in all our hearts.113

While this kind of source presents a number of methodological challenges, Dumesle’s account of
the ceremony offers a unique aperture into the spiritual dimensions of “Theresa” and hence may
be more useful as a literary interlocutor than as a historical artifact.114 With its representation of
corporeal invasion both divine and secular, Dumesle evokes the vodou practice of mounting so
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Hérard Dumesle, Voyage, 88. For an embellished version of Boukman’s prayer, see C.L.R.
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central to accounts of Bwa Kayiman; in this possession ritual, a believer is “mounted,” or
possessed, by a lwa and rode like a horse (chwal) to convey messages to the believer’s
community. Crucially, this encounter is not privately experienced, nor does it reproduce the
logics of slavery but instead, as Colin Dayan has argued, frees the subject to experience “an
abandon consecrated most often by the community.”115 The communitarian aspects of mounting
in Dumsele take the form of a vengeful God, who replaces the false God of the whites: in doing
so “Li va conduit bras nous, la ba nous assistance” (“He will conduct our arms, strengthened by
his aid”), physically overwhelming a network of Haitian revolutionary actors corporeally linked
by liberty. Much like in “Theresa,” this authority slips between the spiritual and the political: just
as “S” calls not just for a vaguely Biblical divine justice, but rather the establishment of an
independent Haitian state, Dumesle’s God is sublated into a secular imperative to “Couté la
liberté.”
Though imaginatively reaching deep into a landscape of Haitian forests, Spanish
convents, and mystical fields of insurrection, the author of “Theresa” also had other, possibly
nearer, forms of spirituality at his or her fingertips. Bacon, David E. Swift, and, more recently,
Benjamin Fagan have contextualized Freedom’s Journal within a culture of U.S. Protestant
revivalism, noting the venue’s Biblical rhetoric, millennial imaginary, and a faith in what Fagan
calls “black chosenness.”116 In particular, the newspaper yoked black liberatory political ends to a
specifically Protestant theology representative of what has been historicized as the Second Great
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Awakening.117 Many critics have read this rise in religious activity as symptomatic of Jacksonian
democracy, which radically revised assumptions of personhood and hierarchy in the antebellum
era. As Laura Thiemann Scales has argued of the period: “Humans talk back to and share control
with the divine, blending together first-and third-person speech and blurring the boundaries of
narratives personas” and in doing do, establish pluralized, mediated, and de-hierarchized
structures of personal identity.
This investment in an individualized mode of justice is evidenced in Freedom’s Journal’s
millenialist bent: in the same February 8 issue in which Theresa receives her vocational call to
aid the “salvation of her oppressed country” appear two poems. The first, untitled and written by
a woman named Rosa, proclaims: “The present let us call our own/The future time will ope;/One
gives us joys before unknown/The others whispers, hope.” Following Rosa’s verse, a “Song”
evokes the final Judgment Day through the Episcopal Book of Common Prayer: “Heaven shall
open on our sight,/Earth be turned to living light,/Kingdom of the ransom’d just-/‘Earth to earth,
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and dust to dust.”118 The millenial dimensions of these lines, at once homely and cosmic,
resonate with Theresa’s liberatory religiosity, which convert spiritual appeals into future-oriented
political engagement.
If, in the words of Fagan, Freedom’s Journal would “help its black readers transform
their chosen status into action” this transformation should also be considered within the context
of a culture where African-American communities increasingly used church structures as a
means to obtain rights, privileges, and modes of affiliation that had been denied to them by the
state.119 Moreover, the aims of these organizations, while locally concentrated, often deployed
internationalist strategies which particularly favoured Haiti; Northern black churches, especially
Bishop Richard Allen’s A.M.E Church in Philadelphia were key organizers of Haitian
emigration projects, sometimes working with cooperation from the Haitian government to host
public lectures, circulate promotional emigration material, and organize missionary expeditions
to the first black republic.120
We might, then, compare Dumesle’s divine possession to a 6 April 1827 Freedom’s
Journal editorial. Here, the “degraded African slave” hosts the sublime “dreams of a visionary”
(the editorial even compares the slave’s revolutionary vision to Burke’s “mind’s eye” – a line
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that, we will see, is echoed by “S” in Theresa’s prophecy). Moving from the secular sublime to
an explicitly Christian framework, the editorial attributes the Revolution’s success to “the
interposition of Divine Providence” advancing a notion of justice in which the Lord “is ever
ready to protect the oppressed.”121 This form of what Bacon has called “theological historicism”
speaks to a specifically Protestant faith in the divine hand of justice and, in doing so,
imaginatively sutures far-flung communities of chosen peoples (U.S. blacks, “our Haitian
brethren” and, by typological association, the Israelites) in ways that vacillate between imposing
U.S. Protestant ideals of election on the globe, and complicating traditional narratives of
American exceptionalism through a pan-African imaginary.122
III. “She saw with the mind’s eye”: Prophecies of Justice
This stage of overlapping Protestant, Catholic and vodou tradtions allows us to fully
appreciate the multitemporal dimensions of Theresa’s prophetic heroism. In the second
installment of the tale, Theresa remains awake, while her family sleep in the stillness of the
grove:
The vigour of her body was indeed much exhausted, but the
emotions of her mind were more active than ever: she saw with the
mind’s eye the great services which might be rendered to her
country; she brought to her imagination the once delightful fields of
her native Hayti, now dy’d with the blood of her countrymen in their
righteous struggle for liberty and for independence.
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Not less did she contemplate the once flourishing plantations ruined
and Domingo once the granary of the West Indies, reduced to
famine, now the island of misery, and the abode of wretchedness.

It was but the last night, that she witnessed the most terrifying
scenes of her life – when the shrieks of her dying friends made her
apprehend justly what her own fate must be, should she fail to effect
an escape from the villages of her happiest days. Theresa thought of
the brave St. Clair; she imagined she saw her beloved uncle
weltering in his blood, and the barbarous French fixing his
venerable head on a pole, and it exposed on a cross road, as the
head of a rebel; She shuddered at this thought; her soul was
subdued, and the fount of grief issued from her eyes in copious
streams. (25 January 1828)

The passage begins with a postulate of mind and body dualism typical of Neoplatonic
anthropology: the mortification of the body creates the conditions for the heightened mental
state, what is here called the “emotions of [the] mind” and, in an even more explicitly mystical
register, “contemplation.” It is precisely this heightened mental state that allows for Theresa’s
dilation of spiritual vision: an internal vista, captured “with the mind’s eye,” spreads before her,
resonating within heterogeneous spaces and times, shuttling between multiple pasts, presents and
futures that confound rectilinear time. To recall Santa Teresa, “Y acaece que en un instante le
enseñan tantas cosas juntas” (“in a single instant, [the soul] is taught so many different
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things”).123 The first image in this mental theatre brings “to her imagination” a palimpsestic
image of the island, which merges the “once delightful fields of her native Hayti” with present
day violence: “now dy’d with the blood of her countrymen.” This temporal layering of internal
vision persists in the second paragraph, although with a crucial change: here, the magnificent and
explicitly Haitian fields of the first image are replaced with colonial splendor of the “once
flourishing plantations ruined and Domingo once the granary of the West Indies.” Yet lest we
mistake Theresa’s regression for colonial nostalgia, “S” layers this backward-looking fantasy
under present “famine”, “misery”, and “wretchedness.”124 The second image reproduces the
Edenic fall of the first in a strongly political cast, implying a causal relationship between the
system of “flourishing plantations” and the misery against which ensues the “righteous struggle
for liberty and independence.” In other words, Theresa’s pluralized temporal structure does not
simply register a mystical collapsing of time, but instead argues for a way of historical thinking
in which past wrongs are shown to shape the present.
The third series of vision continue to politicize mystical experience: here, Theresa
internally re-presents the violence of the recent past: the previous night’s massacre. In a tableau
that marries the imagery of colonial history to that of Christian martyrdom, she envisages the
humiliation of her uncle’s corpse in the present moment; finally she speculates on her own
fragile future: “her shrieks of her dying friends made her apprehend justly what her own fate
must be, should she fail to effect an escape from the villages of her happiest days.” Past, present,
and future are presented in paratactic form, creating a notion of kinship in which affiliation is
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produced in terror, and violence impinges on each temporal unit. It is only upon imagining how
the violence of the past might obtrude on her future that Theresa breaks from the dream state “She shuddered at this thought; her soul was subdued, and the fount of grief issued from her eyes
in copious streams.” – in a way that would suggest release from a physical hold.
This vision is fully realized at the end of the tale, in which Theresa’s ecstasy, at once
historical and unearthly, active and surrendered, is explicitly named prophecy. As she searches
for her mother and sister, “retracing her steps” (in some ways, physically going back in time and
space), Theresa:
with a prophetic eye…saw the destruction of the French, and their
final expulsion from her native island. She entreated the Creator,
that he would bless the means, which through her agency, he had
been pleased to put in the possession of her too long oppressed
countrymen, and that all might be made useful to the cause of
freedom. (8 February 1828)
What had earlier in the narrative been suggested as divinatory, through the language of
meditation, vocation, physical surrender, and supernatural vision, is here unequivocally rendered
as prophetic. The heterogeneous temporalities of Theresa’s eye culminate in what the
contemporary reader would have already known to be Haiti’s future. In many respects, this form
of prophecy resonates with Lloyd Pratt’s reading of African-American spiritual biographies
which “offer a resource of hope structured not around imperial occupation of the future, but
rather addressed to the future’s capacity to redress injustice in the present.” 125 “Theresa”’
prophetic mode remains a capacity rather than imperial occupation: hence, “S” slips from the
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present tense prolepsis of the destruction of the French to the optative mode of entreaty. The
thick spatiotemporal dimensions of this prophecy surpass any specific theological framework,
suggesting instead a creolized cosmology similar to what Kamau Brathwaite, in his seminal
essay “Caribbean Man in Space and Time,” calls: "a seamless guise or continuum of space and
time; a model which allows for blood flow, fluctuations, the half-look, the look both/several
ways." 126 Yet far from seamless, “Theresa”’s spirituality re-maps precise points in black
experience without effacing those points into homogeneous universalism. The material of history
– culturally and historically specific phrases, objects, and events – instead punctuate themselves
against a larger backdrop of spiritual cosmologies. “Theresa”’s prophetic justice allows for the
gaps, ruptures and disjunctures of history and, in doing so, retains local specificities within everwidening speculations and resonances of a spiritual imaginary.
I suppose what I am proposing here is a rather radical Theresa, one that is not the story of
three docile upper class women who submit to the paternal guidance of Toussaint and whose
adventures are published in the respectable, decent, and utterly middle class New York press.
Instead, we can read “Theresa” as a story in which three women with no paternal figurehead,
cross-dress, lie, counterfeit papers, enjoy spiritual experiences with any number of divine
entities, marginalize Toussaint to a pitifully impotent figure, and roam on a landscape shadowed
by Dessalines’ advent. Radical Theresa only emerges when we look beyond anglophone texts –
which risks reproducing those power structures that monolingual transnationalists may otherwise
wish to dislodge – and consider French, Spanish, and Haitian cultural production. To do so, we
must widen our frames of reference, respect non-anglophone material, and reconsider the
methods, scales, and lines of inquiry that constitute transnational work.
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IV. Internationalism and the broken bonds of kinship
Séjour's sole short story, "Le Mulâtre" (1837), published in Cyrille Bisette's La Revue des
Colonies, adumbrates “Theresa”’s commitments to a particularly internationalist, temporally
heterogeneous form of justice in the tenor not of mystical ecstasy but its modern, putatively
secular offspring: melodrama. Set in pre-revolutionary Saint-Domingue, the tale unequivocally
condemns the violent fracture of slave-owning societies; in doing so, Séjour implicates both the
slave-holding practices of America and the colonial past of France–that is to say, his respective
native and adopted countries. Séjour’s uniquely situated critique permits a departure from
dominant French and American topoi of anti-slavery literature: the noble savage, the tragic
mulatto/a, and the genealogical quest all cast shadows upon the tale, yet they are shown to be
inadequate constructions. Rather than positing persons (or collectivities) as stable emblems of
identity, "Le Mulâtre" dramatizes modes of social affiliation (including fraternity, spiritual
communion, and marronage) only for the narrative to fail to develop these affiliations and, in
fact, often destroy them. Ignored by the narrator (and perhaps the reader), these communities
nevertheless constitute a crucial space in the tale.
It is fitting that Séjour is reluctant to portray stable groups of social identity, given the
difficulties critics have faced in defining Séjour's own literary genealogies. His inclusion in the
Norton Anthology of African-American Literature in 1997 established "Le Mulâtre" as the
"earliest known work of African-American fiction," 127 supplanting Ellen Frances Watkins
Harper's "The Two Offers" (1859) (and was, of course, itself to be supplanted by the
anonymously authored “Theresa”). Yet this late inclusion into African-American literary history
hardly constitutes a rediscovery. A century earlier, Séjour was already being anthologized by the
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likes of the frères Goncourt and Théophile Gautier. Sent to Paris to complete his education in the
1830s (the exact date is unknown), Séjour wrote uniquely in French; moreover, nearly all of his
work was solely destined for a Parisian audience.128 While the Norton's introduction to "Le
Mulâtre" remarks that the Parisian press offered Séjour greater liberty to express such subjects as
sexual obsession and madness (Gates and McKay 287), it neglects what would seem to be the
more obvious taboo broken in the tale: its frank representation of slavery. Indeed, Séjour's
graphic denunciation of slave-holding practices would have been illegal under a Louisiana law of
1830, which forbade the publication of any text that might "produce discontent among the free
coloured population...or excite insubordination among the slaves."129 Under the patronage of
Alexandre Dumas, Séjour was soon distinguished as, if not a superb playwright, one who,
according to Théophile Gautier, was "en position d'attendre un succès" ("positioned to expect
success").130
Yet 20th-century criticism has been less kind to Séjour: scholars have historically been
suspicious of the so-called elitist inflection of the literature of gens de couleur, charging these
writers with both moral cowardice (lack of interest in political matters, eagerness to consolidate
their own social standing through distancing themselves from the noir classes and those
enslaved) and, perhaps even more damningly, bad taste (chief among their aesthetic failings is
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their purportedly blind admiration and cheap reproduction of the French Romantic tradition).131
Consider, for example, the evaluation by Régine Latortue and Gleason R.W. Adams, in their
preface to the 1977 English translation of Les Cenelles, a collection to which Séjour contributed:
The poetry of the Americans is, however, superficial and imitative
since it lacks the subtext of revolution and liberty which existed in
the works of the best of the French Romantics. The legacy of
Rousseau, of the French Revolution, of the Declaration of the
Rights of Man and Citizen, and the foils of Classicism and
Rationalism which gave substance to the musings of Lamartine
and Hugo do not reverberate in the verses of their Louisiana
imitators: these verses consequently have a somewhat hollow
ring.132
The accusation that a collection published in the antebellum South lacks "the subtext of
revolution and liberty" is questionable: the anthology, published sixteen years before the
outbreak of the American Civil War–and, furthermore, published in Louisiana, a society shaped
by the Haitian Revolution133–may have been restricted by American censorship laws, but was
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hardly "hollow" and "imitative" as Lloyd Pratt has convincingly argued.134 This tired recitation of
French cultural données as benchmarks of literary value only serves to reinforce prevailing
literary hierarchies which have marginalized writers such as Séjour. Indeed, though much of his
literary output is archived by the Bibliothèque nationale de France, hardly any French
scholarship has taken Séjour (or the authors of Les Cenelles) as its subject, with the notable
exception of Michel Fabre's 1999 La Rive noire.135
As Daut has argued “Le Mulâtre” contravenes the notion of “purely biological
corruption…caused by plantation miscegenation” (Daut 346) thus attributing the violence
Séjour’s tale to psychological rather than racialist commitments. This refusal to reify identity
into racist taxonomies equally applies to the tale’s representation of collective bodies. Although
politically and racially valenced, no community formed with “Le Mulâtre” lasts more than a few
paragraphs. Instead, modes of literal and imaginative kinship are briefly represented, swiftly
effaced and, with little ostensible bearing on narrative, quickly forgotten, in a gesture that Nancy
Bentley might call “bare genealogy.”136 Though one might be tempted to read in these episodes a
simply melodramatic lack of craftsmanship, I am inclined to think that Séjour's imperfect
representations of community are deliberate. His theatrical work often follows strict codes; a
transition to a new scene, for example, usually depends on the continual stage presence of at least
one character from the previous scene. In contrast to these fairly regulated strategies of
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representation, the very ephemerality of the communities in "Le Mulâtre" precludes the
possibility of narrative progression. Although Séjour explicitly condemns this dissolution in
society–early in the story, Antoine declares "on livre le mari sans la femme; là, la soeur sans le
frère; plus loin, la mère sans les enfants" ("the husband is sold without the wife; there, the sister
without the brother; further, the mother without the children"; M 378)–Séjour formally fragments
his text by disallowing for the narrative representation of kinship.
This fragmentation, I argue, takes the form of the most banalized of frameworks in 19th
century French spirituality: melodrama. The theoretical rubric of the melodramatic to "Le
Mulâtre" first allows for a contextualization of the tale within Séjour's successful career as a
playwright; this is a useful move, as critics often neglect his theatrical work despite the fact that
this corpus vastly outweighed his poetry and prose (just one short story and one poem compared
to around twenty plays). Less usefully, the melodramatic framework implicitly accuses his work
of crudity. This is not to argue that Séjour's tale, replete as it is with impassioned speeches,
sudden revelations, and even a decapitation, does not err on the side of the lurid. It is, however,
important to recall that melodrama (and its close cousin, the romantic drama) is not merely a
synonym for staginess, hysterics, or excess, but rather constitutes a historically complex and
ideologically charged genre. Furthermore, we should consider the complications that arise from
the translation of a theatrical idiom into a prose text, particularly a prose text which could, given
its political cast, be considered performative.
The birth of melodrama has generally been situated in the French Revolutionary period.
As F.W.J Hemmings has noted, the end of the state's cultural monopoly allowed both theaters
themselves and the genres they staged to proliferate; the classical traditions of comedy and
tragedy warped into new popular forms, including vaudevilles, pantomimes, operettas, and
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melodramas.

137

Formally, the melodrama is identified by its iterant plot, sudden

bouleversements, and Manichean characterizations, a mode which, as Peter Brooks has argued in
his influential book The Melodramatic Imagination, "exists to locate and to articulate the moral
occult."138 While Brooks's definition should not be blindly imposed on particular melodramas,
and particularly not on Séjour's, his concept of the melodramatic as a historically conditioned
moral structure may provide us with a broader conceptual framework in which to consider "Le
Mulâtre."
The July Revolution ushered in Louis-Philippe's "bourgeois monarchy" and, with it, a
temporary abolition of state censorship. By the 1830s, even the august Comédie Française (then
more commonly known as the Théâtre Français) had come to accommodate the
melodramatically-inflected romantic drama; Séjour himself would successfully stage two dramas
at the Comédie: Diégarias (1844), and La Chute de Séjean (1849). In the latter half of the 1830s,
when Séjour was beginning his career in Paris, government censorship, although hardly lax, was
far more permissive of certain forms of critique than its U.S counterpart. More concerned with
representations of the Louis-Philippe's famously mocked girth than oblique and defamiliarized
critiques of imperialism,139 the Comédie's censorial board did not seem to take umbrage at
Séjour's portrayals of unjust and ineffective royals, such as those represented in Diégarias or Les
Aventuriers.
Nor did miscegenation, a recurring theme in both Séjour's drama and fiction, elicit any
form of reproach: the very exoticism or "otherness" of anti-colonial narratives perhaps granted
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their authors amnesty. This, in contrast, to Séjour's native United States, whose stringent
censorship laws outlawed the distribution and possession of the abolitionist journal the Liberator
in the wake of Nat Turner's 1831 rebellion (Brickhouse 85), and which would only allow
"interracial" literary journals, such as the politically mild L'album littéraire to be written under
the supervision of white men (Bell 123). Theatrical practices were no less conservative: indeed,
it is significant that the first stage production of the most famous of American melodramas,
Uncle Tom's Cabin, was in fact a pro-slavery "correction" of Stowe's novel, produced in
Baltimore in 1852 and entitled Uncle Tom's Cabin as it is: the Southern Uncle Tom.140
This is not to say that the French melodramatic view is not itself conservative–indeed, a
defining characteristic of both American and European melodrama is its urge towards a final
restoration of order which re-orients all the excessive peripeteia of the work into a well-defined,
even feudal sphere.141 Yet the melodramatic genre paradoxically articulated reactionary projects,
even as its modus operandi was often cosmopolitan. The popular currency of the genre easily
crossed borders, and English, German, and French plays circulated under the guises of
translation, adaptation and plagiarism. Paris famously drew artists of various nationalities into its
orbit and, as the birthplace of melodrama, exported its cosmopolitan plays abroad. Such practices
created the curious circumstances under which the United States would receive English plays,
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(loosely) translated from the French142, and yet the original French was perhaps written by a
playwright of Polish, Italian, or indeed, African-American, origin.
Furthermore, this Parisian literary community was not only cosmopolitan but
collaborative. Co-authorship was a common practice in literature of the period, most famously
between Dumas and his factory of ghostwriters (which included, perhaps, Séjour) or the
collaborative productions of Pixerécourt and Auguste Anicet-Bourgeois. Séjour is known to have
worked with Napoléon III's chief of cabinet François Macquart on at least Les Massacres de
Syrie and probably Diégerias.143 He is also credited with having "retouched" La Florentine, a
play by the Polish writer and editor of the newspaper La Presse, Edmond Choiecki.144
It was in this international collaborative milieu that Séjour wrote his tale of slave
insurrection. The insistent physicality of "Le Mulâtre" is evident in its title, whose referral to the
body situates the space of fiction in a corporeal framework–one might even argue that the tale's
plot is driven by the act of miscegenation. Yet while the body occupies a central place in the tale
Séjour also signals a departure from both French and Anglo-American representations of the
"tragic mulatto/a", in which the mixed race character's demise is conditioned by his/her tainted
blood.145 Séjour's "mulâtre" suffers a tragic ending, but it is made explicit that what drives him to
his death is socially and not biologically determined. This correlation is articulated by Antoine
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who lectures the narrator: "que voulez-vous qu'il [l'esclave] devienne...croyez-vous que le coeur
humain puisse se façonner à de telles infortunes?" ("what do you want the slave to become...do
you believe that the human heart can withstand such misfortunes?"; M 377).
We might consider this indecipherability between body and character in contrast with
Victor Hugo's 1825 Bug-Jargal which, like "Le Mulâtre", represents Saint-Domingue slaveowning society in a highly theatrical tenor. 146 Throughout the novel, Hugo recourses to
stereotypical conceptualizations of black masculinity founded on essentializing polarities. The
goodness of the heroic Bug-Jargal, is based on a composite of physiological traits: the son of an
African king, his blood is pure, a powerful warrior, he is gifted with "un développement pour
ainsi dire herculéen" ("what one might call Herculean proportions"; BJ 14); meanwhile, both the
fictionalized representation of Georges Biassou, and the dwarf Habrihah are considered
treacherous precisely because they are of mixed race. In contrast, the Georges of “Le Mulâtre” is
not impelled to patricide due to any biological conditions. Instead, revenge has been imprinted
upon him by plantation society: he is, to recall Antoine’s words, literally shaped ("se façonner")
by the slave-owning enterprise.
This reluctance to situate the body as a vessel of predetermination is complicated,
however, by the instrumentality accorded to the slave body, represented by Séjour as a material
to be purchased and used for fifteen hundred "piastres" (M 378). The female slave body, in
particular, is explicitly a site of both sexual desire and narrative impetus. It is significant that we
first see Laïsa through the scopophilic gaze of a slave-trader. Yet Séjour dwells a bit too long on
the trader's words "comme sa peau est luisante, comme sa chair est ferme" ("how glistening her
skin is, how firm her flesh"; M 378) and the narrator's hand, in this perspective, is not unlike the
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slave-trader's "mains impudiques sur les formes puissantes et demi-nue de la belle Africaine"
("shameless hands on the powerful, half-naked forms of the beautiful African"; M 378). The
narrator's description of Zélie indeed echoes the trader's violatory cataloguing of the female
body: she is presented as "une mulâtresse de dix-huit ans à vingt ans, à la taille cambrée, aux
cheveux noirs, au regard plein d'amour et de volupté" ("a mulatta between eighteen and twenty
years old, slim-waisted, with black hair and a gaze full of love and voluptuousness"; M 384).
The erotic value of the female body may also transfer on a narrative level, for just as we
participate in the narrator's voyeuristic descriptions of slave women, we presumably find some
pleasure in fiction. We condemn Alfred's rape of Laïsa, of course, but this rape is what provides
the conditions of plot. Similarly, Alfred's attempted rape of Zélie is what drives the tale to its
dénouement. The sexual objectification of the female body is proximate to the usage of the body
as narrative tool.
As is typical in such fetishistic relations to the body, the sexualized object is eventually
killed. One might argue, however, that Séjour's representations of these womens' deaths differ
from a traditional misogynistic paradigm, in which the dead body is preserved, often as mask,
statue, or painting. Rather, we are made to see the consequences of this fetishization in a
distinctly non-erotic frame: Laïsa's corpse is presented "vêtue de ses meilleurs habits, et les
mains croisées sur la poitrine" ("dressed in her best clothes, her hands crossed over her chest"; M
381)–in death, unlike in life, clothed and shielded. Zélie's execution similarly guards against
narrative incursion: "le borreau descendit son cadavre dans un cercueil en sapin et dix minutes
après on jeta corps et cercueil dans une fosse creusée" ("the executioner placed the cadaver in a
pine-wood coffin and ten minutes later, body and coffin were thrown into a hollowed-out ditch";
M 388). The narrative voice, so quick to recount curves and flesh, here withholds corporeal
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description at precisely the moment when these women become nothing but body. The very
banality of the corpse–simply a cadaver, put into a pine coffin–precludes the notion of
necrophilic excitation. The enchantment of the fetish is broken by the reality of violence, and
these frank portrayals of the dead repulse and perhaps punish the reader for his or her prurience.
These unromanticized representations of death effectively intervene in the erotic
economies of the fetishized body. The notion that a body might serve a purpose, narrative or
otherwise, is here reworked outside the melodramatic spectacle. As Saidiya Hartman has argued,
"the desire to don, occupy, or possess blackness or the black body as a sentimental resource
and/or locus of excess enjoyment is both founded upon and enabled by the material relations of
chattel slavery"147. If the melodramatic body is posited as such an object to be donned, a vessel of
signification, it is in "Le Mulâtre" reconfigured as both a material to be displayed, and a human
whom one is morally obliged to respect and thus occlude. The slave body is always present and
yet figuratively clothed, boxed away, shielded from our eyes.
V. Revolutionary History and Séjour’s Asymmetric Frames
These refusals, I argue, create conflicting temporalities within the text which offer the
possibility of stable narrative progression and genealogical (af)filiation. Indeed, the temporal
progression which would otherwise link up these narrative moments is constantly interrupted –
often by the narrator himself. The instability of narrative development both refuses to reproduce
the logics of enslavement through the violence of representation but, more importantly thwarts
linear temporalities. In each episode of imperfectly represented communities, Séjour’s characters
look back to the past and anticipate the future, registering black experience in Haiti along
multiple temporal axes in ways that never quite link up.
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The framing narrative of the tale enacts precisely this kind of temporal fracturing.
Appearing under the heading "Moeurs Coloniales" and subheading "Esquisses," the tale begins
in a pseudo-ethnological register, in which the primary narrator who, although perhaps a stranger
to Haiti (he is "etonné and confondu" by the landscape ("stunned and confused"; M 377)) seems
to possess a knowledge of the country which he authoritatively communicates to the reader,
prefacing his description of Antoine's clothing with "selon la coutume de pays" ("according to
the country's custom"; M 377). He soon passes the narrative voice to Antoine, who relays to him
the story of Georges and Alfred. This exchange of narrative authority could, of course, stand as
a metonym for heterogeneous literary collectivity contiguous perhaps with the international
literary community Séjour himself experienced in Paris. The two narrators shake hands, a gesture
which will recur in the handshake between Georges and the chief of maroons. Sitting humbly
"lui sur ma malle de voyage, et moi sur ma valise" ("he on my traveling trunk, and I, on my
suitcase"; M 377), the characters imply that the instruments of travel serve to level class or race
differences.
Yet this apparent symmetry is swiftly interrupted: the nameless narrator is not simply the
receptacle of Antoine’s polemic but rather extracts the tale from his interlocutor. He solicits
Antoine with “vous m’aviez promis l’histoire de votre ami Georges” ("you promised my the
story of your friend Georges"; M 377). The notion of a narrative issued as the fulfillment of a
promise, or obligation, raises the question of debt – a particularly salient concept in the context
of Haiti’s “dette odieuse.” Do we, like the nameless, faceless narrator, demand and possibly
exploit other peoples’ stories? If so, what are the terms of this exchange?
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These ambivalent transactions are heightened by the exoticism of the setting; what Hugo
calls "couleur locale" in his preface to Cromwell148 is here realized in indulgent descriptions of
the "végétation pittoresque" and the "campagne neuve et bizarre" ("picturesque vegetation" and
"new and strange countryside"; M 377). The fetishism of exotic vegetation sits in uncomfortable
proximity to the fetishism of literary representations of slavery within Antoine’s tale (particularly
the lurid and prurient representation of female bodies). In effect, Antoine is little more than a
"vieille enveloppe" ("an old envelope"; M 377)–a sort of human epistle, reduced to its function
as the conveyer of politicized exoticism. To warp the logic of the “old envelope” into a more
recent critical idiom, he in fact resembles a "black message in a white envelope,"149 to use John
Sekora's influential description of the slave narrative which, in according its narrative voice to a
white man, diminishes the threat of the text’s (possibly) subversive contents.
In effect, despite Antoine's and the narrator's commensurable physical gestures and
ostensible amiability, the narrative is premised on social inequality: indeed, the first words
Antoine utters are "Bonjour maître" (M 377). This indication of power differentials destabilizes
the egalitarian symmetry posited by literary communitarianism more subtly than Antoine's
polemical discourse. While Georges and Alfred’s slave/master relationship is indicated by their
speech—Georges vouvoies Alfred, while being tutoied himself—both Antoine and the narrator
use the respectfully distant “vous” form of address. Although the narrator seems to be a naive
tourist, hungrily absorbing the strangeness of the landscape, he and Antoine are obviously
familiar. The former greets the latter with “vous voilà…et je lui tendis la main qu’il presse avec
reconnaissance” ("there you are...and I give him my hand, which he squeezes with recognition";
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M 377). Séjour here asks: what has changed in Haiti since independence? And to what extent is
this change merely formal? In doing so, he presents a relation whose rhetoric implies equality,
but whose practices reveal subordination, a relation which is founded on both the familiar and
foreign, and which, finally and most crucially operates at an unspecified but explicitly postindependence point of time.
The tale’s temporal framework is structured by the rupture of the Haitian revolution – or
as the tale opens, “Saint Domingue, aujourd’hui la république d'Haïti;” - the outer frame falling
into an unspecified “post-revolution”, the inner, enclosed by an equally hazy “pre-revolution.” I
would suggest, however, that the very ambiguity of this narrative framing, much like in
“Theresa”, allows for politically powerful, if heterogeneous, time formations rather than vague
Romanticism. For although the frame narrative unfolds in independent Haiti, the retention of
exploitative logics (although aestheticized rather than sexual or commercial), the use of rhetoric
and practices of inequality, and the colonial relic of Antoine all adumbrate the romance of
revolutionary rupture. If many recent theorizations of Haiti attribute its revolutionary power the
absolute rupture of the event (see Jonathan Elmer by way of Badiou),150 Séjour anticipates more
tempered historiographical narratives, which trace the ideological inconsistencies, the specific
historical contingencies, and the uncomfortable contradictions in the vast chain of events from
1791-1804 that have since been come to be historicized as the Haitian Revolution. Séjour thus
reacts avant la lettre against what Jeremy Popkin has called the “overly determinist narratives of
the Haitian Revolution” which allow for fictions of radical rupture. Instead Séjour’s
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historiography reveals the vexed ways in which the colonial past lingers in and shapes his
narrative present. 151
Indeed, although I have referred to the transfer of narration as a "framing narrative", this
meta-literary strategy is not, in fact, four-sided. Antoine initiates the story of Georges and Alfred,
but he is not allowed to close it.152 We do not see the narrator's reaction, neither Antoine nor the
narrator make an effort to moralize the tale, and the reader is left without a sense of symmetrical
satisfaction. History does not so easily shuttle, Séjour suggests, between subordination and
independence: rather it stops, looks backward and forward, doubles back on itself. Even while
Séjour presents his audience with the fiction of historical development through the ostensible
neatness of the framing, narrative moments in “Le Mulâtre” follow no such stable trajectory.
The dissolution evidenced in the framing narrative has implications within the
interdiegetic narrative as well, in which both filiative and affiliative structures engage multiple
temporal moments before disappearing from the narrative, often without a trace. The sole
relationship which persists through the narrative is, of course, the one which will be the most
spectacularly destroyed: this is the relationship predicated on the genealogical quest between
father and son. The quest, however, imposes a double temporality onto narrative; Georges moves
both backwards (to his conception) and forwards (towards the end of the story): a restorative
narrative subverted by the fact that it ends in patricide. The site of origin is revealed at the very
moment of its destruction, effectively imposing a third temporality onto the narrative: that of
never having been, an unraveling of the linear logics of genealogy. Read in this perspective,
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Georges' decapitation of Alfred surpasses melodramatic gore, or even, as Anna Brickhouse has
suggested, a restaging of French Revolutionary iconography (Brickhouse 231) and instead
gestures to the rejection of the very idea of an ontological center and the hierarchies such a
center would construct (a rejection compounded by the commonplace association of decapitation
with castration). The act of patricide is not only an act of self-annihilation, but also functions as
an undoing of linear historiography.
VI. A Genealogy d’Outre-Tombe
This same undoing of narration is also enacted on the level of those communities
premised on slave-status. In three separate episodes, affiliation is presented as a viable mode of
communion between slaves or ex-slaves, only for this communion to be unworked by the
narrative. The first episode is the reunion between Laïsa (the mother of Georges) and Jacques in
a register that tragically merges the pre and post moments of the Atlantic passage; the second
occurs between the slaves who bury Laïsa and, in doing so, turn to an imagined Eastern
homeland; the third is held between Georges and the nameless chief of maroons. In each scene,
we witness a moment of communal fusion, immediately followed by its swift erasure. No
community seems to link to another: they leave no marks on the plot, nor do they form a total
narrative. Instead they stand, at once immanent and fragile, at the margins of linear history.
Forgotten by the characters, the author and perhaps the reader, these episodes nevertheless
constitute a crucial space of shared, if ephemeral and temporally heterogeneous community.153
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The moment of revelation between Laïsa and Jacques differs, of course, from the other two
communities, as theirs is not strictly an affiliative relationship.
Yet their ignorance of their familial ties, compounded by the commonplace of family as
race, temporarily recasts fraternal relation outside of biological kinship. We might first consider
the peculiar situation in which a brother conducts his sister through "délicieuses campagnes,
groupées autour de Saint-Marc comme de jeunes vierges au pied de l'autel" ("delicious
countryside, grouped around Saint-Marc like young virgins at the foot of the altar"; M 379), a
simile which reminds the reader that Jacques is, quite literally, driving his sister to be raped.
Nevertheless, this incestuous bond stands in distinct contrast to the violation of the slave
purchase: rather, Laïsa and Jacques are formed in a perfectly symmetric relationship that
attempts to restore the innocence of their pre-enslavement past. We are told that she cried, and
Jacques is so moved that he, too, speaks with "une voix pleine de larmes" ("a voice full of tears";
M 379). Their conversation, a series of interwoven interjections, or stichomythia, permits Séjour
again, recourse to dramatic strategies:
--Ta mère?
--Elle est morte.
--Ton père?
--Il est mort...

"Your mother?"
"She is dead."
"Your father?"
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"He is dead."154
Finally, upon recognition, brother and sister "se jetèrent dans les bras l'un de l'autre...entrelacés"
("threw themselves into each other's arms...interwoven"; M 379), in an image of perfect fusion.
Their bodies enact precisely what their stichomythic discourse performs--an interlacing premised
on the constitution of an erotic center, the fusion of semantic or bodily parts into a whole.
Werner Sollors has read the trope of incest as a fear of and desire for miscegenation155, yet Séjour
chooses to represent incest as quite the opposite of contamination. Rather than suggest the
tainting of blood, this episode gestures toward the ideal concept of incest as harmonious and
symmetrical relation in a way that suggests Edenic atemporal innocence – precisely that
innocence which, the narrative suggests, was severed during the crossing. Indeed, the fraternal
embrace only becomes "incestuous" or explicitly sexual, with the incursion of the white gaze–the
discovery by the overseer who vulgarly articulates the previously unnamable embrace: "Jacques
qui embrasse à mes yeux la nouvelle venue" ("Jacques who kisses the newcomer before my very
eyes"; M 380).
This episode has no bearing on the subsequent narrative; the embrace is never again
mentioned, nor do we see or hear of Jacques. We do not witness a similar formation of
community until Laïsa's death. Similar to the first episode, this scene forms a social bond at a
painful moment of transition (in this case departure, rather than arrival): while Laïsa's tears
awoke the empathy of her brother, the "cri de douleur que jeta l'orphelin attira les autres
esclaves" ("the orphan's sorrowful cry attracted the other slaves"; M 381). Séjour proceeds to
describe the funereal rites of the slave community. Again the disturbingly ethnological, and
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perhaps fetishistic, narrator emerges: the slaves on display are nameless and exist, it seems, only
to enact the ceremony of burial, the collective effectively subsuming their identities.
Furthermore, the concept of unifying origin is tentatively proffered to the reader. We are
told that "la plupart des races nègres, malgré leur fétichisme, croient profondément à l'existence
de Dieu" ("the majority of the Negro race, despite their fetishism, believe profoundly in the
existence of God"; M 381) and that the deceased's face was "tourné vers l'Orient" ("turned to the
Orient"; M 381) – even within the episode itself, the slaves look backward to an imagined,
shared homeland. Whether God or the “Orient,” there is the sense of a common point of origin
which engulfs individual subjectivity. Yet, this objectifying form of kinship also proves to be
ephemeral: once the funeral is finished, "une autre non moins singulière commence" ("another,
no less singular begins"; M 381). History continues its path, Séjour seems to suggest, as does
narrative. Nameless funerals though they turn to the past, will be infinitely performed. Stories
too will move forward, leaving this community to be forgotten.
The third mode of affiliation takes place in "le nouveau-monde" (M 388) or new world of
marronage, wherein the discovery of community ostensibly offers the possibility of
subjectivization. While the slave is compared by the narrator to a "tigre affamé" ("a starving
tiger"; M 377), "un lion furieux" ("a furious lion"; M 388) and "une couleuvre" ("a grass snake";
M 384), the chief maroon reestablishes Georges' humanity by swearing that "ce bruit n'était
causé par aucun animal" ("that noise was caused by no animal"; M 388). In a manner similar to
that of the first two episodes, communion is here established with surprising alacrity: the maroon
is first described as an "étranger" and then an "inconnu" ("a foreigner", "a stranger"; M, 388),
until Georges abruptly proclaims "Afrique et liberté...je suis des vôtres" ("Africa and liberty...I
am of yours"; M 388). Yet no sooner do the two men "se tendirent la main, et s'embrassent"
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("shake hands and embrace"; M 388) than this future-oriented community too is forgotten. At the
very moment of their embrace, the narrator leaps to Zélie's execution.
While it may be tempting to read these iterations of community as the construction of a
clear trajectory from loss of freedom into reclamation of subjecthood–that is to say, from social
death, sexual abuse, and enslavement to the positive social death of marronage, Zélie's hanging
precludes such easy identification with the redemptive powers of marronage. We should not
downplay the significance of reading in one of the earliest African American works of fiction,
the claim "Afrique et liberté!", but we should also recall that this proclamation is never realized.
If Georges briefly finds solace in the maroon community, it is overshadowed by his wife's
corpse, thrown unceremoniously into a ditch. The future vision buckles under past injustices and
the rift of the grave interrupts any attempt at achieving a positive form of community. Death is
thus both the privileged state from which one can glimpse community, and the site of violence
which dissolves the community it forms. The past breaks into the present, undoing temporal
bonds of linearity on which narrative progression is contingent. In this respect, “Le Mulâtre”
anticipates what Paul Gilroy calls the "distinctive and disjunctive temporality of the subjected"156
in which history is in constant flux, a broken stream of fragmentary moments. Séjour’s
framework is shaped countless unheard voices, their very untraceability foreclosing any attempt
to reconstitute a coherent temporal fabric. Instead, these voices, speaking from places along vast
chronological axes, erupt momentarily, before being re-absorbed, re-effaced, and forgotten by
the narrative voice.
The privileging of the place of death found in "Le Mulâtre," is, of course, a Romantic
conceit. Séjour's use of such Romantic tropes, however, attests to a literary sensibility that goes
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beyond blind adulation of French culture. Throughout Séjour's oeuvre, origin is conceived as a
place which can only be glimpsed from the purview of death. Such plays as Diégaras and La
Tireuse des Cartes make use of the same anti-genealogical model as "Le Mulâtre," in which
origin is only revealed at the moment of linear rupture (an annihilation enacted through either
patricide or infanticide). In this context, it is significant that Séjour's sole contribution to Les
Cenelles was, in fact, an elegy.
We might therefore read Séjour's engagement with the Romantic tradition not merely as a
reflection, or even reappropriation of dominant French codes, but as a productive imbrication of
literary cultures: how might the temporal work enacted by the ghostly fit into the framework of
diaspora? This is not to suggest that Romantic conceptualizations of time are commensurate with
those of diaspora. Nevertheless, both evoke a relation to the temporal which is predicated on the
present's ineluctable bond with the past. The Romantic representative par excellence of this
ghostly writing is, of course, Chateaubriand, whose Mémoires d'Outre-Tombe are premised on
the statement "en outre, je suis mort."157 Marie-Hélène Huet reads Chateaubriand's political
career, and particularly his ambition to reinstate a desecrated Bourbon monarchy, as a
necrophilic desire. Huet writes "History played the role of ghostwriter of Chateaubriand's
Mémoires, his own life preordained and written from beyond the grave by a ruined monarchy."158
That history might write one's life has significant implications in the context of diaspora. We, of
course, cannot compare Chateaubriand's nostalgia for monarchy to the rupture of the Atlantic
passage. Nor can we easily compare the provenance of these ghostly voices: in Chateaubriand,
that which speaks outre-tombe has an earthly counterpart. Phantoms are subjectivized, and
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indeed concretized, by the stature of their human incarnations. Chateaubriand is interested in
kings and their statues, or for that matter, authors and their works: there is a project of
monumentalization in operation, which introduces a materiality into the elusiveness of the
phantom. But in an Atlantic context, in which death coincides with total effacement, such a
project becomes impossible, and the ghostly must be mediated through other forms of
representation. In Séjour, the logics of the ghostly are founded on infinite iterability: the voice of
the phantom inserts itself into the present, creating a moment of simultaneously existing
temporalities.
By considering the temporalities of “Theresa”’s mysticism and Séjour’s ephemeral
theatricalized communities, we also enlarge the global scope of each tale: this widened scope
does not just encompass both authors’ influences (although these influences are transhistorical
and transnational and thus require protracted scales of analysis) but in fact shapes narrative
structure. Constellating medieval Europe, premodern Spain, pre and post-independence Haiti, the
Northern U.S. and hexagonal France, to read “Theresa” and “Le Mulâtre” is to engage in a vast
entanglement of space and time. These non-linear forms of historical consciousness run
backwards and forwards along multiple axes, reliving pasts and imagining futures, Much like the
Haitian revolutionary calendar, these movements contravene the idea of linear time, renew
foundational energies, and, index both the history and the future of black experience to the everreverberating rupture of January 1 1804.
As these two tales demonstrate, Haiti was a powerful imaginative source for early
African American literature. Yet they also show how Haiti functioned as far more than a
metaphor for the realization of U.S. black rights. Haiti also allowed for alternative forms of time
consciousness and national identity, which staked a place for black futurity that was premised
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not on genealogical transmission, biological kinship, or even narrative linear progression. Rather,
the mystical and theatrical bodies of these two tales allowed for other forms of black futurity,
ones which might be more profitably considered outside the nationalist, familial and sentimental
tropes that dominated U.S abolitionist fiction.
This internationalist framework reveals how the Haitian Revolution circles backwards, to
the recurring moment of rupture, but also forwards, to the possibilities of political redress
enabled by revolution. As such, it serves as a useful heuristic for thinking not only about how
U.S. blacks benefited from Haiti’s revolutionary energies, but about the intimate ways in which
those energies sought expression. At bodily, narrative, and socio-historical levels, then, both
tales run along multiple axes, confusing and amalgamating spatiotemporal moments to
ceaselessly renew a spiritual call for justice while acknowledging the actions of revolutionary
persons acting against institutions of oppression. While trading in banalized forms of mysticism
and melodrama, both tales refute the pervasive divine justice attributed to both traditions, and
instead allow for the unevenness of historical memory, for political labor, and for continuing
retribution.
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Chapter III
Uncle Tom Across the Sea (and Back): Pierre Faubert and the Haitian Response to Harriet
Beecher Stowe
It would take a very selective, if not careless, reading of Uncle Tom’s Cabin to think
Harriet Beecher Stowe a friend of Haiti. The novel’s two direct references to the first black
republic are famously disparaging: the first appears in an exchange between Alfred St.-Clare, the
atavistically prejudiced aristocrat and his more “enlightened" twin Augustine. Discussing the
possibility of slave revolution in the U.S, Alfred exhorts his brother: "O, come, Augustine! as if
we hadn't had enough of that abominable, contemptible Hayti! The Haytiens were not Anglo
Saxons; if they had been there would have been another story. The Anglo Saxon is the dominant
race of the world, and is to be so.”159 While Augustine disagrees, he does so on the grounds that
the “Anglo Saxon” blood of mixed race slaves may “lead on the day” and warns of the “San
Domingo hour” – hardly a corrective to Alfred’s racist arrogance. Stowe voices a similar
condemnation of Haiti through the former slave George Harris, who in the penultimate chapter
of the novel, writes the following:
The desire and yearning of my soul is for an African nationality. I
want a people that shall have a tangible, separate existence of its
own; and where am I to look for? Not in Hayti; for in Hayti they
had nothing to start with. A stream cannot rise above its fountain.
The race that formed the character of the Haytiens was a worn-out,
feminine one; and, of course, the subject race will be centuries in
rising to anything (UTC 374).
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Harriet Beecher Stowe. 1994. Uncle Tom's Cabin. Ed. Elizabeth Ammons. (New York: W.W.
Norton. Reprint. 1852), 234. All references are to this edition and will be cited in-text as UTC.
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These two dismissals of Haitian nationhood not only reveal Stowe’s prejudices against a state
born of the only successful slave revolt in history but also a crude racist reasoning in which, for
wealthy white planters and mixed-race former slaves alike, hereditary determinism impedes the
development of “an African nationality.” Stowe is unclear about what race in particular stained
the character of Haitians (nor does she explain why the Gallic St.-Clares are so keen on AngloSaxons).160 But this in many ways precisely the point: look too closely at the structure of Stowe’s
racial hierarchies and their logics quickly dissipate. Stowe needs the fiction of racial inheritance,
no matter where that inheritance may begin or what routes it may have taken, to make the blank
shores of Liberia a viable end point for her African American characters.
Many contemporary readers, including Martin Delany, denounced these shores
immediately; in an oft-cited epistolary debate with Frederick Douglass, Delany condemned how
Stowe “sneers at Hayti – the only truly free and independent civilized black nation…on the face
of the earth – at the same time holding up the little dependent colonization settlement of Liberia
in high estimation.”161 For Delany, it was quite clear that Stowe’s politics fell squarely with the
lot of U.S. interests and its “little” wards.
But not every contemporary reader of Uncle Tom recalled the novel’s remarks on Haiti:
an anonymous article which appeared in a March 1854 edition of the comic monthly Yankee
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Note that Stowe’s dismissal is almost entirely articulated in a biologically deterministic,
racialized register. For Uncle Tom’s characters, Gallic blood and not, say, Gallic-imposed debt,
impedes Haitian development. The literature on Stowe and “race” is, of course, vast. My reading
is particularly informed by Bruce Dain. A Hideous Monster of the Mind: American Race Theory
and the Early Republic. (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 2002); Eric Sundquist. To Wake the
Nations: Race in the Making of American Literature. (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press., 1994);
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Cambridge UP, 2006).
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Frederick Douglass’ Paper, 6 May 1853. Reprinted in Martin R. Delany: A Documentary
Reader. Ed. Robert S. Levine. (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2003), 232.
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Notions took a strikingly different view.162 The article, entitled “Madam Stowe at the court of His
Colored Majesty, Faustin 1st” is a flat-footed, racist bagatelle that, nevertheless, presents a
curious phenomenon: despite Stowe’s explicit dismissal of Haiti in the pages of Uncle Tom,
many contemporary readers conflated her abolitionist commitments with Haitian nationalism.

163

Depicting Stowe’s fictional journey to Haiti, “the real home of the black man,” the piece
imagines a meeting between the authoress and Haiti’s head of state, Faustin Soulouque (who
reigned from 1847-1859). Conflating the “Negro loving” of abolitionism with love for the
Haitian emperor (who, the reader is told, is himself black enough to be considered an Uncle
Tom) the anonymous journalist portrays Stowe as a naïve idealist who first turns a blind eye to
Haiti’s horrors. But Soulouque’s warm reception becomes more and more distressing to the New
Englander: he congratulates her on the publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin before heartily
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Launched in 1852 by Thomas Strong, Yankee Notions is an abrasive reminder that support for
race equality and support for the Union were by no means selfsame. A compendium of cartoons,
jokes and comic tales, Yankee Notions advocated strongly, if bawdily, for Abraham Lincoln,
even listing “Honest Old Abe” as a contributor to an 1863 edition. It also regularly traded in
crude and vicious racist stereotypes: the publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin gave it even more
fodder. For example, in the same volume I cite a “Dark-complexioned” foreigner complains his
portrait has been painted too dusky a shade and refuses to pay, upon which the painter threatens
to sell portrait to the owner of “Uncle Tom’s Hotel.” Similar jokes appear throughout the 18521875 run.
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Moreover, this conflation is articulated within the confused international and intranational
contours which reveal a French (and perhaps creolized) voice within the United States. Yankee
Notions claims the Soulouque piece is the translation of an article from the well-known
francophone but U.S-based venue Le Courrier des Etats-Unis. The chances of this being a true
reprinting are slim: I have been unable to locate the original in the Courrier and, moreover, the
tone and style of the piece are typical of Yankee Notions’ generally raucous pitch. Studies of
the Courrier des Etats Unis are regrettably sparse. The longest running francophone newspaper
in the United States, the review was first published in New Jersey in 1828 by the French
emigrant Félix Lacoste and would remain in print until 1938. Lacoste was primarily sponsored
by Joseph Bonaparte, Napoleon’s elder brother, whose financing helped Lacoste find readerships
across North America, the Caribbean and South America. As one might expect from its
sponsorship, the review initially displayed bonapartist sympathies, although changes in editorial
direction aligned it with the Orléans régime and, later, the republican government of 1848. See
Yvan Lamonde “Le Bas-Canada et Le Courrier des Etats-Unis de New York (1828-1840) Les
Cahiers des dix 56:217 2002.
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bragging that he is himself illiterate; Soulouque decrees that “all negroes above sixty years of
age should be called UNCLE TOM;” he then suggests Stowe leave her “white man” husband in
order to breed with a “Duke of Parrot Trainer;” in the final dénouement, Souloque admits his
country is bankrupt, but offers to sell Stowe fifty black children, encouraging her to whip them
“very hard for your fun.”
This contemptuous trivializing is congruous with a much larger trend in U.S. and
European print culture, which depicted Haiti, and particularly Soulouque in the register of savage
buffoonery.164 Originally instated as a puppet leader in 1847, Soulouque quickly turned on his
backers and declared himself Emperor Faustin I in 1849. To consolidate his power, he privileged
the historically poorer “noir” class over the elite “mulâtres,” forcing many of the latter group into
exile; he attempted to invade the Dominican Republic; massacred dissenting factions within
Haiti; and forged an image of state power inspired in equal parts by Napoleonic bombast and
Haitian revolutionary iconography. This ascent to power horrified the U.S. and European press
165

who were quick to caricature Soulouque’s perceived assault on white ideologies as primitive
clownishness, often making light of the Emperor’s very real human rights violations within the
condemnatory framework of racist “humor.” Stowe herself participated in this collective
scorning of Soulouque, thus falling much closer in step with the writers of Yankee Notions than
with her fictive representation within its pages: in her primer First Geography for
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See Colin Dayan. Haiti, History, and the Gods. (Berkeley, CA: Univ. of California Press,
1998); Macleod Murdo. “The Soulouque Regime in Haiti, 1847–1859: A Revaluation,” Journal
of Caribbean Studies (10:3 1970): 35-48. Mimi Sheller .“‘The Haytian Fear’: Racial Projects
and Competing Reactions to the First Black Republic.” Politics and Society 6: 285–303;
Sundquist To Wake the Nations.
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In using the terms “mulâtre” and “noir”, I do not mean here to reproduce the taxonomies of
racial difference which, as Marlene Daut rightly reminds us, were key instruments in French
colonial rule. Rather, I employ these categories to highlight the powerful ways in which they
persisted in Haitian discourse and structured the ideologies of leaders such as Soulouque. See
Marlene Daut. Tropics of Haiti (Liverpool Univ. Press: Liverpool U.K., 2015).
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Children (1855) she dismisses Haiti in the following (colonial, racialized) terms: “St. Domingo
is a despotism, with a black emperor” (Stowe 1855, 213).
It would be tempting to write off the Yankee Notions episode as a lexicon of some of the
worst stock-tropes about Haiti yet its international contours reveal something more complex.
More than offering a platform for U.S. anxieties about Haiti, the piece radically misreads
Stowe’s stance on Haitian nationalism. Moreover, this misreading was not anomalous. The
London-based Punch, or the London Charivari ran a comic piece on November 10 1855 in
which Soulouque creates “the Order of Uncle Tom” – a pointed mockery of the emperor’s
profligate conferrals of noble titles (up to four hundred in one week, according to Gustave
d’Alaux).166 Across the Channel, in the original Charivari, the well-known French caricaturist
Honoré Daumier produced a series of cartoons between 1850-1859 centering on Soulouque (see
Figure 4). The last lithograph in the series shows Soulouque strolling down a Parisien street armand-arm with a woman who appears to be white. The woman’s skin tone is lighter than that of
Soulouque and she bears none of the racist markings Daumier habitually deploys to depict
people of African descent: indeed, she does not look dissimilar to Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Beneath this incongruous couple stands the caption: “Soulouque, finding that in Paris,
cabin [cases]rental is much too expensive.” To make a weak claim, the joke is obvious: Daumier
compares the black monarch to a lowly peasant, and the sketch’s intended humor lies in the clash
between the savagery of Haitian elites and the bourgeois civilization of even the most mundane
of Parisien streets. But I will venture a stronger claim which would allow us to read Daumier’s
lithograph in relation to the satire of Yankee Notions: in this reading, Soulouque would then be
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I cite d’Alaux not to offer evidence of Soulouque’s politics but rather to illustrate the interest
European audiences took in this particular (and probably misrepresented) practice. See Gustave
d’Alaux L’Empereur Soulouque et son empire. (Paris: Michel Lévy Frères, 1856).
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the “Uncle Tom” of Haiti, displaced in Paris (it is important to recall that some of the most
influential translations of the novel, including those of Léon Pilatte and Emile de La Bedollière,
rendered the English cabin as case) and Harriet Beecher Stowe is presented here as an advocate
for (and implied sexual partner of) Soulouque.
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Figure 4. Honoré Daumier. “Soulouque, trouvant qu’à Paris, la location des cases est beaucoup
trop chère.” Le Charivari. April 9 1859. Lithograph 29 x 29.5 cm. Robert D. Farber University
Archives and Special Collections Department, Brandeis University Libraries.
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Using these misreadings as a point of departure, this chapter considers how racist white
writers and, more importantly for the purposes of my argument, Haitians themselves distorted
Stowe’s condemnation of Haiti into an endorsement for, and sometimes even emblem of, Haitian
nationalism. Critical treatments of what we might call Uncle Tom’s internationalism have
assumed two currents, but they are seldom jointly considered. The first of these currents analyzes
international spaces within the novel, particularly Stowe’s ostensible sympathies with U.S
colonization efforts. Amy Kaplan, in her now-canonical reading of the novel’s “manifest
domesticity,” establishes a relationship between Stowe’s Anglo-Protestant familial structures and
ecumenical global commitments. For Kaplan, the contradictory rhetoric concerning Stowe’s
domestic sphere “heightened the fraught and contingent nature of the boundary between the
domestic and the foreign” by simultaneously exporting the Christian household whilst carefully
preserving that household’s borders.
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Similar in scale, if very different in methodology, the second strain of Stowe’s
international dimensions centers on the myriad phenomena in which the novel circulated outside
U.S. borders via reprints, translations, illustrations, plays, songs, and bibelots. Taking my cues
from Susan Gillman’s consideration of Uncle Tom as part of a global “text network,” I interface
these two critical approaches by reading the afterlives of the novel’s articulation of black
(inter)nationalism within the material history of Uncle Tom’s reception outside the U.S. In
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doing so, I demonstrate how Haitians revalorized their nation through engaging with Uncle
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Susan Gillman. “Networking Uncle Tom’s Cabin or, Hyper Stowe in Early American Print
Culture’’ in Early African American Print Culture. Eds. Lara Langer Cohen and Jordan
Alexander Stein. (Philadelphia : Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, 2012) : 231-253.
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Tom and, furthermore, how some of these revalorizations significantly revised Stowe’s
expansionist imperatives.
Although Haiti plays a greater role in Stowe’s novel than any European country, it is
seldom considered a serious actor within Uncle Tom’s reception history. One of the few
exceptions is Pierre Faubert’s play Ogé ou le préjugé de couleur, a dramatization of Vincent
Ogé’s 1791 uprising, originally performed in Port-au-Prince in 1841 and reprinted in Paris with
extensive critical apparatus in 1856. The 1856 version recounts Haitian revolutionary history
within a framework that explicitly lauds Stowe while implicitly making use of her universalist
ethos to redeem a Haiti denigrated by the international press. Marlene Daut has recently praised
Faubert’s play as an articulation of a “new humanism” that “eschews the violent grammar of
social and political revolution in independent Haiti” (Daut 598); this claim builds from Anna
Brickhouse’s magnificent reading of the compendium’s multivocal and multiformal
organization, which establishes “a set of external realities and sources of Haitian history that also
embraces the varied contexts of its narration.”
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Yet I would like to suggest that we consider an even wider set of “external realities and
sources” in reading Haitian responses to Stowe. This expanded archive not only sheds light on
why so many contemporary readers mistakenly imagined a Stowe-Haiti alliance, but also helps
us more thoroughly engage with Faubert’s complex and often contradictory Ogé. In what
follows, I will examine this archive, which dilates the geographic scope of Uncle
Tom’s reception to include responses both by Haitian exiles in France (such as Faubert) and
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See Brickhouse “Transamerican theatre: Pierre Faubert and L’Oncle Tom” in Transamerican
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University Press, 2004): 233. Parts of this chapter earlier appeared in the article “The Writing of
Haiti: Pierre Faubert, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Beyond.” American Literary History (2001).
Unless otherwise noted, I refer to “Transamerican theatre.”
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material published within Haiti. This includes the novel’s serialization (between January and
April 1853) in Soulouque’s official newspaper Le Moniteur Haïtien, edited by the celebrated
Haitian historian Thomas Madiou; the novel’s presence in Haitian visual culture; its influence on
Joseph Saint-Rémy (the editor of Toussaint’s Mémoires (1851; re-issued with dedication in
1853), which

would

provide

material

for

John

Beard’s

popular Life of Toussaint

L’Ouverture (1853)); and Faubert’s paean to violence in his 1860 ode to John Brown, published
in the Port-au-Prince venue Le Progrès.
This widened scope allows for two claims. First, it establishes an archive of Haitian
literary production that encompasses both sides of the Atlantic, moving away from the expatriate
circles of wealthy, Paris-based Haitians such as Faubert and instead, taking into account Port-auPrince based print culture (which although still elitist spoke to an explicitly Haitian
demographic), as well as visual marks and oral accounts of Uncle Tom within Haiti. Second, my
expanded archive reveals a number of antinomies in Haitian nationalist appropriations of Stowe.
Although writers and editors aimed to praise Haiti through Uncle Tom, these revalorizations also
highlight the dangers of uncritically examined nationalisms: as we will see, editorial voices
subordinate those on whose behalf they claim to speak; violent acts bristle against the rhetoric of
harmony; universalist discourse clashes against other forms of prejudice; and the familial
structure of the nation is shaken by the violent movements of exile.
This isn’t to deny that Faubert, and Haitians more broadly, were not moved by Stowe’s
universalism. On the contrary, this archive demonstrates that, although Haiti and Stowe were
mocked by the foreign press for their imagined intimacy, Haitians themselves rearticulated this
mockery to forge a distinctive definition of Haitian nationalism. Yet Faubert shows the forms of
this alliance to be vexed. Far from reproducing the expansionist imperatives of Stowe, he re-
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pitches her global moral commitments in the key of personal loss and, in doing so, shows us the
limitations and dangers in conceiving of national wholeness. Although Ogé cannily makes use of
nationalist rhetoric, Faubert ultimately eschews the triumphalist narratives of Stowe’s U.S.centric moral imperialism or, for that matter, the Haitian press’s epic re-framing of Uncle
Tom. While Stowe’s novel ends with a triumphant voyage from the North American home to the
expanses of colonial potentiality and the consolidation of the African family structure,
Faubert’s Ogé closes with a sober move from the colonial periphery to the metropole and, with
it, exile and familial loss. Subverting the logic of moral nationalist expansion, Faubert speculates
on the various fractured, interrupted, and intimate forms Haitian nationality might take.
I. “Sentiments Favorable to Freedom”: Stowe’s Liberia and Stowe’s Haiti
What are the possibilities for black citizenship in Stowe? The novel forecloses the idea of
civic recognition in the U.S. and, although Stowe would come to revise her views on the
question of emigration, admitting in a note to the New York meeting of the American and
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society that if she were to write Uncle Tom again she “would not send
George Harris to Liberia” the novel’s rejection of African American citizenship opens an
aperture in different ways of imagining black nationalism. Some of these ways entrench the
170

racial distinctions that plague the novel, particularly in Stowe’s evaluation of two competing
projects of African American nationality: Liberia and Haiti. Others include Stowe’s portrait of
French and British Canada, her brief glimpse of George Harris’s hexagonal French education,
her echoes of the 1848 Revolutions which implicitly compare the struggle of African Americans
to those of the European proletariat, and her representation of Louisiana as a space that collapses
racial and national categories. George Harris endorses none as adequate alternatives for African
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American expatriation. Yet these spaces, particularly in the Louisiana passages, perform
important work for they stand as a countervailing force on the idea of uniform (be it racial,
moral, or linguistic) national identity that Stowe’s portrayal of Liberia takes such pains to
establish.
If Stowe rejects Haiti with such vehemence it is perhaps because it had long been
regarded in the U.S. press as a site of black nationalism, even a space for racial uplift.
Emigration projects to Haiti predate the American Colonization Society’s involvement in Liberia
by about ten years, reaching their peak in the 1820s due to the Boyer government’s solicitous
immigration policies, tepid support from the ACS, and a strong publicity campaign in the U.S.
press. Though the effort proved to be a failure (most emigrants returned to the U.S. within five
171

years) one might see why Haiti initially proved appealing to slave-holders, white abolitionists
and black nationalists alike. The U.S. would not recognize Haiti until 1862, however, it still
remained important for Northern U.S. merchants and illicit trade continued with Haitian ports.
Moreover, this partnership was not just economic. As Daut has argued: “U.S. American writers
who were engaged in their own project of creating a ‘poetry and philosophy of insight’ that was
distinctly American…were so willing to make the case that Haitian writing was proof of black
capacity for “civilization” (Tropics 431). Daut’s examination of early 19th-century U.S. print
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America and Haiti: Emigration and Black Nationalism in the Nineteenth century. (Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 2000). For correspondence between Boyer and the U.S., see Correspondence
relative to the Emigration to Hayti of the Free People of Colour in the United States. Together
with the Instructions to the Agent sent out by President Boyer. (New York: Mahlon Day, 1824).
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culture reveals a sympathetic interest in Haitian writers such as Ignace Nau and the Baron de
Vastey, whose works were widely disseminated and discussed by Northern newspapers. For
instance, an article in the City of Washington Gazette (May 21, 1818) describes de
Vastey’s Réflexions as “perhaps the first work by a negro… where sentiments favorable to
freedom could be avowed without the immediate threat of the scourge, the axe, or the jibbet, and
where in fact, this long oppressed race have not been suffered to say a word in defence [sic].”
Haiti, if not quite a brother in the age of Revolution, could at least produce “sentiments favorable
to freedom.”
As colonization and emigration efforts shifted from independent Haiti to the significantly
more dependent Liberia, abolitionists increasingly rejected the ACS’s aims, a change in tide
most famously instantiated in William Lloyd Garrison’s 1830 abandonment of support for the
ACS. While some white abolitionists – including Lyman Beecher - would continue to support
colonization, many abolitionists and almost all African Americans opposed these projects,
concentrating their organizing efforts instead in domestic community institutions, such as
schools, churches and Masonic lodges. By the early 1850s, however, especially with the passing
of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 and Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, colonization again
presented itself as a viable prospect for African American communities, who saw their chances
of gaining citizenship rapidly diminishing. Reverend James Theodore Holly of New Haven,
Connecticut, working under the commission of Haiti’s President Faustin Soulouque led a limited
colonization campaign, recruiting around 2,000 African Americans to settle in Haiti (as in earlier
efforts, environmental and political conditions proved hostile, and no more than a third of
migrants remained). Meanwhile, Martin Delany who himself expatriated to Canada in 1856
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began to consider emigration as a means for black self-determination in locations throughout
South America, the Caribbean and Africa.
White abolitionists, with very different commitments from those of Delany, articulated
another view of emigration. The following editorial from the June 1851 issue of the National
Era (the same issue in which appears Chapter V “Showing the Feelings” of Uncle Tom’s Cabin)
presents black emigration as a viable project not, as it was with Delany, within a context of black
nationalism but instead within the ideological framework of U.S Manifest Destiny:
Why would not such a scheme (emigration to Haiti) be a fitting
enterprise for our free people of color? Their industry, their
acquaintance with the arts of civilization, their energy, would give
them a decided ascendency in that island. Their example and
counsels would exert a healthful and an elevating influence on the
native population; and the success of the undertaking would react
favorably upon their character and destinies in this country. They
would not, of course, look to it as a remedy for Slavery; they
would give no countenance to the notion that it could drain this
country of the colored population: they would embark in it for the
same reason that white Americans are constantly colonizing – to
satisfy their spirit of enterprise and better their condition.”
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This opinion is largely representative of the National Era’s views on colonization: the majority
of the articles that ran or were reprinted in the review regard colonizing and emigration projects
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tepidly; these articles both recognize Libera and Haiti as potential sites for racial uplift as well as
pernicious pretexts on which to deny African American citizenship at home.
The anonymous journalist is quick to condemn the possibility that emigration may “drain
this country of the coloured population.” However, he entertains the notion that African
Americans would profit from expansionist efforts; furthermore, these efforts are articulated so as
to align prospective colonization with the energies of Manifest Destiny. African Americans are
here figured as the analogues to “white Americans” (the color distinction the journalist draws
undermines his prior claim that African Americans are indeed U.S citizens with a stake in
nationalist projects) who are “constantly colonizing – to satisfy their spirit of enterprise and
better their condition.” The self-determination advocated by Delany becomes, in the hands of
the National Era, an empty show of agency which subordinates black national identity to U.S.
interests.
The National Era’s suggestion, however, remained a minority opinion: Haiti never
became the primary candidate for emigration that it was in the 1820s, largely due to Haiti’s
unstable political environment in the 1840s and 1850s. Liberia, in contrast, remained subordinate
to U.S. interests in the Western political imaginary. If, in the 1820s, the rhetoric of Haiti’s
youthful national identity resonated with U.S. narratives of self-making, the providential tenor of
Liberian emigration efforts took on particular weight in the age of Manifest Destiny. Indeed,
colonizationists and abolitionists alike regarded Liberia as a figure of expansionist powers, and
the colony was framed as a space for the reproduction of U.S institutions, hierarchies and
ideologies. The project was fraught from its inception by settlers’ susceptibility to illness, an
aggressive climate, and conflicts between the settlers, the region’s indigenous people, and
European traders who saw no reason to respect the U.S. colony’s sovereignty. Moreover, despite
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promises to grant autonomy to Liberia, the ACS remained largely in control of the nation: it
wrote the colony’s constitutions of 1839 and even when pushed to increase settler participation
in government, insisted on appointing their own Joseph Roberts as the colony’s first black
governor.
It was within these conflicting ideological projects, through which diverse interest groups
often found themselves sharing similar aims, that Stowe chose to send her African American
characters to Liberia. While Stowe’s portrayal (at least through the mouths of Alfred, Augustine,
and George) of Haiti is far more negative than editorials that appeared alongside the novel’s
serialization in the National Era, it is representative of the “Haytian fear” that characterized the
U.S. press in the late 1840s and early 1850s. In contrast to the messy, miscegenated politics of
the novel’s Haiti, Stowe’s Liberia is pristine in its idealized abstraction. This distinction clearly
maps onto Stowe’s racialism and oft-remarked anxieties around the possibility of miscegenation:
if Haiti is the home of “sons of white fathers,” Liberia is a distinct and indescribable site (indeed,
perhaps so distinct that Stowe cannot permit it to be portrayed directly to a largely white
audience but rather represented through the terse report of an addendum). In contrast, Haiti and,
more broadly, the French Caribbean, quite literally impinge on the narrative through Stowe’s
representation of Louisiana. Liberia’s empty fantasy of racial uplift – and, incidentally, the
perfect coincidence of untainted race with nation - is presented as a safe alternative to what one
might call the “domestic Haiti” of Louisiana: an amalgamated site of competing racial and
national allegiances.
Although Uncle Tom fails to portray any international space, Stowe richly and lengthily
represents Louisiana as an international space within national borders. Even after it was acquired
along with 530,000,000 acres of territory stretching from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico,
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Louisiana and specifically New Orleans remained culturally distinct from the rest of the country.
Demographically, the French colonial legacy of plaçage (in which whites entered into the
equivalent of common-law marriages with women of color) had created a tripartite racial system
unlike any other in the U.S.: the descendants of placées formed the mixed race class of gens de
couleur, who enjoyed unusual privileges including the right to own all types of property
(including human property), enter into legal contracts, testify in court (even against whites), and
move freely. Often highly educated, cosmopolitan, and francophile, the Louisiana gens de
173

couleur confounded the system of racial binaries that structured antebellum society. U.S.
slaveholders feared the influence of plaçage nearly as much as they feared the Haitian
Revolution itself. Indeed, as Alfred’s comment of “sons of white fathers” makes clear, Haitian
violence and French colonial practices were inextricably linked and despised. By the time of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin’s publication, however, the lot of gens de couleur had greatly diminished.
State and federal administrations had gone to great lengths through the 1840s and 1850s to
reduce the legal privileges of free people of color, particularly their freedom of speech.
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Moreover, their population proportional to the rest of the state plummeted in these years as the
sources of immigration shifted from the Caribbean to Ireland, Italy, and Germany. In 1850, 49
percent of New Orleans’s white population were foreign-born new immigrants while gens de
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couleur made up only 9 percent of the general population (in contrast, they had been 18% only a
decade before).
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However, this demographic shift did not, as is evidenced in Stowe, prevent the U.S.
cultural imaginary from indulging in exotic tableaux pandering to a host of fears: from
miscegenation, to sinister vodou practices, to the imposing threat of Catholicism, to a vague
sense of revolutionary Frenchness. A topsy-turvy site of métissage, Stowe’s Louisiana hosts
many of the confused characteristics which the U.S. press attributed to Haiti. The body of work
on the instability of the Louisiana scenes in Uncle Tom’s Cabin is vast and takes various
channels: from sexual, to racial, to aesthetic, to intra-nationally geographic (North/South, for
example). I would like to contribute to this conversation by suggesting that Louisiana is, perhaps
most importantly, international. That is to say, it confuses French, Spanish, Caribbean and U.S.
spaces to create an unsettling space in which race not only fails to map onto nationality, but in
which the very concept of nation is challenged. This confusion, I argue, is analogous to U.S.
representations of Haiti as a place in which competing lines of language, race and nation cannot
be clearly demarcated.
Perhaps because of this indeterminacy, Stowe insists on granting all her white (or those
who could pass for white, such as Cassy) Louisiana characters lengthy back stories and racial
pedigrees: the histories and genealogies Augustine and Alfred St. Clair, Miss Ophelia, Cassy and
Legree are not only described at length (often before they even enter into the narrative) but their
characters are neatly emplotted within environmental and biological coordinates. This
biographical obsession (in contrast to Topsy who “never was born”) proves, however, to be an
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ineffective strategy in navigating the fluctuating categories of Louisiana society. Instead,
Louisiana becomes a crucial site in which the racialist reasoning of Stowe breaks down. A
frequently discussed instance of this reasoning occurs in a discussion between Augustine and
Alfred concerning the possibility of a slave rebellion. In response to Alfred’s insistence that
Anglo-Saxons are the “dominant race” and will conquer any slave rising, Augustine counters
with the following:
Well, there is a pretty fair infusion of Anglo Saxon blood among
our slaves, now…There are plenty among them who have only
enough of the African to give a sort of tropical warmth and fervor
to our calculating firmness and foresight. If ever the San Domingo
hour comes, Anglo Saxon blood will lead on the day. Sons of
white fathers, with all our haughty feelings burning in their veins,
will not always be bought and sold and traded. They will rise, and
raise with them their mother’s race (UTC 234).
Though we are to read Alfred and Augustine as diametrically opposed figures of Southern
aristocracy (the former, atavistic, cruel, and aloof; the latter effeminate, cerebral, and weak), both
give voice to theories of racial determinism that had, particularly in the 1840s and 1850s, been
gaining force with the rise of racist pseudoscience. Furthermore, this insistence on racial
character reveals, in Augustine’s response, a fear of the kind of miscegenation that would upset
racial equilibrium. Indeed, in urging the distinction between Anglo-Saxon and black “races”, the
novel contradicts itself. For of course, neither Augustine nor Alfred are the robust Anglo-Saxons
which they admire: they are both Gallic and thus share the same blood that apparently taints the
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Haitians. Later in the novel, Stowe becomes equally confused in her tableau contrasting Eva with
Topsy:
The fair, high-bred child, with her golden head, her deep eyes, her
spiritual, noble brow, and prince-like movements and her black,
keen subtle, cringing, yet acutre neighbor. They stood the
representatives of their races. The Saxon, born of ages of
cultivation, command, education, physical and moral eminence;
the Afric, born of ages of oppression, submission, ignorance, toil,
and vice (UTC 213).
It is clear that, for Stowe, the construction of “Saxon” racial identity must be sustained by the
counterpoise of “the Afric.” But although Stowe seems to use “Saxon” as a catch-all term for
whites, she goes to great lengths to foreground Augustine’s Frenchness elsewhere in the novel.
Stowe, perhaps unwittingly, reveals how this construction of Saxonhood is, in fact, as much an
instantiation of racial passing as those strategies deployed by Cassy or George. When it suits the
narrative, the Gallic Alfred, Augustine and Eva all pass as “Saxon,” a category that is often
constructed in opposition to a space of foreignness that is vaguely Haitian or African.
Much like Alfred and Augustine, George also overlooks systemic channels of
exploitation in favor of blood lines: his claim that the Haitians had “nothing to start with” refers
not to a political and economic system ravaged by U.S. and French economic and military
aggression, but simply an unfortunate admixture of biological determinants. George points to
biological over political culprits to dismiss Haiti as a possible home for black Americans. This
limited historical view allows for very poor and contradictory reasoning on George’s part:
although the brother of Madame Thoux and educated “with an unintermitted zeal” (UTC 373) in
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France, he dismisses the French character as “worn-out” and “effeminate.” Moreover, we can
compare George’s name to a French Romantic genealogy of black heroes, particularly Alexandre
Dumas’s mixed race Georges of the eponymous novel (a name that was perhaps influenced by
Victor Séjour’s earlier “Le Mulâtre” whose vengeful mixed race hero is also called Georges (see
Chapter II of this dissertation)). Like Alfred, George derides the Haitian nation on the grounds of
race, while in many ways, embodying the very race he condemns.
It is perhaps Cassy, however, who most fully flouts Stowe’s racial logics albeit before
being reabsorbed into the fabric of Anglo-American Protestant domesticity. If throughout the
novel we have been expected to look out for “sons” of white fathers, it is a quadroon daughter
who upsets the authority of Uncle Tom’s greatest villain and disrupts the novel’s race-based
logic. Moreover, Cassy does so through distinctly Creole strategies that harness both continental
European and Haitian cultural valences. Although I agree with Carolyn Berman, who has written
one of the most thorough responses to Stowe’s representation of Cassy’s créolité, that the
“relationship to the former French colonies of the Caribbean is crucial to Stowe’s attack on the
‘patriarchal’ institution of slavery,” I also believe Stowe’s relationship to the French colonial
legacy deserves greater scrutiny. Berman argues that the French colonial system of plaçage and
176

its legacy of racial miscegenation foreclose the possibility of creolity in Stowe’s American
family. I concur entirely, however, I would like to suggest that creolity not the simple specter of
miscegenated horror that Berman paints. An engagement with Stowe’s Key to Uncle Tom’s
Cabin reveal a more complicated portrait in which strong contiguities emerge between Stowe’s
sentiment and French Code Noir. Rather than consider Haiti and Louisiana as spectral
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embodiments of Creole terror, we should to attend to the ways in which these specters also fit
into the novel’s moral structure.
Feminist critics have long placed Cassy as one of many figurations (including Mrs. Bird,
Mrs. Shelby and Eliza) of Stowe’s program of feminine moral authority

177

which is ultimately

tamed, as Michelle Burnham argues, through Cassy’s “resurgent maternal sentiments” (Burnham
140). But while critics have quite rightly situated this maternity in the framework of submission
to Anglo-American familial structures, I would like to suggest that Stowe’s investment in
maternal virtue is contiguous with French colonial familial organizations: part of the goal of
plaçage was to keep mothers and children together. In this respect, I would like to offer a slight
nuance to Berman’s view that plaçage and its creation of a tertiary category of enfranchised
people of color “went hand in hand with the history of French slave rebellion” (Berman 156).
While the imaginative suturing of revolt to miscegenation is clearly evidenced in a wide variety
of literary traditions, particularly through the trope of the vengeful mulatto/a, this linkage is
complicated by Stowe’s politics of maternity.
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This practice, I argue, puts Stowe in a double bind in which the values she endorses (the
preservation of the family, maternal influence, feminine power) are intimately linked to a slave
system that creates a disturbing class who are “neither black nor white, yet both” to use the
memorable language of Werner Sollors. Unlike George, who places his “sympathies” with his
mother’s race thus regulating what otherwise might provoke anxieties about miscegenation,
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the gens de couleur were a separate legal category, under no obligation to take racial “sides” and
thus inassimilable into Stowe’s nicely demarcated racial system. Under the system of plaçage,
Stowe’s symptom of (miscegenation) and cure for (feminine and particular maternal moral
authority) slavery, become intimately tied.
For symptom and cure to be so yoked, Stowe would have had to take French colonial
practices seriously – or at least, as more than the mere specter of rebellious miscegenation which
has dominated the critical narrative. In effect, A Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin shows us that Stowe
did not wholesale dismiss French colonial structures. In a passage describing comparative state
slave codes, Stowe indulges in her typical skepticism of non-Anglo-American cultures before
insisting on the moral superiority of French and Spanish colonial systems:
The French and the Spanish nations are, by constitution, more
impulsive, passionate, and poetic, than logical; hence it will be
found that while there may be more instances of individual
barbarity, as might be expected among impulsive and passionate
people, there is in their slave-code more exhibition of humanity.
The code of the State of Louisiana contains more really human
provisions, were there any means of enforcing them, than that of
any other state in the Union.
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One of the “human provisions” that most touched Stowe is the French preservation of the family
system. In a passage specifically devoted to Cassy’s legal standing vis-à-vis her children, Stowe
cites the Code Noir: “Every person is expressly prohibited from selling separately from their
mothers the children who shall not have attained the full age of tens years” (Key 218). Though
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she notes sarcastically that this “humane” provision is seldom enforced, Stowe finds French
colonial family structures preferable to those of the Anglophone model. This is not to suggest
that Stowe fashions a Creole hero out of Cassy, or that her theatrical “coup d’état” (UTC 351) is
anything more than a pantomime of female Creole power that is reabsorbed into the moral fabric
of Anglo-Christian family relations. Rather, I would like to suggest that Cassy’s empty
performance of French and Caribbean cultural practices reveal Stowe’s own contradictory
attitudes toward a slave-holding system in which Stowe’s desire for racial legibility clashes with
her valuation of maternal sentiment.
Although Cassy is not explicitly Haitian, she harnesses cultural valences that would have
connected her in readers’ minds to Haiti. She does not practice vodou (in true Gothic novel
tradition, her coup is orchestrated by human, not supernatural, efforts – like her maternity, these
machinations soften the Creole tenor of Cassy’s resistance), however she engages in activity that
resembles popular representations of vodou practices: we are told “she seemed to work by
magic” (UTC 307) and is “familiar with many healing arts” (UTC 310). The key term in this
theatre of sorcery is Cassy’s “influence”: we are repeatedly told that “Cassy had an influence
over [Legree] from which he could not free himself” (UTC 321) and later:
The influence of Cassy over him was of a strange and singular
kind. He was her owner, her tyrant and tormentor. She was, as he
knew, wholly, and without any possibility of help or redress, in his
hands; and yet so it is that the most brutal man cannot live in
constant association with a strong female influence, and not be
greatly controlled by it. (UTC 348)
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Moreover, this “female” influence is explicitly French: when Cassy presents herself to Legree’s
scales: “She fixed her black eyes steadily on him, her lips moved slightly, and she said
something French. What is was, no one knew” (UTC 308). Her words serve to provoke – but
also protect herself from – Legree, who threateningly raises his hand against her, but ultimately
walks away. She later tries to speak this enchanted French to save Tom (UTC 330), although on
this occasion, her words are translated to the reader (it is also worth noting that her translated
efforts fail to exercise influence over Legree). It is also strongly possibly that Cassy, in plotting
her and Emmeline’s escape, manipulates Legree through French culture. We are told she reads
French literature– in the garret she “buried herself in a French book” (UTC 353) and the volume
she intentionally leaves to provoke Legree’s imagination - “one of those collections of stories of
bloody murders, ghostly legends, and supernatural visitations” (UTC 348) – could easily have
been a collection of French sensation tales in the style of Eugène Sue.
Cassy is not only coded as French Caribbean but, as many critics have noted, is also as
particularly skilled at slipping in and out of disguises: her manoeuvres are conducted through the
kind of obfuscation and theatricality worthy of French melodrama: she dresses in a “white sheet”
as the ghost of Legree’s dead mother, and later escaped dressed as a Spanish Creole lady (both
disguises clearly resonate with anxieties about racial passing). Moreover, this masquerade not
180

only confuses Legree, but warps the racialist logic of the novel. As Cassy hatches her plan, she
intends to “make use of the superstitious excitability, which was so great in Legree” (UTC 346)
– although, only a paragraph earlier, the narrator gently mocks the plantation’s “superstitious
negroes” (UTC 346).
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The reversal of quadroon and master that is made explicit in the question of Cassy’s
influence, would therefore seem to extends to white and black racial qualities that structure the
novel. Cassy – albeit briefly – does not just challenge Legree but in many ways creates the kind
of confusion that would pull apart the taxonomical structure of racial characteristics so important
to Stowe’s novel. The theatrical curtain drops, however, almost immediately upon Cassy’s
escape. Again in Gothic fashion, the opaque suddenly becomes clear, and Cassy is re-situated in
non-threatening familial relations; she discovers her daughter Eliza, joins her family in Canada,
and eventually emigrates to Liberia. As Berman argues, “maternal sentiment converts Cassy to
pacifism” (Berman 159): this is true, but what Berman neglects is the fact that it is also “maternal
sentiment” that engages Stowe with the Code Noir and, with it, the Louisiana family structures
that disrupt her novel’s logic.
We should not simply dismiss Stowe’s pronouncements about Anglo-Saxonism and
Creole vengeance because they are foolish echoes of scientific racism (although they are this
too). We should rather attend to the fact that, even within the logic of the novel, Stowe’s
pronouncements do not hold fast and that, moreover, these intranational contradictions provide a
compelling counterpoise to Stowe’s portrayal of Liberia as a uniform racial and national spac.
Louisiana’s foreignness – and in particular, its Haitian strangeness – upsets the racial categories
within the very fabric of the novel and questions the romantic racialist reasoning upon which
Stowe’s moral claims are founded. Turning from Stowe’s representations of internationalism at
home, in which the foreign and particularly Haitian influences of U.S. society must be overcome
to ensure the novel’s racially and nationally uniform conclusion in Liberia, I will now examine
Stowe’s international diffusion. How was Stowe’s confused and suppressed domestic
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internationalism received abroad – especially by Haitians – and how did Haitian writers harness
this internationalism to their own nationalist ends?
II. Thomas Madiou, Le Moniteur and "le génie d'Haïti"
Like most cultural imports, Stowe’s novel came to Haiti not through the U.S. but
Europe. Although Western powers were keen to denounce Haiti as the banana republic we see in
the pages of Punch and le Charivari, they were less scrupulous about entering into trade relations
with a country whose import market was ripe for exploitation and whose elites often turned a
blind eye to powerful foreign firms. Foreigners were de jure forbidden from engaging in retail
181

activities, however they could act as consignment merchants or wholesalers and Haitian
merchants commonly served as fronts for foreign firms: British and German trading houses were
particularly influential, and often fanned political instability, understanding that the succession of
one class of elites with another would create a new market for frivolous demands. And the
demands of the elite certainly were luxurious: imports ranged from opera glasses to copper
bathtubs to fashion trends. In this market de luxe, it is unsurprising that the upper classes would
be interested in the bestseller sweeping Europe with Tom-mania. Like those of many developing
nations, 19th-century Haitian archives are regrettably slight; given their scale, however, the
proportional references to Uncle Tom in Haiti are strikingly preponderant. Le Moniteur Haïtien,
Soulouque’s official news outlet, ran the novel from January 29 1853 until May 21 1853, or until
chapter ten, the point at which Tom quits the Shelby plantation. By reprinting Léon Pilatte’s
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translation of l’Oncle Tom – one of three concurrently serialized translations that appeared in the
French press in autumn 1852 - only two months after its final installment in the Parisian Presse,
the Moniteur reveals a Haitian government acutely aware of U.S. and European cultural trends,
particularly those that could be turned to nationalist uses.
Moreover, we see a number of references to the novel in material concerning Haiti in the
1850s: according to the Consul and American minister to France, John Bigelow’s
memoirs Retrospections of an Active Life, “I understand from Mr. Hunt that the Emperor has had
‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ read to him twice, and that he wrote a letter to Mrs. Stowe thanking her for
the pleasure he had derived from her work.” Furthermore, a “Musée des amis des noirs” was
182

built in Port-au-Prince, containing a gallery of portraits that includes a painting of “Henriette
Beecher Stowe.183 These aural and visual marks of Stowe may imply that – if only in some
banalized form - Stowe could have been legible to Kreyòl speakers (much in the same way that
the legacy of John Brown – which remains the name of one of Port-au-Prince’s major avenues –
was incorporated into the urban landscape).
Le Moniteur Haïtien offers an apposite framework for considering the nationalist ends to
which Stowe’s novel was enlisted. As Erin Zavitz has noted, although Haitian literacy in the
early nineteenth-century was low, the steady publication of certain venues – not only
the Moniteur but also journals such as Le Télégraphe (1813-1843) and the Feuille du
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Commerce (1824 to 1860) indicates a permanent reading public. Established in 1845, shortly
184

after Boyer’s deposition but before Soulouque’s ascent to power, the Moniteur would have
surely been a mainstay in the literate public’s reading diet. Through lyrical pomp, strategic
editing,

and

a

regular

stream

of

governmental

decrees

and

juridical

rulings,

the Moniteur combined rhetorical pageantry in the Napoleonic style with terrifying reminders of
Soulouque’s power in order to celebrate narratives of Haitian unity, uplift, and regeneration.
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Under the stewardship of the historian Thomas Madiou, whose 1848 Histoire d'Haïti offers one
of the earliest and most celebratory accounts of the Haitian Revolution, Le Moniteur served a
propagandistic function that emphasized not only racial unity and national revival (all achieved –
according to Le Moniteur - by Soulouque’s regime) but the importance of this regenerative
project on an international stage.
We do not know whether Le Moniteur chose Pilatte’s translation on ideological or
practical grounds. There is certainly a compelling case for the latter: the first translation to be
completed in France, Pilatte’s Tom had run in the widest circulating paper of the three concurrent
translations produced in autumn 1852, and was considered the most thorough French version of
Stowe’s novel. Unlike his competitors, Pilatte produces explanatory footnotes justifying his
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translation choices (words like “verandah”, “rocking chair” and “home” are glossed to the
French reader; he pauses to note when certain original elements, such as dialect or puns, cannot
be translated; he also provides running commentary on the legal framework of Stowe’s novel,
offering brief explanations of laws such as the Fugitive Slave Act). Perhaps it was precisely the
“life among the lowly” aspect of Pilatte’s translation that appealed to the Moniteur: Stowe’s
mixing of modest realism (painstakingly translated by Pilatte) and a nearly eschatological
Christian ethos is congruous with the Moniteur’s alternating ends: to both portray Soulouque as a
savior figure in Haiti’s epic regeneration and to offer useful information on the pragmatics of
daily life. Published every Saturday, the Moniteur combined governmental news, foreign
literature and a final “Avis” section which broadcast small announcements including information
about local events (from fires to public concerts), advertisements (Madiou cannily took
advantage of this by shilling his own Histoire d’Haïti) and solicitations for lost items (including,
in one rather troubling series, a quarreling wife).
But there is another reason why Pilatte’s translation may have appealed to a specifically
Haitian audience. A brief introductory essay appearing in the 29 January 1853 issue of
the Moniteur announced the imminent serialization of the novel. This essay, written by the
anglophile intellectual, and later academician, John Lemoinne, originally appeared in the highly
regarded Parisien Le Journal des débats, and also prefaced Pilatte’s translation in La Presse. In
this essay, Lemoinne highlights, in addition to the moral importance and wild popularity
of Uncle Tom, the novel’s specifically revolutionary character: “Voici un petit livre qui contient
en quelques centaines de pages tous les élémens d’une révolution” (Here is a little book which
holds in just a few hundred pages all the elements of a revolution). Shortly thereafter, he claims
“Quand elles s’en mêlent, ces femmes sont de terribles révolutionnaires” (When they get
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involved in the matter, these women are extraordinary revolutionaries). Although the novel was
certainly lauded as “revolutionary” in both the French and U.S. press, the use of the adjective
within Haiti – a country whose revolutionary history clearly horrified Stowe – assumes a
different valence. The framework in which La Presse chose to frame Pilatte’s translation surely
appealed to Soulouque’s government, which itself came to power through a coup d’état. More
broadly, by emphasizing Stowe’s subversion, the preface assimilates the novel into Haitian
historiography, discreetly restoring what Stowe’s original abhorred: Haiti’s revolutionary past.
Lemoinne’s testament to Stowe’s novel offers a tonally appropriate contribution to
the Moniteur’s propaganda, which credits Haitian regeneration to Soulouque’s own revolution.
For example, in the same January issue in which Lemoinne’s introduction appears, Madiou
prints a hymn written for Soulouque by an imperial schoolteacher: “Qu’Haïti sèche enfin ses
larmes/Oublions nos malheurs passés/Faustin met fin à nos alarmes/Par lui nos maux sont
reparés/Comme une terre désolée/Où le printemps a reparu/Haïti brille consolé/Des douces fleurs
de la vertu” (May Haiti at last dry her tears/Let us forget past miseries/ Faustin brings an end to
our alarms/Through him our woes are healed/Like a desolated earth/Where spring has
reappeared/Haiti shines, comforted/With the sweet flowers of virtue). It would seem that Madiou
found a complement to these revived flowers of Haitian nationalism in the revolutionary
messianism of Stowe’s Tom. Furthermore, this revival is explicitly situated on a global stage: a
pronounced consciousness of Haiti’s international stature threads throughout the issues in
which Uncle Tom’s Cabin appears.
In an April 2 edition, one “citizen Romanou,” a schoolteacher in Jérémie, declares in a
speech to Soulouque: “Votre règne, sire, rend Haïti trop respectable aux yeux des nations”;
(Your reign, sire, makes Haiti utterly respectable in the eyes of nations); an April 30 issue runs
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the following commentary: “Haïti, ayant pris rang parmi les nations civilisées doit travailler à sa
gloire et à sa prosperité. A la gloire et à la prosperité de la nation haïtienne! Et à la continuation
de l’union entre elle et les puissantes étrangères.” (Haiti, having taken her place among the
civilized nations, must labor for her glory and prosperity. To the glory and the prosperity of the
nation of Haiti! To the perpetuation of the union between herself and powerful foreigners”) - a
sentiment that directly echoes Madiou’s 1848 Histoire which had argued “le génie d’Haïti veut
que nous ayons l’orgueil de nous élever à la hauteur des nations les plus civilisées” (the genius of
Haiti is that we have the pride to raise ourselves to the height of the most civilized nations). As
186

Tom suffers on the Shelby plantation, Madiou’s Moniteur places Haiti as a brother and even,
perhaps, morally superior alternative, to the U.S.: assessing a Haitian-friendly brochure by the
Bostonian B.C. Clark, the April 9 Moniteur reminds readers that Haiti was “la première, après
les Etats-Unis, à établir un gouvernement indépendant dans le nouveau monde” (the first, after
the United States, to establish an independent government in the new world). This global
imagination is not just rhetorical: an April 16 issue proudly announces and catalogues a series of
commercial goods (various kinds of wood, soap, textiles) which were to be shipped to New
York’s upcoming trade exhibition.
Yet ever adumbrating this portrait of a unified, worldly, and revived Haiti is the reality of
Soulouque’s violent regime. Though far from the comical bloodbath portrayed in the U.S. and
European press, it is difficult to overlook the official communiqués which begin nearly every
issue of the Moniteur: juridical reports and governmental edicts that announce the suppression of
rebels in Léogane (29 January); death sentences of criminals (March 12, April 2); arrest
warrants; and denials of court appeals. This public performance of Soulouque’s power reminds
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the audience that the nationalist delights within the Moniteur’s pages – lavish imperial
spectacles, the celebratory prose of Stowe, and paeans to Haitian regeneration - are achieved
through violent juridical and military ends. To that end, portrayals of Soulouque as a Christ-like
redemptive figure also accommodate lines such as: “À nos voeux, l’Est toujours rebelle,/Dans
son funeste égarement,/Nourrit une haine cruelle,/Finisse son aveuglement!” (Against our
wishes, the East, still rebellious/In its gruesome disobedience/Nourishes cruel hatred /May its
blindness end!” (January 29 1853)). One need only read the first page of each journal to be
reminded of the violent conditions that putatively ensure national unity: closing every
government decree is the recurring line: “à tous dépositaires de la force publique d’y prêter main
forte lorsqu’ils en seront légalement requis” (may all custodians of the state provide support
when they are legally required to do so). This strong hand, or “main forte” shadows Madiou’s
epic regeneration and, as we will see, provides a useful paratext for considering Faubert’s
complex nationalist formations.

III. "Et vous tomberez tous, dès ce monde, en enfer!": Saint-Rémy, Faubert, and the Limits of
Universalism
Across the Atlantic, Haitian exiles from Soulouque’s government were producing
strikingly similar responses to the Moniteur’s celebratory Uncle Tom. Although Daniel
Desormeaux has suggested that these patriotic gestures were simply a strategy to earn the good
graces of Soulouque, thus securing political pardon, and an invitation home, closer appreciations
of expatriate writings reveal larger ambitions.

187

Employing the Madiou-like style of what
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Daniel Desormeaux. “The First of the (Black) Memorialists: Toussaint Louverture.” Trans.
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Michel-Rolph Trouillot has called the Haitian “epic tradition,” texts by exiles such as Joseph
Saint-Rémy and Pierre Faubert far surpass mere maneuverings for personal gain (State 175 n65).
The global scope of their pro-Haitian rhetoric demonstrates that Stowe’s novel was not
simply a tool for Haitians supplicating Soulouque but was, instead, cannily deployed to address
an international audience. Stowe offered a vehicle for Haitians to place their nation on an
global stage; to imagine links between Caribbean historiography and the phenomenally popular
U.S. novel; and to re-pitch Haiti’s negative press in an epic register. We see, for example, a
continued investment in Stowe in the Paris-published 1853 re-edition of the Mémoires du
general Toussaint L’Ouverture écrits par lui même edited by the lawyer Joseph Saint-Rémy.
This edition, published in the same year as James Beard’s influential biography of Toussaint
(which made use of Saint-Rémy’s 1851 original) includes a dedicatory preface to “Mistress
Harriet Beecher Stowe,” the renowned “auteur du roman philosophique” (author of the
philosophical novel (Saint-Rémy 1853)). Beginning the preface on a humble note, Saint-Rémy
writes: “Permettez-moi de mettre sous la protection de votre illustre renom les Mémoires”
(Allow me to place these Mémoires under the protection of your illustrious renown). He
continues to laud the “splendeur” of Stowe’s talents, her “immortalité,” and her pursuit of the
“verité” in the fight for what Saint-Remy calls his “race opprimée.” Stowe, a “fille du ciel”
appears a sort of angel – or perhaps more perniciously, as John Sekora’s authoritative “white
envelope”, that is to say, the white vehicle that gives moral credence to the racialized voice it
ventriloquizes - to Saint-Rémy’s revolutionary Toussaint (Sekora 79).
But Saint-Rémy also departs from Stowe in significant ways. With ostensible devotion he
asks: “N’est-ce pas, madame, qu’il est honteux qu’au XIXe siècle du christianisme, la diversité
de l’epiderme puisse servir encore dans quelques contrées de signe de proscription entre les
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différentes branches de la famille humaine?” (Is it not, madame, shameful that in the 19th-century
of Christianity, the diversity of epidermises may still serve in some lands as a sign of
proscription amongst different branches of the human family?).188 Yet note how Saint-Rémy only
peremptorily nods toward Stowe’s Christianity – and through a temporal rather than moral
marker, at that. Stowe might come from heaven, but Saint-Rémy’s claim is forcefully secular,
aligning itself much more closely with the universalist politics of Haiti’s “human family” which
advocated from its earliest days for a universalism in the form of free soil politics, the opening of
Haitian citizenship to anyone of African descent (a policy from which Saint-Rémy, who
immigrated to Haiti from Guadeloupe as a child, benefited) and internationalist rhetorical
strategies.189 Furthermore, Saint-Rémy locates the epicenter of prejudice not in Haiti’s history but
rather in the present day “sein des Etats de l’Union” (heart of the States of the Union), effectively
repurposing Stowe’s Christian ethos to a powerful critique of U.S. moral imperatives. This
inversion may dedicate itself to Stowe but Saint-Rémy’s preface is less concerned with
consecrating the U.S. author than it is in assimilating her work into a genealogy of humanistic
universalism that originates not in the hearts of white abolitionists but in his own portrait of
Toussaint.
Though he may claim to garner moral authority from Stowe, Saint-Rémy instead absorbs
Stowe’s Tom into a Haitian lineage of black heroes, rewriting her typological Christianity into
Haitian historiography. I say Tom and not Tom because the character himself is not even
mentioned in Saint-Rémy’s preface as though to suggest a comparison of Tom’s passive
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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See in particular Ada Ferrer. “Haiti, Free Soil, and Antislavery in the Revolutionary
Atlantic.’’ American Historical Review 117 :1: 40-66.
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Christian suffering to Toussaint’s political and military achievements would be absurd. Instead,
Stowe’s literary effort is presented as a belated voice (it is important to recall the
original Mémoires were published in 1851, a year before Uncle Tom’s Cabin appeared in book
format) in a wider global movement for racial justice.
This global movement is expanded in Pierre Faubert’s 1856 Ogé ou le préjugé de
couleur. A fascinating object of study in its own right, the original version of the play, a
dramatization of the 1790 uprising of the mulâtre revolutionary Vincent Ogé, was performed in
1841 in the lycée national of Port-au-Prince where Faubert was then director. Faubert initially
intended the play to serve a pedagogical function which, as he argued in his 1856 preface, was
meant

not

only

to

glorify

Haitian

history

but

to

harmonize

current

tensions

between mulâtres and noirs by demonstrating that “le mulâtre et le noir sont, quoiqu’il fassent,
entièrement solidaires” (the mulatto and the black are, whatever they may do, entirely in
solidarity (Ogé 20)). But privileging a historical figure who famously agitated for mulâtre rights
whilst ignoring contributions by noir heroes, was a curious way to go about effecting this
reconciliation. Faubert’s emphasis on Ogé in the 1841 version appeared particularly impolitic at
a time when racial divisions in Haiti were becoming increasingly entrenched, in large part due to
President Boyer’s policy of restricting access to literacy and education to noirs (that the play was
originally written for mulâtre schoolchildren, then, must have been particularly galling). In 1843,
these tensions culminated in Boyer’s ousting; that same year, Faubert’s politics came under
scrutiny from the prominent French abolitionist Victor Schoelcher who dismissed the historical
figure of Ogé as no more than an incarnation of mulâtre supremacy, and accused Faubert, who
had served as a counselor to Boyer, as a propagandist and producer of “une histoire falsifiée” (a
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falsified history).190 Faubert’s 1856 version of Ogé constitutes not only a rebuke to Schoelcher
but a formally heterogeneous history of the Haitian Revolution which retrospectively attempts to
reconcile the racial tensions that had burdened Haiti post-independence.
The 1856 edition of Ogé is divided into six distinct parts: a brief dedication “À Ma
Mère”; a lengthy “Avertissement” in which Faubert defends his work against the critique of
Schoelcher; a shorter introduction entitled “Au public, avant la representation de la pièce”
containing a nota bene in which Faubert lauds Stowe’s novel; these three prefatory pieces are
followed by the play Ogé, Faubert’s “Poèsies Fugitives,” and finally a lengthy section of
endnotes which append the five preceding sections; each section is also heavily footnoted. The
material contained within this citational apparatus ranges from the scholarly to the personal, and
includes excerpts from the Code Noir, legal rulings, classical literature, natural histories, the
abolitionist press, as well as Faubert’s original moral and aesthetic assessments of contemporary
literature, personal anecdotes, and family history. In many ways, this compendium produced ex
post facto recalls Stowe’s Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin; not unlike Stowe’s seemingly objective
presentation of “corroborative statements verifying the truth” (Key 1), Faubert constructs a
network through which, as he claims, “j’ai suivi non seulement les historiens…mais encore des
traditions de mon pays et même des souvenirs domestiques, car plusieurs de mes parents étaient
contemporains d’Ogé” (I followed not only historians…but also the traditions of my country and
even household memories, for many of my relatives were contemporaries of Ogé (Ogé 25)). This
heteroglossic form of historiography might even be said to resemble more contemporary
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theorizations of oral history in which the collective structures the personal, tradition links up to
“souvenirs domestiques,” and the past shapes the present.
The communal also connects to the individual on a formal level: various parts of
Faubert’s six sections converge and imbricate, sometimes surprisingly, via the compendium’s
sophisticated intra-citational organization. The Avertissement revisits passages from the play;
the Poèsies turn the play’s heroine Delphine into a kind of atemporal Petrarchan Laura; Faubert’s
footnotes and endnotes integrate lyric injunctions and dramatic soliloquies into the historical
record. In practice, this structure obliges a reading based on creating linkages, tracing dialogues
through sections, even physically turning the pages of Ogé’s history back and forth. As Anna
Brickhouse has compellingly argued, the formally heterogeneous parameters of Ogé resists a
dominant historiographical voice by “[a]rguing not for the stability of any one historical
narrative but for the convergence of multiple strands of history” (Brickhouse 232).
On a more critical note, however, this structure treads a very fine line between providing
a platform for voices that cannot speak for themselves and various forms of testimonial
manipulation. We would do well to recall that, although formally, these linkages favor
heteroglossic diversity, they are ultimately controlled by Faubert’s editorial hand. (To give one
of many examples of this control, Faubert often fails to demonstrate female interiority instead
presenting the women of Ogé as either idealized abstractions or, in typical French Romantic
fashion, dead bodies.) The power differentials we easily recognize between Stowe, a white
abolitionist, and the slave who, according to the Key, is “poor, uneducated, ignorant, and cannot
speak for himself” (Key 254) are equally palpable between Faubert, a francophone mulâtre elite,
and the many historical persons he claims to represent. Faubert’s compendium, which bristles
with the voices of women, children, noirs, mulâtres, and blancs, balances precariously on the
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logic of surrogation in which, as Saidiya Hartman powerfully reminds us, “by virtue of…
substitution the object of identification threatens to disappear” (Scenes 19). Especially when
contextualized by Madiou’s Moniteur we can see this disappearance as part of a nationalist
project that, although serving the objective of revalorizing Haiti, also revalorized nationhood in
such a way that subordinated multiple narratives to the imperial voice: be it the voice of the
emperor Soulouque, the historian Madiou, or the playwright Faubert.
The friction between Faubert’s universalist rhetoric and its subordinating narrative modus
operandi is perhaps most interesting at moments where Faubert represents race relations in the
United States. In locating the historical determinants of Haiti’s political instability, Faubert looks
beyond the Caribbean, to a wide range of historical and geographic reference points, most
strikingly (like in Saint-Rémy) the United States. In doing so, he historicizes but also
ambiguously universalizes the structures of slavery that underscore the relationship between
1850s Haiti, the colonial legacies of enslavement, and Faubert’s contemporary racial and class
biases. In his Avertissement, for example, Faubert articulates racial ideologies through an
imaginative act of transport in which he compares a U.S. theatre audience to that of a Haitian or
French theatre:
allez dans un pays où regne le préjugé de couleur, comme,
par exemple, certaines parties des Etats-Unis de
l’Amérique du Nord: le dernier des emigrants blancs, dont
vous n’avez peut-etre pas voulu pour laquais en Europe…
rougira de se trouver a côté de vous dans un théâtre: par le
seul privilège de sa couleur, il est, de droit comme de fait,
au-dessus de tout homme qui n’appartient pas, sans un
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atome de mélange africain, à la race caucasique ou
mongole, voire meme à celle des Peaux-Rouges prêts à
scalper sa chevelure.

go to a country where color prejudice reigns, for example,
in certain parts of the United States of North America : the
last of white emigrants, whom you wouldn’t even take for
a lackey in Europe perhaps…will blush to find himself
beside you in a theatre : by the sole privilege of his color,
he is, by law and in practice, above all men who do not
belong, without an atom of African admixture, to the
Caucasian or Mongol race, or even that race of RedSkins eager to scalp one’s skull. (Ogé 20-22).
Despite his insistence on the foolishness of racial prejudice, and his criticism of the one-drop
rule, Faubert’s anti-racism is significantly limited by his other racial and social biases.
Brickhouse quite rightly calls attention to Faubert’s implicit biases vis-à-vis class (Brickhouse
235), however, neither she nor Daut, both of whom cite this passage as evidence of Faubert’s
enlightened attitude toward race, include in their citations Faubert’s invocation of Peaux-Rouges,
a slur that greatly undercuts the statement that precedes Faubert’s theatrical scene: “je me sens de
la famille humaine comme n’importe qui” (I feel myself part of the human family like anyone
else (Ogé 20)). The imperfect universalism of this “human family” (recall that Saint-Rémy uses
the exact same phrase) again appears in the preface’s second mention of the United States. Here,
Faubert recounts the life of saint Vincent de Paul, a white 17th-century Catholic priest who was
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twice enslaved (first after being kidnapped by pirates in Tunis, the second time to a Catholic
convert to Islam in Istanbul):
il fut conduit à un marché tout à fait pareil à ceux des EtatsUnis, de Cuba, etc.; et, là, minutieusement examine comme
un cheval, tant les trafiquands d’esclaves du pays où cela se
passait, eussent craint d’acheter une âme sublime dans un
corps sujet à quelque vice rédhibitoire!”

He was brought to a market exactly like those in the United
States, in Cuba, etc.; and there, minutely examined like a
horse, so much did the slave traffickers in those countries
where such things pass, fear buying a sublime soul in a
body subject to some crippling defect. (Ogé 24-25).

Faubert’s history is quite bad here: white enslavement in the Islamic world was radically
different from that of antebellum U.S. or Cuban enslavement (which were also of course entirely
different systems). Faubert is prone to this kind of overzealous universalizing, which retrenches
difference even as it claims to harmonize disparate experiences: for instance, in a footnote to this
anecdote, he compares the abbé Grégoire’s work with French Jews to his work on behalf of
blacks. Faubert’s heterogeneity is less a way of offering multivocal historiographies than it is a
means to subordinate as many historical moments as possible to his Haitian nationalist argument.
By synchronizing multiple historical frameworks into imperfect analogy – to say nothing of his
habit of framing black suffering through the moral labor of whites – Faubert’s use of Vincent de
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Paul resonates with Madiou’s equally triumphalist editorial strategies in the Moniteur which
blends internal Haitian difference into the uniformity of Souloquean imperial glory.
I would suggest we take this tension between universalism and prejudice not as an
inconvenient embarrassment but rather as a central component within Faubert’s complex
nationalism. The formally heterogeneous but ethically monolithic editorial voices of Ogé and
the Moniteur stage the morass of forging nationalist narratives, revealing the power structures
embedded in the construction of testimony and the dangers of historical synchronism. An
outgrowth of these tensions between harmonious universalism and irreconcilable difference, we
might also consider Faubert’s conflicted attitude toward violent political action. In
aconclusive nota bene to the “Au Public” preface, Faubert reassures the (presumably French)
reader that his hatred of color prejudice does not extend to anti-white sentiment: “je n’ai pas plus
songé, dans mon drame, à être partial contre les blancs que contre les jaunes et les noirs” (nor did
I dream, in my play, to be prejudiced against the whites anymore than against the yellows and
blacks (Ogé 23)). This careful qualification, surely intended to soften what Faubert calls the
“langage virulent” (Ogé 23) of his play, guards against alienating a predominantly white,
Parisien audience by turning the pedagogical aim of his drama, to show “tout ce qu’il y a
d’absurde et d’odieux dans le préjugé de couleur” (all that is absurd and odious in color prejudice
(Ogé 12)) into an invitation for white cooperation. Juxtaposing Uncle Tom’s Cabin against the
French novelist Marie de Fontenay’s racist L’Autre monde, Faubert praises Stowe’s “petit
volume qui a ému les deux mondes” (tiny volume that has moved both worlds (Ogé 37)). Placing
his work under the moral remit of a white abolitionist, Faubert calls not only for harmony
between the “mulâtre” and “noir,” but also between the two worlds of the “whites” and “blacks.”
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Marlene Daut has located in Ogé a message of pacifistic interracial collaboration which,
as she argues, “makes Faubert a forerunner in a tradition of Atlantic World humanism that has
been most famously associated with the works and life of Martin Luther King Jr” (Tropics
579). But careful contextualization of Faubert’s oeuvre in both French and Haitian print culture
reveals a different and decidedly more violent strand of Faubert’s humanist commitments. In
December 1860, in the Port-au-Prince venue Le Progrès, Faubert published the following poem,
inspired by John Brown’s attempted insurrection at Harper’s Ferry. In it, he warns the U.S:
Vous l'avez égorgé, l'héroïque vieillard!!
Eh bien, de vos fureurs vous serez les victimes.
"Terrorisme, gibets!" dites-vous? —tôt ou tard
On vous infligera vos atroces maximes.!
Oui, le jour n'est pas loin où la torche et le fer
Dévasteront vos toits, vos richesses infâmes:
Partout la mort! partout un Océan de flammes!
Et vous tomberez tous, dès ce monde, en enfer!

You have slit his throat, the heroic old man!
Very well then, you shall be the victims of your own furies,
“Terrorism, gallows!” you say? – sooner or later
Your atrocious maxims shall be inflicted upon you
Yes, the day approaches when the torch and the iron
Will devastate your rooftops, your odious riches:
Everywhere death! Everywhere an Ocean of flames!
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And you will all fall from this world into hell!
(Le Progrès, December 29 1860).191
If, as Daut suggests, Faubert’s pacifistic Ogé countervails the notion that “Haitians had to
constantly prove their humanity…through violent insurrection” (Daut 600), the astonishing
rhetoric of “John Brown” should make us question what exactly constitutes violence. There are a
number of reasons for Faubert’s increased virulence: clearly, Faubert was could take more
liberties with the Haitian audience of Le Progrès than he could with his Parisien public; Victor
Hugo, moreover, had established John Brown as an appropriate subject for literary endeavors
(although Hugo’s famous plea on Brown’s behalf is remarkably more pacifistic than Faubert’s
poem); finally, between the 1856 publication date of Ogé and 1860, some abolitionists viewed
violent political action as an increasingly viable alternative to moral suasion. But it is also worth
considering the structure of Faubert’s violent rhetoric: at no point in the poem is an external
agent asked to avenge John Brown. Instead, Faubert directly addresses the United States: “you
shall be the victims of your own furies” and “Your atrocious maxims shall be inflicted upon
you.” In doing so, he constructs a self-enclosed economy of violence instigated not by angry
rebels but rather by the abuses of white ideologies: the vengeance of John Brown thus situates
violence within a symmetric distribution of justice evenly allotted by Faubert’s poetic hand. We
see a similarly just but decidedly violent view of the U.S. in Ogé’s poem “Aux Haïtiens,” which
reveals the antinomies within race-blind universalism. Early in the poem, Faubert lauds white
abolitionists Grégoire and Wilberforce alongside the Haitian statesmen Jonathas Granville,

.
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seemingly endorsing interracial fraternity. However, he only does so in order to juxtapose their
moral commitments to the more crushing damages inflicted on Haiti by “vieille Europe” the
“oppresseur de millions d’esclaves” (old Europe…oppressor of millions of slaves” (Ogé 193))
before turning his sights towards the U.S.: “tout près de votre plage/Mulâtres et noirs sont
proscrits!/Quand cette République, appui de l’esclavage,/Rêve, avide, à vos champs fleuris”
(near your shores/Mulattoes and blacks are excluded/When this Republic, supported by
slavery/Dreams, avidly, of your flowering fields (Ogé 193)). Faubert shows that the violence of
the colonial past is not easily forgotten; rather it obtrudes on the political present and even
menaces the nebulous future with its grasping imperial designs. While figurations of John Brown
in the United States often turned to Haiti’s revolutionary past to give credence to emancipatory
violence, we see in Faubert the converse strategy: Haiti looked to European and U.S racial
violence in order to justify its own nationalist projects.

192

Viewed from this perspective, Faubert puts Stowe’s Christian ethos to curious use: he
deploys Uncle Tom to give international stature to his own patriotic historiography, even as he
reveals the tensions between universalism and difference, pacifistic cooperation and violent
political action, that thread through Haitian nationalist discourses. That said, Faubert succeeds on
two points that clearly distinguish him from Stowe: First, he reminds his audience of a French
history of colonial oppression and its effects on 1850s Haiti, a fact that Stowe, with her interest
in biological determinism, ignored. Second, Faubert - contra Stowe’s commitment to the global
exportation of U.S. moral imperatives - locates the worst abuses of racial prejudice in the United
States. In doing so, Faubert, for all his poor historiography, class, race and gender based
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prejudices, and homogenizing triumphalist rhetoric in the Madiou-vein, frames Haiti as, not a
victim of, but rather a moral exemplar to the U.S. Like Saint-Rémy, Faubert places Haiti at the
center, and not the periphery, of universal human rights and perhaps more importantly, redefines
what universal rights are. This humanism is based not on the regeneration, nationalist pomp and
fictions of pacified unity evinced in the pages of the Moniteur and great parts of Ogé, but
instead, I will argue, locates what is human in precisely its limits: in the violent rupture of
personal experience, in the failure to fully speak on behalf of others, and, as I will suggest in the
concluding section, in death, exile, and loss.
IV. The fugitive and the manguier
I now turn to the opening and closing of the compendium to consider the
ways Ogé articulates this loss. Reading these sections within the context of Faubert’s
contradictory commitments to universalizing humanism, I will examine how he conceptually
empties Stowe’s relationship between the gendered family and international space. Amy
Kaplan’s magisterial reading of Stowe’s novel has argued for “the imperial reach of domestic
discourse” (Kaplan 584) which, rather than preserving the discreteness of feminine interior
spheres and imperial masculine expanses, reveals the former to be a powerful instrument for the
latter. Female domesticity for Kaplan is “more mobile and less stabilizing; it travels in
contradictory circuits both to expand and contract the boundaries of home and nation and to
produce shifting conceptions of the foreign” (Kaplan 583). Both Stowe and Faubert conceive of
the family through precisely these “contradictory circuits,” casting the familial structure as a
gendered metonym for nationhood with international reach: Faubert’s wide ranging collection
begins and ends with invocations of his mother, while the family romance that concludes Uncle
Tom provides the conditions for the novel’s final turn to Liberia. Yet while Stowe’s Anglo-
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Protestant family both coalesces and expands in the final pages of Uncle Tom, Faubert imagines
a family structure predicated on the impossibility of genealogical (and it is implied national)
wholeness.
In the 1856 dedicatory preface to Ogé, titled “À ma mère,” Faubert simultaneously situates
Haiti on scales both local and global through a direct address to his mother: “À une époque où
les relations d’Haïti avec les pays étrangers étaient pleines de difficultés, toi, veuve et sans
fortune, tu conçus le projet d’envoyer tes enfants en Europe.” (At a time when Haiti’s relations
with foreign countries were heavy with difficulties, you, a penniless widow, conceived a plan to
send your children to Europe (Ogé 5)).193 The familiar romantic coupling of the nation with
motherhood is an important trope that recurs throughout Faubert’s work; yet these ties of filiation
are hardly robust. Instead, the opening dedication evokes both literal widowhood at home and the
metaphorical orphanhood of Faubert’s European exile. Within the very first line of Ogé, then,
Faubert demonstrates the contiguity between local reproductive strategies and an internationalist
ethos that removes the subject from discrete forms of national identity. Like Stowe, Faubert
sutures maternity to nationhood yet, unlike Stowe, he situates both within the realm of loss:
Faubert addresses the empty Haitian domestic sphere through a direct appeal to his dead mother
(replacing the metaphorical orphanhood of exile with literal orphanhood): “ta mort a-t-elle laissé
en moi un vide que ni le temps, ni même les plus douces affections de famille n’ont pu combler”
(your death has left a hole that neither time nor the sweetest familial affections could fill (Ogé
8)). This emptiness adumbrates the patriotic pages of Ogé, reminding us that, even in the most
confident moments of nationalistic fullness and universalist expansion, Faubert’s web of human
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It is also important to note the diction of sexual reproduction in the original text, which my
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connectivity reckons with, and comes up short against, the vide of maternal loss, genealogical
fracture, and interstitial relation.
If Stowe’s novel famously follows a linear moral and geographic narrative trajectory
from Southern hell to Northern heaven, Faubert’s Ogé’s circles back onto itself, beginning and
concluding with the same evocation of familial rupture, bereavement, and exile in France. The
mournful lines of the opening dedication are revisited in the final “Poèsies fugitives,” a set of
eighteen poems in diverse forms (quatrains, sonnets, odes, elegies and free translations) which
conclude the 1856 Ogé. Faubert clearly intends his poems to participate in the French lyric
tradition of poèsies (sometimes called pièces) fugitives, a series of short poems on diverse
subjects that was particularly prevalent in salon circles of the 18th-century: some examples of the
practice can be found in the writings of Marot, Voltaire, Bernis, Pavillon, Saint-Pavin, Chaulieu
and Fanny de Beauharnais. The name calls attention to the genre’s lightly transmitted and varied
subject matter, which contained, according to Diderot and d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie “all the
small works, whether serious or light, which escape from the pen and portfolio of an author at
different circumstances of his life” (“tous ces petits ouvrages sérieux ou legers qui s'échappent
de la plume et du porte-feuille d'un auteur, en différentes circonstances de sa vie”194 or as Faubert
put it in his 1854 Poèsies, suivies de notes: “This small volume is not a publication, but a simple
impression” (“Ce petit volume n’est pas une publication, mais une simple impression.” Yet
equally important in this ephemeral encounter is the relation established by the “simple
impression,” the intersubjective moment when poems were said to fugue from the poet’s mouth
to the public’s ear. Constitutive of the very notion of poèmes fugitives then is the creation of an
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interpersonal network out of seemingly unordered and inconsequential experiences, or as Sylvain
Menant has argued: “poèsies fugitives become inflamed for social miracles: they seek to share
exceptional or difficult moments of communal life, those of the very human condition” (“les
poèsies fugitives s’enflamment pour des miracles sociaux: elles cherchent à faire partager des
moments exceptionnels où les difficultés de la vie en commun, celles même de la condtion
humaine.” In a Haitian context, however, the word fugitive takes even greater political weight
195

for it invokes marronage which, even in the mid-nineteenth century, was closely associated with
the Haitian Revolution. Faubert thus both lays claim to Haitian nationhood while situating the
196

historical weight of fugitivity within the context of a hexagonal French literary tradition, a
tradition, moreover, that formally enacts an ethos of shared experience and cultural transmission.
But Faubert also shows the fractures in this transmission: in “Adieu aux Illusions,” the
final poem of the collection and the last word of Ogé, Faubert breaks with nationalist reverie to
offer a multi-perspectival, heterochronic, and heavily annotated lyric account of his exile to
France. Perhaps inspired by Baudelaire’s 1855 “L’Invitation au Voyage,” the poem takes as its
premise imaginative escape, identifying the country with the female body, whilst indulging in
diction of tropical fecundity and reiterating cyclical verse patterns. Yet there is a salient
difference between Baudelaire’s imaginative reverie and “Adieu”: Faubert eventually tears us
out of the colonial fantasy. The first stanza of the poem takes the lyric “escape” as its departure
point:
Imagination, mon agile cavale
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Sylvain Menant. La chute d'Icare: la crise de la poésie française, 1700-1750 (Paris: Librairie
Droz, 1981), 251.
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The role of marrons in the Revolution is still disputed by historians. See David P. Geggus.
“Marronage, Vodou, and the Slave Revolt of 1791.” Haitian Revolutionary Studies.
(Bloomington : Indiana Univ. Press, 2002).
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Quel beau soleil à l’horizon!
Viens, mon amour; partons pour nos kiosques d’opale
Il fait si triste à la maison.

Imagination, my agile mare,
How beautiful the sun is on the horizon
Come, my love; let us away to the opal booths,
It is so sad in the house.

197

The speaker here slips effortlessly from addressing his imagination (gendered as a female horse
or cavale) to addressing “mon amour” thus confusing the female body with imaginative, bestial
reverie. Yet the paradisiacal illusions of escape are foreclosed with the death of the speaker’s
mother: “celle qui fut autrefois la plus belle…/Hélas! Je la vis périr (she who was once the most
beautiful…/Alas, I saw her perish (Faubert 154)). The removal of the female body from the logic
of his nationalist project allows Faubert to turn towards exile in France, proclaiming “Farewell to
the sky where so many beloved stars glistened” (Adieu au ciel où brillaient tant d’étoiles aimées
(Faubert 1856, 156)). Faubert then slightly revises his opening lines in the concluding stanza of
the poem offering, not the imaginative escape from a dull home offered in the introduction, but
rather, a split identity in which the poet is both exiled in France and returned to the empty
Haitian home of broken illusions:
Imagination, mon agile cavale
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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I should admit I had difficulty in translating cavale, which is literally a female horse. Do not,
however, confuse this creature with its dowdy English counterpart (the French, in any case,
already have a perfectly good word for this kind of ordinary mare: jument). Instead, cavale is
used predominantly in poetic form to denote a heroic embodiment of female power.
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Ce beau soleil à l’horizon
Éclaire les debris de nos kiosques d’opale
Allons gémir à la maison.

Imagination, my agile mare
This beautiful sun on the horizon
Sheds light on the debris of our opal booths
Come and shiver in the house. (Faubert 156)
The speaker here abandons the idealization of female reproductivity elsewhere present in
Faubert’s collection. Moreover, the mother’s death, the foreclosure of biological filiation, and the
evacuation of the national/domestic household, forces Faubert to revise his earlier vision of
Haitian propagation: the final transmission of national value does not flow through the
exploitation of female bodies, the incestuous repetition of Romantic colonialism, or the
valorization of domestic female authority, but rather through the emptying of the Haitian home
and Faubert’s own exile in Paris. Faubert thus breaks the Romantic links between land mass, the
female body and the poetics of cultural transmission, and moves not – as in Stowe – from U.S.
domesticity to the fantastical shores of Liberia, but rather from the (post)colonial periphery to the
Parisien metropole.
A good deal of work in breaking these links is undertaken by the formal space of Faubert’s
footnotes and endnotes. In “Adieu aux illusions,” a final note offers a rather modest botanical
history of the mango tree; this account encapsulates many of the collection’s thematics while
liberating these thematics from a monolithic narrative voice. Faubert portrays the manguier as a
“vigoureux, élévé” (vigorous, elevated) organ that “monte et s’élargit en même temps” (grows in
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height and breadth at the same time (Ogé 201)). So much for George Harris’s worn stream.
Complicating this emblem of propagation, however, are the international and multi-temporal
dimensions of the poem itself.
While in some respects, the enracinated manguier of the footnote countervails the exilic
voice of the poem, Faubert makes clear that the tree is not the stable force of locality one might
expect. He ends the footnote with a brief memory of his family’s mango trees in Cayes before
comparing his personal history of the single manguier to the collective “habitationsd’Haiti”
(italics mine) in which one can “passer des moments délicieux, malgré la chaleur proverbiale de
ces climats que le soleil ne quitte jamais” (spend delicious moments, despite the proverbial heat
of these climates of the unrelenting sun (Ogé 203)).
The manguier both situates Faubert’s poetic production in the natural environment of
the local and connects that localness to a wider network of relation. At once atemporal (through
its invocation of the unrelenting sun, transhistorical proverb, the stability of the tree) and everchanging (the process of losing illusions, the exilic move from Haiti to Paris, the telescoping
from individual to collective history, the very physical movement demanded by leafing from the
poem to endnote), Faubert vacillates between the contingent footnote and the eternal lyric, the
wandering exile and the depths of family history, the network of manguiers and the uniquely
enracinated specimen, to pluralize, without synchronizing, the local and global, the individual
and the collective, the eternal and the historical. In doing so, Faubert’s contravenes the neat
historical analogies of Ogé, the monolithic voice of Madiou’s Moniteur or the vaguely Biblical
promise of Stowe’s Liberia; he instead offers, as Brickhouse has shown, a methodology of
historical production in which the past breaks into the present, the local connects to the world,
and multiple voices contribute to the historical record. Yet he also reveals, through this multi-
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temporal, multi-formal, and transnational perspective, the very limitations of such historical
production: the intimate vide at the center of nation building; the exilic orphanhood that begins
and ends Ogé; and the interstices in universalism. It is through this imperfect, footnoted,
fragmented, and yet utterly personal form, that Faubert reframes and re-valorizes the Haiti he
was accused of undermining. Faubert not only recasts the criticisms of lassitude in Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, but does so from a space in which nationality is narrated not in a register of imperialism,
but rather one of exile.
While in Stowe’s view of the global, social borders are gently policed, race and nation
coincide nicely, and “Anglo-Saxon blood” does, to a certain extent, “carry the day,” Haitians
themselves showed quite a different globe. Stowe rejects Haiti qua figure of universalism,
however we see in both the printed matter with which I opened this essay (vicious as it is) and
the writings of Saint-Rémy, Faubert and the Moniteur, something that Stowe missed: Haiti’s
figuration in discourses of global black emancipation yoked the local to the universal in powerful
ways. For venues that had little time for this project, such a linkage was risible, merely the
fodder for racist blagues, recycled cliches, and lazy analogies between Northern U.S.
abolitionists and Caribbean emperors. But contemporary Haitians, assuming the very premise
that Haiti was metonymous not just with abolition but also universal rights, responded quite
differently to Uncle Tom’s global imperatives. If the stream cannot not rise above its fountain, to
return to George Harris’s accusation, Faubert suggests that Haiti’s stream is part of something
larger.
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Chapter IV: “Rivière , Président”: William Wells Brown, Émeric Bergeaud, and the Rhyming
Newspaper
I. Foundational Bricolage
In The Other America, Michael Dash describes the “demystifying impulse” that governs
Antillean thought, and especially 19th-century Haitian experiments in modernism.198 For Dash,
this process of demystification erodes totalizing systems to allow for 20th-century experiments in
modernism, which, without offering an alternative to foundational myths, “undermine the
possibility of absolute possession” (Other 51). In this final chapter, I turn to two attempts to
demystify national myths, which anticipate Dash’s account of late 19th-century Haitian literary
experimentalism: William Wells Brown’s Clotel; or The President’s Daughter (1853) and
Émeric Bergeaud’s Stella (posthumously published in 1859). Both novels are foundational in
two senses. In a very simple sense, they are both considered to be the first known African
American and Haitian novels, respectively. In a more abstract sense, their primacy lies in their
subject matter: they each stage, and complicate, the (often sexual) violence at the root of their
nations’ “origins” (in the case of Brown, through his critique of Thomas Jefferson and in the case
of Bergeaud, through the allegorical re-telling of the Haitian Revolution and the abuses of slave
holding economies).
Moreover, both of these foundational myths initially found an audience outside their
respective nations: Bergeaud, fleeing Soulouque’s regime, wrote Stella in St. Thomas and later
shared the manuscript with his cousin Beaubrun Ardouin in Paris, where it would be published a
year following Bergeaud’s death. Similarly, Brown wrote and published Clotel in London, where
he had fled following the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act. Finally, the positionality of
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Michael Dash. The Other America: Caribbean Literature in a New World Context.
Charlottesville, VA : University of Virginia Press, 1998.
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Bergeaud and Brown as representatives of cultures that historically had been denied access to
literacy, allows both authors to incorporate oral traditions into their heroic novels, embedding
rumor, proverbs, dialect, and Kreyòl into their consolidations of African American and Haitian
literature. This is not to suggest a causal connection between the two works of fiction, although a
consideration of Haitian print culture in 1850s Paris offers, I will argue in the final section of this
chapter, an alternative source for Brown’s Clotel. Rather I compare these two foundational
novels to highlight a shared set of interests: specifically a rejection of nationalist genealogies
structured around alternative forms of cultural production.
While Stella is extremely conscious of its generic commitments, carefully parsing out the
uses of fiction, allegory, and history, Clotel has been alternately celebrated and abhorred as a
citational monster, hungrily trafficking in plagiarism, iteration, and pastiche. In some ways, we
can place these two foundational novels in opposition: the neoclassical allegory of Stella versus
the inauthentic signifying of Clotel. This opposition is more deeply entrenched by each novel’s
publication history. Stella, published posthumously in Paris by Bergeaud’s cousin, the celebrated
Haitian historian Alexis Beaubrun Ardouin, remains a “stable” text, seldom reprinted and with
very few textual variants. Clotel’s afterlife on the other hand, is a model of 19th-century selfcannibalism: Brown published three variations of the novel: Clotelle: A Tale of the Southern
States (1860); Miralda; or, The Beautiful Quadroon (1864); and Clotelle; or, the Colored
Heroine (1867) repurposing the “original” Clotel to various ends, often suited to various
international audiences. As Ezra Greenspan put it, Brown’s career was characterized by “playing
variations on a favorite instrument, the American archives.”199 Yet in other ways, these novels
resist such a dichotomy: Stella troubles its own clean generic lines, incorporating Roman history,
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Ezra Greenspan. William Wells Brown: An African American Life. (New York and London:
Norton 2014), 5.
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oral history, Kreyòl proverbs, and Haitian folklore, into its otherwise austere structure. Similarly,
the “inauthentic” carnivalesque of Clotel, I argue, reveals a structured political program that
shores up collective voices into a powerful critique of white historical production.
The challenges of locating “firstness” or “origins” in Brown is compounded by his
promiscuous citational strategies. Scholars have identified a number of sources for Brown’s
novelistic assemblage, including John R. Beard’s biography of Toussaint Louverture (which
itself took material from the Haitian lawyer Joseph Saint-Rémy’s Mémoirs); Lydia Maria Child’s
short story “The Quadroons”; Grace Greenwood’s poem “The Leap from the Long Bridge,” and
an array of anonymous articles from transatlantic print culture, including advertisements,
editorials, domestic fiction, novel serializations, as well as a vernacular tradition of rumor, oral
history, and song.200 In the conclusion, Brown acknowledges his sources “Some of the narratives
I have derive from other sources. Of their relations I have made free use. To Mrs. Child, of New
York, I am indebted for part of a short story. American Abolitionist journals are another source
from whence some of the characters appearing in my narrative are taken. All these combined
have made up my story” (Clotel 245) Therefore, when Brown writes “This, reader, is no fiction”
(Clotel 148) – a claim which is itself a reiteration of popular 19th-century manifestos in realism
(from Balzac’s “all is true” to Dickens’s claim of “Facts, not Fiction”) - we should not entirely
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See “Sources and Revisions.” In Clotel, by William Wells Brown, edited by Robert S. Levine,
231–37. New York: Bedford Cultural Editions, 2000; John Ernest. Resistance and Reformation
in Nineteenth-Century African-American Literature: Brown, Wilson, Jacobs, Delany, Douglass,
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Account of the Race African American Historical Writing in Nineteenth-Century America.
Chapel Hill, North Carolina: UNC Press, 2009. On oral history and the deconstruction of the
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take him at face value. His reprinting strategies both lay claims to the kind of authentication
typical of the realist project (and in this respect, it may be profitable to think about the slave
narrative as part of a realist literary genealogy) whilst unsettling his authenticating gestures with
the imaginative flights and fictive sleights of hand of the bricoleur.201
Clotel thus invests in the “authentic” or “real” while carefully decomposing the authorial
status on which truth claims historically sustained themselves. We can read the novel through a
set of almost chiasmic claims: for example, Clotel stands as a foundational novel that unsettles
the very notion of foundation; similarly, it is exceptional (isolated in its primacy as the “first
African American novel”) while being exemplary of early African American literature: more
properly, a network which emerged from a print sphere of anonymous, pseudonymous, and
collective authorship; a sphere which encompassed multiple genres and media, including
pamphlets, broadsides, periodicals, and speeches; which was distributed via unruly circuits,
including reprintings, translations, adaptations and serializations; and whose readership was
made up of geographically diverse, often international, audiences. As such, early black print
culture upsets both fictions of authorial control, as well as an Andersonian understanding of print
nationalism in which the distribution of the periodical enables the “imagined” communities
sutured together by a shared experience of simultaneity. 202 In doing so, the archival work
demanded by the black print sphere may, as Britt Russert has suggested, offer “a form of
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freedom from the disciplinary and disciplining structures that make only particular objects and
political imaginaries ‘proper’ to the field.”203
To read early print culture against a nationalist, authorial, unified grain not only offers a
broader range of what constitutes “African American” literature – pushing it beyond narratives
of “exemplary men”, the slave narrative, and monolingual cultural production– but also
configures a different form of personhood. As Lara Langer Cohen has argued, the slave
narrative’s conflation of the author with the book (s)he produces: “makes personhood alienable,
by asserting that it can be transferred to a book…making that personhood salable, such that a
former slave derives power from transforming his or her life into a commodity.”204 Clotel,
arguably like other forms of antebellum print culture, interrupts this alienation by embedding
personhood in a wider network of relation that cannot be reduced into the stable, exchangeable
commodity. In fact, the novel opens with a scene that makes the risks of this commodification
apparent. Contra the conventions of the slave narrative (including Brown’s own biography) or
sentimental fiction, the novel does not open with Clotel’s or Althesa’s childhoods. Rather, it
opens with a slave auction, a scene in which personhood is consolidated into commodity form.
Wells writes: “Husbands and wives are separated with a degree of indifference that is unknown
in any other relation of life, except that of slavery. Brothers and sisters were torn from each
other; and mothers saw their children leave them for the last time on this earth” (Clotel 66).
This fracturing of the person, familial structures, and past claims to history, countervails
sentimental narratives of birth, origin, and founding. But this fracture is not, Brown shows,
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Britt Russert. “From Black Lit to Black Print: The Return to the Archive in African American
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Lara Langer Cohen. “Notes from the State of Saint Domingue: The Practice of Citation
in Clotel” in Early African American Print Culture. Eds. Lara Langer Cohen and Jordan
Alexander Stein. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012, 162-163
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limited to the personal tragedy of the sentimental novel. Taken from the personal level of the
individual slave to a national scale, this erosion of founding is exemplified in Brown’s
condemnation of Thomas Jefferson: “In her younger days Currer had been the housekeeper of a
young slaveholder; but of later years she had become a laundress or washerwoman, and was
considered to be a woman of great taste in getting up linen. The gentleman for whom she had
kept house was Thomas Jefferson, by whom she had two daughters.” (Clotel 65) The
“President’s daughter” breaks apart nationalist, unified, linear histories, replacing an American
foundational myth with a number of counter-histories. Therefore, Brown’s highly citational
novel includes not only the texts mentioned above, but also a number of oral traditions: this
includes oral histories that claimed (correctly) that Jefferson had fathered children with his
slaves; but also accounts of songs, and other remnants of a vernacular tradition. Wells thus
displaces one kind of historical production (the history of unified narratives, great men, and
rectilinear narratives of founding) with a circuitous and multivocal assemblage of nonscriptive
cultural practices.
We see a similar move towards alternative forms of historical production in the first
Haitian novel Stella by Émeric Bergeaud (1818-1858). A member of the Boyerist political
faction, Bergeaud wrote Stella from exile in 1848 on the island of Saint Thomas (now the U.S.
Virgin Islands) while fleeing the Solouque regime after contributing to an unsuccessful coup
against the state. The novel was never published in Haiti: instead, Bergeaud gave the manuscript
to his cousin the historian Beaubrun Ardouin (1796-1865) during their shared time in Paris in
1857. Bergeaud died the following year, and Ardouin edited and published the novel with the
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well-known librairie of Edouard Dentu in 1859.205 Much like Clotel, Bergeaud allegorizes his
nation’s founding through a multivocal collage aesthetic that – despite claiming to adhere to
strict generic norms - ultimately unsettles histories of foundation. In Stella, Bergeaud, much like
his fellow exile Faubert (as we saw in chapter three), attempted to revalorize Haiti on a global
stage, writing against international mockery of Soulouque’s savagery with an image of a
peaceful, heroic and, most importantly racially unified Haiti which would erase all difference
into a future in which “ni noirs, ni blancs, ni jaunes, ni Africains, ni Européens, ni Asiatiques, ni
Américains” (“neither blacks, nor whites, nor yellows, nor Africans, nor Europeans, nor Asians,
nor Americans”) would exist (Stella 194).
Through this allegory of national cohesion made visible on a global stage, Bergeaud
insists on the historicity of his novel. A prefatory “Avertissement” opens with the following
lines:
Plusieurs années d’un travail souvent interrompu nous ont conduit à la fin
d’une oeuvre dont l’imagination a fait les principaux frais et où nous avons
essayé de mettre en relief quelques-uns des plus beaux trait de notre
histoire nationale.

En entourant ces faits des ornements de la fiction, notre intention a été de
n’y rien ajouter: ce qui est beau n’a pas besoin d’être embelli; nous avons
voulu simplement captivé, par l’attrait du roman, les esprits qui ne
sauraient s’astreindre à l’étude approfondie de nos annales.
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Curtis’ and Christen Mucher’s recent translation of the novel. Stella: A Novel of the Haitian
Revolution. (New York: NYU Press, 2016.)
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Un roman, sans avoir la graviété sévère de l’histoire peut être un livre utile:
c’est ce que nous nous sommes dit en abordant l’entreprise qui a occupé
longtemps une partie de nos loisirs: puisse-t-elle répondre à la bonté de nos
vues!
Toutefois ce livre, pour produire quelque bien, ne devait avoir du roman
que la forme. Il fallait que la vérité s’y trouvât; voilà pourquoi nous avons
pris soin de ne point défigurer l’histoire (Stella 19).

Several years of work, often interrupted, have brought me to the
completion of a work largely produced by the imagination and in which I
have tried to highlight some of the most beautiful traits of our national
history.

In surrounding these facts in the ornaments of fiction, I intended to add
nothing: that which is beautiful needs no embellishment; I simply wanted
to captivate, through the appeal of the novel, the minds which have not
subjected themselves to a deep study of our annals.

A novel, without having the severe gravity of history can be a useful book:
it is what I said to myself in taking up this enterprise which has long filled
my hours of pleasure: may this book respond to the fruit of my intentions!
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However this book, in order to produce some good, must only have been a
novel in form. The truth must be found within; this is why I have taken care
to not disfigure history.206

This manifesto of realism deploys a collective “we”, which although typical of an
elevated literary register, also hints at the collective that gives the narrator authority. In doing so,
Bergeaud takes care to not “disfigure” history: indeed, its face is not faithfully reproduced: it is
turned, instead, into a “un lac tranquille” that sometimes hides “dans ses profondeurs le secret de
la destinée des peuples” (“hides in its depths the secret of the destiny of peoples”).207 This
fictive/factive conundrum is compounded by the way in which the novel opens under both the
aegis of written historical “truth” and a tradition of oral “fiction.” Bergeaud begins the novel in
1789 – the date of the French Déclaration des droits de l'homme et du citoyen and two years
before the outbreak of the Haitian Revolution - with a story told by an African mother (first
named Marie, then identified solely as l’Africaine) to her children the mulâtre Romulus and the
noir Remus: “Le malheur est peut-être le père de la fable: il se nourrit d’illusions et prend plaisir
à s’égarer, à la suite des doux fantômes, pour fuir la réalité douloureuse” (“Suffering is perhaps
the father of fable: he feeds himself on illusions and takes pleasure in running away, chasing
sweet phantoms to escape painful reality” (Stella 30)).
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Like Clotel, Bergeaud’s novel opens with a scene of attempted familial transmission
across the gap of gendered violence: soon after this scene of story telling, a man known only as
the Colon, who has raped and made Marie bear his child (presumably Romulus), murders the
latter in a scene of animalistic fervor. Given their namesakes, as well as their politicized statuses
of noir and mulâtre, it is no great surprise that Romulus and Rémus eventually turn against each
other. But in a departure from their Roman counterparts, they ultimately reconcile, thus
performing a kind of Haitian unity that was an explicit appeal to Soulouque’s ostensibly racially
divided government: “Le désaccord est un état violent et douloureux qui épuise les individus et
ruine les sociétés” (“Disaccord is a violent and painful state that exhausts individuals and ruins
societies” (Stella 129)). In joining forces, the rival brothers fight for Haitian freedom, harnessing
the iconography of revolutionary heroes such as Vincent Ogé, Toussaint L’Ouverture, and JeanJacques Dessalines.
This national myth, however, is troublingly subordinated to French metropolitan ideals
with the introduction of the eponymous Stella. Charting a parallel course to the murdered Marie,
Stella – a blonde French virgin - emerges in the text: a romantic foundling, Stella reveals to the
brothers that she was born a beggar in the streets of Paris who, after refusing the advances of a
French planter, roamed from charitable house to charitable house, gracing her hosts with her
republican presence. Renowned in Paris, she reveals to the brothers that she has become an
allegory of a “battle” which although not named, is presumed to be the French Revolution. Yet
weary of the appeals of France’s newly republican citizens, she boards a boat destined towards
Saint-Domingue. There, she is forced to confront the planter, whom she again refuses to marry:
he confines her within the plantation until she is saved by Rémus and Romulus. Upon her rescue,
Stella graciously teaches the young men how to be free, suffusing the Haitian Revolution with
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French republican spirit. Guided by their new muse, Romulus and Remus establish Haitian
independence, avenge their mother’s death, and eliminate racial prejudice.
Bergeaud leaves little room for ambiguity: each of these figures serves as an archetype
for collective political forces operating within Haitian history: Marie l’Africaine is Africa, le
Colon is colonial France, Stella, republican France, Romulus is the mulâtre class of elites and
Remus is the historically disenfranchised noir class. As Bergeaud writes: “Romulus, Rémus et le
Colon, sont des être collectifs, l’Africane une idéalité, Stella une abstraction” (“Romulus, Remus
and the Colonist, are collective beings, the African is an ideal, Stella is an abstraction” (Stella 9).
At times, Romulus is also compared to Toussaint Louverture (who preferred maintaining a semiautonomous relationship with France) and Remus to Jean-Jacques Dessalines (who famously
declared not only independence but violent vengeance on the French colonists). At other times,
the two brothers also evoke other revolutionary heroes, such as Rigaud, Henri Christophe, and
Alexandre Pétion.
A careful balancing act between racial and national identifications, the novel’s logic is
structured around an ideal of forced symmetry and impossible reconciliation, one which often
achieves equilibrium through the projection of violence onto other, less desirable bodies. In her
reading of exile writings Joan (Colin) Dayan condemns how, for Stella’s editor Ardouin, Haiti
must “progress away from the dark continent toward his present audience, those he appreciated
as representing enlightened France” (Dayan 16). I would add that Bergeaud not only moves from
the “dark continent” through his romantic universalizing but in fact, does so through a displaced
act of sexual violence: he replaces the allegorical black African mother with the blond, white
Stella; the black Mary (perhaps also evoking the vodou lwa Ezili Danto who was syncretized
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with the Polish “black Virgin”) with the pale French vièrge.208 Moreover, the subordination of a
black Haitian mother to a white one, is founded on a projection of sexual violation: Marie
l’Africaine bears the violence of slave holding societies from which Stella so easily escapes.
Bergeaud cannot be more clear: the unblemished purity of Stella’s whiteness is dependent on the
degradation of black women’s bodies.
Moreover, once this displacement is achieved, Stella oversees the reading of the Haitian
declaration of independence (without any mention of tigers, vengeance, and French blood that
appear in the original). She finally gently takes flight “vers les cieux”:
Fidèle à sa parole, la vierge de la montagne, durant le combat,
garda sa place à la tête des bataillons.... Sa robe blanche, le seul
signe ... que l’on pût distinguer au sein de cette nuit sombre, brilla
toujours en avant. Quand il fit jour, la figure angélique de la jeune
fille, noircie par la poudre, ses vêtements troués, déchirés en
plusieurs endroits, rappelèrent aux soldats sa bravoure surhumaine.

Faithful to her word, the virgin of the mountain, during the battle,
kept her place at the front of the batallions…Her robe white, the
only feature…which one could distinguish in the heart of this dark
night, always shone ahead. When the day rose, the angelic figure
of the young girl, blackened by powder, her clothing tattered, torn
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in many different places, reminded the soldiers of her superhuman
bravery (Stella 97).
Although Bergeaud’s displacement of Haitian Revolutionary actors with French republican
ideals, the brutality he shows towards Haitian women, and his pious Christian overtones should
be condemned, I believe this passage reveals something more complex. Bergeaud’s blackening
of Stella not only shows the porous border between sacrificed black women and the white cult of
feminine purity, but harnesses specific moments in Haiti’s history in a syncretic image that
married the Ascension of the Virgin, the death of Marie l’Africaine, and revolutionary oral
histories of the slave Makandal.
First, I would suggest that this scene invokes Article 14 of the 1805 Constitution of
Dessalines which made all Haitians noirs: “Toute acception de couleur parmi les enfants d’une
seule et même famille, don’t le chef de l’Etat est le père, devant nécessairement cesser, les
Haïtiens ne seront désormais connus que sous la denomination géneriques de Noirs.”209 By
situating his heroine’s ascent into a noir-centric articulation of universalism – in which race is
reformulated as a political rather than innate quality - Bergeaud subsumes Stella’s romantic
whiteness into a larger fabric of Haitian historiography.210
The second moment invokes a pre-revolutionary history: the death of the maroon
Makandal who purportedly turned into a fly to escape being burned at stake. Makandal’s
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fugitivity – specifically his flight – became a central component to his iconography in Haitian
history.211 Take, for example, Moreau de Saint-Méry’s influential account:
Makandal qui, s’il avait fait usage des deux pistolets au lieu de fuir,
était sûr d’échapper, fut condamné à être brûlé vif par un arret du
Conseil du Cap du 20 janvier 1758. Comme il s’était vanté plusiers
fois que si les blancs le prenait il leur échapperait sous differentes
formes, il déclara qu’il prendrait celle d’une mouche pour échapper
aux flames.

Le hasard ayant voulu que le poteau où l’on avait mis la chaîne qui
le faissisait fut pourri, les efforts violens que lui faisaient faire les
tourments du feu arrachèrent le piton & il culbuta par-dessus le
bucher. Les nègres crièrent: Macandal sauvé! la terreur fut extreme,
toutes les portes furent fermées. Le détachement de Suisses qui
gardait la place de l’exécution la fit évauer; le geolier Massé voulait
le tuer d’un coup d’épée, lorsque d’après l’ordre du Procureurgénéral, il fut lié sur une planche & lancé dans le feu. Quoique le
corps de Macandal a été incinéré, bien des nègres croyent, même à
présent, qu’il n’a pas péri dans la supplice (Description
topographique 652-653).
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Though historicized by white colonists (such as Saint-Méry) in derisive terms, Makandal’s
heroism persists in other sources, notably vodou songs. The following was sung by Erol Josué, a
Haitian musician, houngan, and Director of the Bureau d’Ethnologie in Haiti, in February of
2011 to Laurent Dubois.212 Dubois’s transcript is as follows:
Depi m soti nan Ginen, moun y ape sonde mwen`
Se mwen-menm (w osin o) rasin o
Depi m soti nan Ginen, moun y ape sonde mwen
O se mwen-menm, o gwo wòch o!
M soti an ba dlo, mwen vole “dans les airs” dan lèzè (an

lè)

Kou yo kwè yo pran mwen, m tounen lafimen o
Jou yo konnen sa m sèvi, latè va tranble
Jou yo konnen non vanyan mwen, loray va gwonde
O se mwen-menm, o rasin o!
Depi m soti nan ginen, moun y ape sonde mwen
O se mwen-menm, O rasin o !
M soti an ba dlo, mwen vole “dans les airs” dan lèzè (an lè)
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Kou yo kwè yo pran mwen, m tounen lafimen o
Jou yo konnen non vanyan m, latè va tranble, ey
Jou yo konnen sa m sèvi, loray va gwonde
Se mwen-menm, O rasin o!
M di se mwen-menm, o gwo wòch o.

Since I left Africa, people have been testing me
I am the root
Since I left Africa, people have been testing me
I am a great rock
I came from under the water, I fly up into the sky
When they thought they captured me, I turned to smoke
When they find out who I serve, the earth will tremble
When they learn my real name, the storm will thunder
I am the root
Since I left Africa, people have been testing me
I am the root
Since I left Africa, people have been testing me
I am a great rock
I came from under the water, I fly up into the sky
When they thought they captured me, I turned to smoke
When they find out who I serve, the earth will tremble
When they learn my real name, the storm will thunder
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I am the root
I am a great rock
As Dubois argues “The song condenses history while also issuing a future prophesy,
simultaneously sending those who sing the song backwards into the past and propelling them
into a future of overcoming and transformation.” Yet while vodou songs and Kreyòl accounts of
Makandal’s flight both look backward and inward (to Africa, to the rocks and roots of locality)
and outward and forward (to freedom, the flying storms, and prophetic emancipation), Stella, in
claiming to represent the “Verité” of the past, effaces all intra and extra-national conflict into
seamless universalizing peace.
In a very limited way, Bergeaud makes use of Haitian history from “the ground up” to
empower his universalizing allegory. By harnessing vodou folk songs, specific components of
the Declaration and Constitution, Haitian proverbs and formally imitating - though ethically
subordinating - polyphonic Haitian voices into national myth, Bergeaud subsumes Haitian
difference, particularly those marked by Kreyòl voices, into the graceful contours of nonthreatening allegory, written in the French language, distributed to a French audience, and named
after the blond white woman of Stella. Not unlike Madiou and Ardouin whose epic histories,
claimed to build from oral histories, which effectively translated Kreyòl voices into a
homogeneous French historical narrative, Bergeaud’s allegory contains the suppressed and
contorted traces of other, forgotten voices. Indeed, the “Notes explicatives” to the novel (likely
written by Ardouin) evokes a line from the novel: “Le jour ne se lève qu’à son heure.” The
editor explains that this derives from the Kreyòl proverb: “pressé pa fait jour l’ouvri” (or in
contemporary Kreyòl orthography “twò prese pa fè jou louvri” (Stella 110)).213 While Lesley
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Curtis takes this translation as evidence of the “importance of the Haitian language to Haitian
literature” – a part of her broader reading of Stella as a subversion of Western mockery and
valorizing appeal to universalism - this strategy also consolidates, rather than disturbs, French
linguistic domination, seamlessly eroding Kreyòl from francophone historiography.214 Similarly,
Christiane Ndiaye has argued for a “postmodern” and proto-Glissantian ethos in what she calls
the “polyphonie” and “hybridité” of Stella whose epic register (not only through its allegorical
naming but also constant invocations to the “Pallas antique”, or the “beaux vers de Lucrèce”)
recall the oral traditions of the epic.215
Yet I find it difficult to make the leap from the ur-Western literary tradition to a
racialized revalorization of Kreyòl simply because both had oral roots. Similarly, although
Bergeaud claims to represent noirs, mulâtres, and blancs, does not necessarily mean we should
accept these representations as unproblematic reproductions of historical voices (and even if we
could, it is not as though any of these racially categorized voices were uniform, homogeneous
entities). While it may “feel right” – to poach from Stowe, herself not unfamiliar with racialized
ventriloquism – to celebrate the first Haitian novel as a forerunner to liberatory 20th-century
Caribbean theorizations of hybridity, difference, créolité, its mechanisms of linguistic power, its
deeply problematic representation of race, and its erasure of difference into an undisturbed lake
of universalism tell a different story.
II. Translations of the Black Spartacus
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If Bergeaud and Brown both construct their benchmarks in African American and Haitian
literary history out of a historical patchwork, they consolidate their authorial images elsewhere:
in Saint Thomas and Europe. As Ardouin writes in his editor’s preface: “l’exil eut néanmoins
quelques charmes, parce qu’elle sut y puiser une sorte de compensation dans le voeux incessants
qu’elle formait pour le Bonheur et la prosperité de la patrie, qui ne peuvent résulter que de
l’union sincere de tous ses enfants” (“exile had nevertheless some charms, for it knew how to
draw a sort of compensation from the incessant vows that it made for the Happiness and
prosperity of the motherland, which could only result in the sincere union of all its children”).
Although Brown and Bergeaud left their homelands under very different conditions, and
published for very different audiences, attention to the exilic conditions of their novels is
significant within discourses of 19th-century black internationalism. Moreover, Brown’s sojourn
in Europe offers a possible overlooked source for Clotel, one which would incorporate not only
U.S. vernacular traditions (song, proverbs, and oral history) into the first African American short
story, but, as we will see later in this chapter, also Haitian and specifically Kreyòl cultural
production.
Both novels were written while their authors were in exile. In the case of Bergeaud, Stella
was the product of the author’s exile from Faustin Soulouque’s regime in Saint Thomas, and was
published posthumously in Paris. Born a slave in Kentucky, Brown was brought to Missouri in
infancy, sold repeatedly and finally freed himself from bondage by fleeing to Cleveland. For nine
years, he worked on Lake Erie as a boatman and in 1849 moved to Britain to launch a circuit of
antislavery lectures: in Europe, he served as delegate to the 1849 International Peace Conference,
and launched his career as a professional writer with the publication of Three Years in Europe;
or Places I have Seen and People I have met (London, 1852). After returning to the United
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States in 1854, his freedom purchased by English friends, Brown produced an expanded
narrative the following year, published simultaneously in Boston, Cleveland, and New York
under the title: The American Fugitive in Europe: Sketches of Places and People Abroad. As
Charles Baraw has argued, Brown travels “from the social death of slavery in the United States
to professional authorship and celebrity in Europe.”216 Contrary to the authorial patchwork so
commonly associated with Brown’s corpus, this European sojourn allowed Brown to construct a
self-contained authorial persona: for although Three Years and The American Fugitive are as
equally eclectic as Clarel (a mélange of various aesthetic and generic conventions, some of
which came to furnish material for the later novel) the many moving parts of Brown’s work
serve to construct a portrait which follows the genteel conventions of the “American young
gentleman” abroad.
Yet Brown oversteps some of these conventions in order to make a forceful political
critique: specifically, though his career-long interest in Haiti. Although Brown never explicitly
links the Haitian to French Revolution in his Three Years, historical violence is never far from
his mind. In letter XIX on September 10 1851, for example Brown opens his letter with an
evocation of Oxford’s violent past:
At one time it was the seat of Popery; at another, the
uncompromising enemy of Rome. Here the tyrant, Richard the
Third, held his court, and when James the First, and his son Charles
the First, found their capital too hot to hold them, they removed to
their loyal city of Oxford. The writings of the great Republicans
were here committed to the flames. At one time Popery sent
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Protestants to the stake and faggot; at another, a Papist King found
no favour with the people. A noble monument now stands where
Cranmer, Ridley, and Latimer, proclaimed their sentiments and
faith, and sealed them with their blood.217
This is a rather typical move of Brown, who frequently turns his reader’s attention to the violent
history lurking beneath the calm prettiness of his various touristic destinations. In this particular
instance, however, this history lesson performs deeper work. While in Oxford, Brown discusses
his meeting with Alexander Crummell, who was then studying at Queens College, Cambridge
(“though much inferior to Oxford,” Brown remarks!) as well as other nameless black scholars.
Observing these men, he writes:
In an hour’s walk through the Strand, Regent, or Piccadilly Streets
in London, one may meet half a dozen coloured young men, who
are inmates of the various Colleges in the metropolis. These are all
signs of progress in the cause of the songs of Africa. Then let our
people take courage, and with that courage let them apply
themselves to learning. A determination to excel is the sure road to
greatness, and that is as open to the black man as the white. It was
that which has accomplished the mighiest and noblest triumphs in
the intellectual and physical world. It was that which has made
such rapid strides towards civilization, and broken the chains of
ignorance and superstition, which have so long fettered the human
intellect. It was determination which raised so many worthy
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individuals from the humble walks of society, and from poverty,
and placed them in positions of trust and renown. It is no slight
barrier that can effectually oppose the determination of the will-success must ultimately crown its efforts.
The success of these men brings Brown not to assimilate their trajectories into a university
narrative of genteel uplift; nor does it lead to an explicit condemnation of the United States; nor
even does it end – as Crummell did – in Liberia. Instead, this “determination to excel” finds its
finest expression, for Brown, in the Haitian Revolution. Brown immediate follows the above
passage with:
“The world shall hear of me," was the exclamation of one whose
name has become as familiar as household words. A Toussaint,
once laboured in the Sugar field with his spelling-book in his
pocket, amid the combined efforts of a nation to keep him in
ignorance. His name is now recorded among the list of statesmen
of the past. A Soulouque was once a slave, and knew not how to
read. He now sits upon the throne of an Empire.
While Oxford’s past overflows, in Brown’s description, with flames, blood, and Popery, Haiti
stands as an emblem of civilization and specifically educational uplift. Brown inverts the
common Gothic narrative about Haiti to place the first black republic as a moral and intellectual
superior to the highest seat of Western learning.
As Martha Schoolman has argued, these remarks provide a “shift in Brown’s historical
imagination away from a cosmopolitanism that would seem inextricable from European
imperialism and toward a critical-cosmopolitan orientation that would have…the Haitian
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Revolution as its imaginative locus.” 218 Curiously, this shift evokes both Toussaint and
Soulouque. While Toussaint was regarded as a benign martyr, his threat safely contained within
the confines of Romanticism– think, for example of Wordsworth’s sonnet or Lamartine’s verse
drama Toussaint – Soulouque, particularly for a European and U.S. audience in the 1850s held
different connotations altogether (for a description of Souloque and the “Haytian fear” see
chapter three). Brown is clearly aware of some of these connotations, which is why he salvages
Soulouque’s purported illiteracy, assimilating Western denigrations of barbaric idiocy instead
into Toussaint’s literacy narrative. Moreover, the indefinite article - a Soulouque, a Toussaint –
implies that “the world shall hear” of many Haitians to follow: this impetus to self-educate, the
determination Brown admires, shall be an inexorable force in Haitian, and it is implied, global
history. Soulouque and Toussaint become detachable from their persons and instead are situtated
as models, even blueprints, for future political action.
This emphasis on what Daut has called the “New World literacy narrative” of course
evokes Brown’s famous 1854 lecture St Domingo: its Revolutions and its Patriots. In this
speech, delivered to Philadelphia and London audiences, Brown concludes with a similar
strategy:
Who knows but that a Toussaint, a Christophe, a Rigaud, a
Ciervaux, and a Dessalines, may some day appear in the Southern
States of this Union? That they are there, no one will doubt. That
their souls are thirsting for liberty, all will admit. The spirit that
caused the blacks to take up arms, and to shed their blood in the
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American revolutionary war, is still amongst the slaves of the
south; and if we are not mistaken, the day is not far distant when
the revolution of St. Domingo will be reenacted in South Carolina
and Louisiana. The Haytian Revolution was not unlike that which
liberated the slaves of Sparta.219
Brown again rhetorically shapes particular men in Haitian historiography into generalizable
figures which are reiterable in time and transferable across national borders: “a Toussaint, a
Christophe, a Rigaud, a Ciervaux, and a Dessalines” who may come to liberate the U.S. South..
Brown’s invocation of a series of Haitian historical actors directly references the abbé
Raynal’s (now thought to be written by Diderot) myth of the “Black Spartacus,” or the black
liberator who soon became inseparable from Toussaint’s iconography: “Où est-il ce grand
homme, que la nature doit peut-être à l’honneur de l’espèce humaine? Où est-il ce nouveau
Spartacus, qui ne trouvera point de Crassus” (Where is this great man, whom nature owes
perhaps the honor of the human species? Where is this new Spartacus, who will never find
Crassus?”).220 This is significant for two reasons. First, Brown extends the chain of the “Black
Spartacus” myth: just as Spartacus served as a model, perhaps even a typological prefiguration,
of Toussaint’s noble actions, Toussaint himself, as well as Christophe, Rigaud, and Dessalines
offer U.S. blacks a model for their own liberation. Two, Brown’s reference to Raynal also
invokes the literacy narrative which we see in Three Years: popular myth claimed (falsely) that
Toussaint’s rise to power was initiated by an early encounter with Raynal’s book, assimilating
Haitian political action into Anglo-American narratives of black literacy, from the trope talking
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book to Frederick Douglass’s covert education. The “spelling book” of Three Years thus
transforms into Raynal’s Histoire philosophique and in doing so, becomes a call to arms.
Haiti famously threads throughout Brown’s oeuvre: the most cited text in Clotel is
Beard’s The Life of Toussaint Louverture which, although are unrelated to the action of the
novel, perform important work: the descriptions of a yellow fever epidemic, simmering
rebelliousness among the slaves, and the Haitian revolutionary Lamour de Rance (which is
amalgamated with Brown’s representation of Pecquilo).221 This is perhaps most apparent in
Brown’s introduction of the Nat Turner rebellion:
The evils consequent on slavery are not lessened by the incoming
of one or two rays of light. If the slave only becomes aware of his
condition, and conscious of the injustice under which he suffers, it
he obtains but a faint idea of these things, he will seize the first
opportunity to possess himself of what he conceives to belong to
him. The infusion of Anglo-Saxon with African blood has created
an insurrectionary feeling among the slaves of America hitherto
unknown. Aware of their blood connection with their owners,
these mulattoes labour under the sense of their personal and social
injuries; and tolerate, if they do not encourage in themselves low
and vindictive passions (Clotel 214).
As Langer Cohen notes, Brown borrows from and merges two distinct popular discourses of
Haiti: the biological damnation of the “San Domingo hour” signaled in Harriet Beecher Stowe’s
Uncle Tom’s Cabin and the intellectual enlightenment of John Beard’s Life of Toussaint (“Saint
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Domingue” 174). In the former, Haiti is not only condemned and semantically re-colonized
under the appellation San Domingo; but its revolutionary energy is dismissed as the inevitable
byproduct of racial admixture, one moreover, which renders “African” passion subordinate to the
“firmness and foresight” of the “Anglo-Saxon.”
With his evocation of the “infusion of Anglo-Saxon blood”, Brown may first seem to
endorse this pseudo-scientific discourse of racial degeneration. Yet, Brown introduces another
source into his account of Nat Turner: in doing so, he merges Stowe’s cautionary tale with two
passages from Beard’s Life of Toussaint:
The evils consequent on slavery are not lessened by the incoming
of one or two stray rays of light. If the slave becomes conscious of
his condition, and aware of the injustice under which he suffers, if
he obtains but a faint idea of these things…then a new element of
evil is added to those which before were only too powerful…In the
agitation of the public mind of the world, which preceded the
French Revolution, such feelings could not be excluded from any
community on earth: they entered the plantations of Hayti, and
they aided in preparing the terrific struggle, which, through alarm,
agitation, and slaughter, issued in the independence of the island.

On their side, the men of color laboring under the sense of their
personal and social injuries, tolerated, if they did not encourage in
themselves,

low

and

vindictive

passions…The

mulattoes,

therefore, were a hot-bed of dissatisfaction, and a furnace for
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turbulence. Aware by their education of the new ideas which were
fermenting in Europe and in the United States, they were also ever
on the watch to seize opportunities to avenge their wrongs.222
While racial tainting in Stowe creates the terrifying conditions of Haitian insurrection, Beard’s
struggle for independence is narrated as an intellectual battle: blood does not drive the slave to
violence but rather highlights his intellectual acuteness, making him “conscious of his condition,
and aware of… injustice” (italics mine).

Reread within the context of Beard and Stowe,

Brown’s insurrectionary Turner takes on a different valence: though he uses Stowe’s rhetoric of
“infused” blood, biological admixture is simply a metaphor for the intellectual process of
achieving political consciousness. Again, consider Brown’s echo of Beard: “Aware of their blood
connection with their owners” (italics mine). Brown thus re-humanizes Stowe’s Gothic shadows
by insisting on the cultural rather than biological consequences of métissage; in doing so, he
celebrates Haiti as, not the fearful site of a “San Domingo hour,” but a worldly example of
independence; finally, he uses this revalorization to reframe Nat Turner’s failed rebellion within
the heroism of the only successful slave rebellion in history.
III. Comment zot vous oublié Toussaint, Dessalin, Christophe et Boyer?
Using Haiti’s centrality as an imaginative locus in Brown’s imagination as a point of
departure, I would now like to turn to Brown’s sojourn in Europe to identify another possible
source of Clotel – one which celebrates Haitian history in a specifically Kreyòl voice: a Haitian
political song, titled “Rivière Président,” which first emerged in Port-au-Prince in the early
1840s, spread throughout Haiti, and was translated from Kreyòl into French by the French
diplomat Jean Prax in Haiti. It was later widely popularized and widely disseminated in a lengthy
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article titled “Les moeurs et la littérature nègres – likely a reference to l’abbé Grégoire’s 1808
article of the same name - in an 1852 issue of the widely read Revue des Deux Mondes, written
by the well known diplomat Gustave d’Alaux (who happened to be the diplomatic counterpart to
Stella’s editor Beaubrun Ardouin). In this article, d’Alaux transcribes political songs – which he
calls “ce journal rimé” or “this rhyming newspaper” – to describe the political potency of many
songs, including “Rivière président,” which purportedly brought down the interim government of
1843-44 which was established in the wake of Boyer’s ousting.223
Although we do not know exactly what Brown read during his European sojourn, it is
probable that the cultivated man of letters, who fashioned himself as a refined tourist, kept
abreast of the latest periodicals (he regularly mentions U.S., British, and French newspapers and
journalists in Three Years). Moreover, his reference to Soulouque’s purported illiteracy (a quality
which the French press, in particular, lampooned) appears to be in clear dialogue with a
European press gripped by a horror of Haiti. In what follows, I would like to ask: Could the same
patchwork engine that drives Clotel also have operated outside Anglophone borders? More
specifically, could Brown have accessed Haitian literatures while in France – beyond the
Anglophone press and translations he used so cannily in Clotel?
We should first consider d’Alaux’s article itself. Although d’Alaux’s descriptions of Haiti
are elsewhere denigrating, the evocation of the “rhyming newspaper” is apt. Popular music has
long been a means for Haiti’s disenfranchised populations to disseminate news, to organize
forces, and to lay claims to history. One can even push d’Alaux’s trope of the rhyming
newspaper to consider the ways in which songs amalgamated (lines, for example, of vodou
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songs, often work their way into secular political music) recalling textual technologies of
reprinting. Kreyòl-language music in particular, enjoys a privileged place as an instrument of
political archiving and critique in the Haitian public sphere. This music ranges from the sacred to
the profane: including protest songs, vodou’s historical chronicles, warnings of insurrection,
coded messages, and chants of revolutionary incitement.224 In the present day, the historical
legacy of song remains a vibrant Kreyòl archive: one need only consider the political power of
Michel “Sweet Micky” Martelly’s satirical songs targeting Jean-Bertrand Aristide.225
An analysis of 19th-century Haitian song presents a number of methodological challenges,
of course, which limit the kinds of claims we can draw from this archive. First, written accounts
of the Kreyòl language of the 19th-century is significantly different from that which is used today
(which was only standardized in 1979 and became one of Haiti’s official languages in 1987);
moreover, very few accounts were transcribed by native Kreyòl speakers, but rather by
francophone colonists, foreign diplomats, and elite mulâtres. Pre-20th-century Kreyòl thus
remains twice removed: first through its historical distance, second through the intermediate (and
usually foreign) scribe which registers a song’s lyrics. Moreover, very little notation of early
political songs exist and, those which are still sung, have presumably evolved from generation to
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generation: their rhythm, melody, timbre, tempo, and meter are usually unknown, as are the
number of performers, the ways in which they harmonized, and the manners, sites, and
movements of the embodied performance. Finally, the rich networks, be they religious or
political, public or private, filiative or affiliative, in which a song was performed are often lost to
us or, if not, distorted by foreign eyes.
That said, we may try to recuperate some of a song’s possible meanings and, in doing so,
trace the contours of an active Kreyòl public sphere which is otherwise effaced from Haitian
historiography. For a bit of context: “Rivière President” emerged after the deposition of Boyer,
who had unified Haiti in 1820 but whose policies of privileging mulâtre over noir, and his deeply
unpopular acceptance of the French “dette odieuse” led him to face rebellion by the early 1840s.
A liberal opposition coalition, led by the Charles “Rivière” Hérard, attacked Port-au-Prince in
March 1843, ousting Boyer, and establishing a provisional government, with Rivière at its head.
However, the coalition behind Rivière was divided: Southern peasant groups, long marginalized
by Boyer, demanded civic rights and land reform: peasant-led rebellions erupted both within the
country (notably the Piquet rebellions) as well as in the current Dominican Republic, which had
until Hérard’s ascension been colonized by Haiti. By May 1844, Hérard was overthrown.226
The song was purportedly written in response to this political unrest and was transcribed
by the French diplomat Jean Prax and reprinted by Gustave d’Alaux about a decade later. In his
article in the Revue d’Alaux notes that the song spread throughout the whole country – like a
“courant electrique” - and that it was originally composed by a Port-au-Prince lawyer and
supporter of Boyer. Although d’Alaux both here and elsewhere is known to exaggerate his
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claims presumably to better entertain or feed into the assumptions of a predominantly French
audience, Prax is a more interesting figure: a low-ranking diplomat, who lived in Gonaïves for
seven years, Prax was fluent in Kreyòl (his transcriptions are far more elaborate and more closely
resemble modern Kreyòl than the highly French-ified versions of other early sources of Kreyòl).
Prax would go on, in fact, to write a book manuscript in 1857, titled “Ahiti: Etudes sur la
civilisation des noirs” in which he argued not only for the complexity of Kreyòl songs, but
claimed that they should be included in diplomatic dispatches to provide another perspective on
Haiti.
The political force of this song lies in the way it highlights political hypocrisy: Rivière
with “zyeux verron” (meaning eyes which look in different directions), is accused by the singers
of raiding the state coffers to pay France and Britain, and is subsequently blamed for turning the
country (lifting lines from a vodou song associated with Dessalines) into a “pays-là chaviré,” or
the country turned upside down (Hogson 28). Blindly dependent on his advisors, beholden to
foreign powers, and weak to the insurrections of the South of Haiti and what would become the
Dominican Republic, Rivière is damned not only as an ineffectual President but a two faced
conman. The song, transcribed by Prax, reads as follows:
Rivière, président, gagné zyé verron
Li di li pyé en haut Bellanton
Li enlevé trésor
Voyé dans bang par Dipy et Windsor.
Constituant yo, yo trop en colère
Quand yo voué pays soufri trop misère
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Yo di Rivière Rivière rend compte;
Rivière prend coler pour caché la honte.
Pagnol soulevé, aux Cayes soulevé,
À la toute pays-là chaviré.
Côté l’abondans-là
Que Rivière té di li ta bail peup-là?

President Rivière is cross-eyed;
He says he relies on Bellanton.
He has taken the treasure,
He has sent it to the bank with Dupuy and Windsor.

The constituents are very angry,
To see the country suffering so much poverty;
They tell Rivière to explain himself;
Rivière gets angry to hide his shame.

The Spanish revolt, the Cayes revolts,
The whole country is turned upside down.
Where is the abundance
That Rivière promised to the people?
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As Kate Hodgson, has argued, the song “projects the contemporary events of 1844 onto a
broader historical canvas” by drawing parallels between the corrupt Rivière and the
revolutionary models of “Toussaint, Dessalin, Christophe et Boyer” (Hodgson 28). In an
ambiguous final turn, the song ends with a genealogy of Haitian heroes, which could either be
read as heroic benchmarks against which to measure Rivière’s violent failings or simply a
lineage of politicians who have long disappointed the Haitian people. The text reads:
Soldat voyagé, bougeois voyage
Lamé, sans mangé, dans youn grand dangé
Rivière fai fusillé
Tout maman pitit gagné dleau dans zyé.
Lazarr di tanpis, tonton pas là-dans
Parceque moin changé, moin gagné zenfant.
Comment zot vous oublié Toussaint, Dessalin, Christophe et Boyer?

The soldiers are off, the bourgeois are off,
The army, if they don’t eat, are in great danger;
Rivière orders shootings
Every mother has tears in her eyes.
Lazarre says, Sorry, Uncle is not getting involved,
I have changed, I must think of my children now.
How can the rest of you forget
Toussaint, Dessalines, Christophe and Boyer?”
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It is impossible to prove whether or not Brown read this in La Revue des Deux Mondes.
However, we do know that the Revue was widely circulated in England, particularly in Brown’s
intellectual British circles. We also know that Brown was proficient in French (in Three Years
Brown describes speaking ‘his best” French to a cab driver, he listens to – and praises - speeches
delivered in French, and even gently mocks Americans and Englishmen for their monolingual
limitations). Given Brown’s interest in the first black republic, and his efforts to keep abreast of
European intellectual society, it is not improbable that he sought out the most thorough
description of Haiti, published in the most prestigious European newspaper, only one year before
the London publication of Clotel.
“Rivière President” could in fact serve as keywords for Clotel: the title of the song clearly
resonates with the plot of Brown’s novel, albeit in oblique ways. First, the song plays on
River/Rivière in such a way that accuses Hérard of a certain slipperiness. The river, of course,
not only divides and delimits the political space of Clotel but also offers the tragically ironic
scene of the heroine’s drowning in the Potomac “within plain sight of the President’s house.”
Whether it be the Ohio River sketches which turn the river into a legal border between freedom
and slavery or the watery grave of Clotel, the river reveals the contingencies and absurdities of
geographical limitations of personhood. As Judith Madera has argued of Clotel “the river was a
moving stage, a physical barrier, a symbolic space of crossing and finally something fluid.”227
The hypocrisy of the song’s two-faced President Rivière is instantiated in the hypocrisy of
Brown’s President Jefferson, a hypocrisy moreover that seeps into the organization of United
States political space.
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Figure 5. The Death of Clotel. Frontispiece Image, Engraving. Clotel: The President's Daughter:
A Narrative of Slave Life in the United States. 1853.
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This is perhaps most apparent in Clotel’s death scene (Figure 5). Captured and facing
being shipped to the South, the heroine makes a final desperate attempt to escape, bolting past
her jailers. Cornered on a suspension bridge over the Potomac River, and in plain sight of the
Capitol - “The prison in which she was put stands midway between the capitol at Washington
and the president’s house” (Clotel 189) - Clotel chooses death over captivity: she throws herself
into the river.
For a moment she looked wildly and anxiously around to see if
there was no hope of escape. On either hand, far down below, rolled
the deep foamy waters of the Potomac, and before and behind the
rapidly approaching step and noisy voices of pursuers, showing
how vain would be any further effort for freedom. Her resolution
was taken. She clasped her hands convulsively, and raised them, as
she at the same time raised her eyes towards heaven, and begged for
that mercy and compassion there, which had been denied her on
earth, and then, with a single bound, she vaulted over the railings of
the bridge, and sunk for ever beneath the waves of the river.

Thus died Clotel the daughter of Thomas Jefferson, a president of
the United States; a man distinguished as the author of the
Declaration of American Independence and one of the first
statesmen of that country’ (192)
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Brown here emphasizes the misalignment between the formal freedom of American historical
romance – Washington’s monuments, enshrined documents, and the oftenmentioned “President’s
house” – and the ignominious dehumanization underlying the nation’s political geography. With
its ironic condemnation of the Presidential office, its deconstruction of the moral authority of
U.S. political genealogies, and its emphasis on the political uses of the natural space, Clotel
cannily echoes the political folk song transcribed in the Revue des Deux Mondes. Moreover,
Clotel dies in a chapter titled “Death is Freedom” reworking the Haitian Declaration of
Independence, titled “Liberté ou la mort” – a catchphrase that (as discussed in chapter two)
disseminated widely through the U.S. That Brown had international spaces on the mind is
perhaps also evinced in the specific language with which he refers to the “Declaration of
American Independence,” a deliberate nod perhaps to his British audience, but also a reminder of
that other American nation which authored a Declaration of Independence in the Age of
Revolutions: Haiti.
To read Brown through Haitian cultural material reveals that celebratory figurations of
Toussaint and Soulouque elsewhere in Brown’s oeuvre may not merely derive from AngloAmerican translations of Haitian historiography (which may say more about the United States
than they do about Haiti) but possibly reveal an engagement with Haitian, and possibly even
Kreyòl, literary production. Doris Somner in her Foundational Fictions demonstrates how U.S.
literature distinguished between the genres of the novel and the romance contra Latin American
conflations of the two genres (one of Somner’s strongest evidentiary claims identifies
Sarmiento’s characterization of James Fenimore Cooper as a romancista; and I would add that in
a francophone context of the singular roman (unlike the novella/romanza or novel/romance),
Somner’s point is even stronger). Somner argues: “In the United States…the label of romance
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has traditionally distinguished an ethico-political character of our most canonical books of
fiction. And in Latin America, romance…collapses the distinction.” For Somner, Latin American
“foundational fictions” reveal the incommensurability of genre across national borders. Yet
Somner’s analysis depends on a stability of genre within those national borders – a stability both
Stella and Clotel fail to instantiate.
Thinking about the unlikely generic contours of these two works displaces the importance
of genre from national founding, reveals contiguities as well as incommensurablities across
nations, and point us towards the messy contradictions and possibilities of 19th-century black
print culture.228 By shifting our axis of inquiry away from book history and toward print culture,
from genre to bricolage, from comparative nationalist paradigms to transnational and
hemispheric frameworks, we allow not only a deeper consideration of Stella and Clotel but
trouble the narratives of “firstness” or “origins” that have earned both a place in Haitian and
African American canonicity. Therefore, while I have, in this chapter, brought both tales together
on these very grounds, I am afraid I have been rather disingenuous. I am less interested in either
novel as “firsts” and more interested in the ways they gesture towards other, deeper genealogies:
literary networks that cut across oceans, times, and media and, in doing so, upend cultural points
of primacy.
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Le nom français lugubre encore nos contrées
When in 1990 Michel-Rolph Trouillot wrote of “the fiction of Haitian exceptionalism,”
he described a Haiti that had been isolated, stigmatised, and situated outside of relation to other
cultures, “erratic, and therefore unexplainable.”229 Now, in 2016 – in scholarly circles at least –
Haiti has become not only explainable but the very instrument by which we explain any number
of colossal phenomena: from the Atlantic World, to the Age of Revolution, to modernity itself.
In what some scholars have labelled the “Haitian turn,” the first black state seems to bloom from
the prose of such unlikely suspects as Hegel, Emerson and Emily Dickinson (to say nothing of a
whole range of likelier suspects, from Victor Hugo to Frederick Douglass). This surge of interest
has been extremely valuable, energizing a number of fields both within and without Caribbean
studies and questioning traditional disciplinary, period and region-specific parameters. Recent
critical interest in Haiti has dislocated traditional channels of influence, upended cultural
hierarchies, and charted new literary genealogies.
And yet, as scholars fix their sights on the Caribbean, this celebratory turn recalls less
commendable histories, some of which are disturbingly similar to the very narratives that have
long worked to marginalize Haitian cultural production. We should be wary, for example, of
simply using Haiti as a mirror to a U.S-specific political moment; similarly, some critical interest
in Haiti has risked reproducing Western-centric biases in which Caribbean literary production is
only deemed interesting insofar as it can be absorbed into a canon of European intellectual
thought.
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Contributing to this marginalization is the fact that many methodological challenges are
often overlooked in Haitian studies – for example, the paucity of Kreyòl archival material; the
emphasis on elite literary production; or the quandaries in working with collectively authored
texts. I have tried – in my limited way - in this dissertation to attend to some of these
conundrums. Further work – which will require collaboration with not only with our colleagues
in the French Department but anthropologists, musicologists, ethnographers, oral historians (to
say nothing of expanding university-level language studies so that we may some day say “our
colleagues in the Kreyòl department”) – is necessary if we truly want to reckon with the much
deplored “elitist paradigm” of postcolonial studies, and if we take interdisciplinary collaboration
seriously. Too often is a figure like Pierre Faubert taken for the Haitian Everyman, a kind of
Jean-Pierre Ibo, and a welcome addition to an ever-expanding Americanist (and I mean this in
the broadest sense) canon. While we have to a reasonable extent naturalized the uneven power
formations in a uniquely Western archive, we do not often enough acknowledge the power
differentials within colonized spaces. Faubert was closer to Flaubert than most critics think.
While there is nothing intrinsically wrong in studying Faubert (quite the contrary, as I hope my
dissertation has shown) he must not be one in a handful of elite voices in a much wider “Haitian
archive.”

In

accepting

Faubert

as

representative

of

all

Haitians,

we

reproduce

francophone/Kreyòl literary hierarchies, which still inflict much harm in Haiti; we homogenize
intracolonial difference into a vaguely tropical corporation; and we occlude other stories,
possibilities, and political and aesthetic forms.
It is often overlooked that what is termed the “Haitian Declaration of Independence”
concluded rather than began the revolutionary process. I will therefore allow myself to turn
backward to Haiti’s foundational document in concluding this dissertation. The independence act
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of 1804 brings us back to the material reality of Haitian cultural production: written and
circulated in French but performed in Kreyòl (although it would not be translated into the
language until the 1990s), the document encapsulates many problematics which I have discussed
in this dissertation. In renaming Saint-Domingue Haïti, the Act both claims brotherhood with the
Taíno (a pre-contact past) and projects the nation into the post-colonial space of the future; it
makes appeals to indigenity (the Armée Indigène which titles the document), prefiguring the
lakou model, while also imagining the broader, universal movements of justice; it unifies the
singular man myth of Dessalines even as it betrays multiple authorship, multiple points of
authority and complex collective performances; it is written to be performed in a limited time
and place and also to circulate around the world, finding its way to Kingston, Havana, New
York, Philadelphia, London, Paris, Rome, and even what is now Mumbai. While I have, in this
dissertation, written against considering Haiti through the flattening mechanisms of signs,
symptoms, and metaphors, I will, with apologies, conclude by doing precisely this: by presenting
the 1804 independence act as a metonym for Haitian literary production. As such, the very
document grapples with itself as both idea and material, a local fiction with universal reach and a
set of practices marked by translations, adjustments, and differences.
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